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Unnatural Selection  

by 
 

Will Anderson 
 
 

ollowing the demise of her husband, George, Lacy 
Johnstone, financially independent and loving the beauty 

and warmth of Hilton Head, bought a house on the island. The 
house was situated two miles from the lagoon where her 
husband had been dragged, drowned, and consumed by the 
twelve-foot monster lizard, Ali Gator. This fate was conceived by 
George for Lacy, but the plan went awry at the last second. 

While a lagoon evoking memories of the tragedy did 
border the new house, across the water in a stand of beautiful 
live oaks lay the fourth hole of the community’s golf course. 
Lacy had found the house and view irresistible and told herself 
the memories would soon fade. 

Ali, for his part, was forced to leave his home lagoon 
after outwitting several attempts to catch and kill him, first by 
authorities wanting to open his stomach and extract George, and 
then by critter control folks hired by fearful neighbors. A barrage 
of bullets—two of which pierced his tail as he dove into the 
water—was the final straw. He started a lagoon-to-lagoon journey 
until he judged he had gone far enough to be safe. As chance 
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would have it, the final lagoon was the one that bordered Lacy’s 
new house. 

At first Lacy spent most of her time inside the house 
supervising its decoration, leaving only to buy furniture, get 
groceries, or take an ocean swim. But as the memories of 
George dimmed, she felt the urge to rejoin the outside world. 
She began by taking golf lessons, then playing rounds with other 
women and enjoying their company. On one of those days, a 
handsome man in the pro shop smiled and said hello, and a 
surge of hormones caused a sudden bright blush. Lacy was 
young and attractive, and that night she made a first foray into 
the island bar scene—one of cosmic proportions. 

 Ali’s life was simpler, his options minimal. Well past 
the spring breeding season, sleeping, chasing food, and eating 
were about it except for sunning—his favorite pastime. At the 
edge of the lagoon across the water from Lacy’s house, he had 
found a thicket of shrubs and small young trees and scratched 
out a flat spot in its middle. The thicket was high enough to hide 
him but low enough to allow the sun’s rays to warm him. He 
took great pleasure in sliding out of the water on a sunny day—
being careful no one saw him—wriggling into a comfortable 
position and enjoying the warmth the sun’s rays brought. 

As the weeks proceeded, Lacy continued her bar 
excursions, tried a variety of white wines, and conversed with 
both men and women. Out of this came a preferred bar, a 
favorite wine, and a young man whose company she enjoyed. 
And on one evening at the bar, having consumed many glasses 
of the wine, she left with the man, Jim Moore. His car was still 
parked outside her house the next morning. 

When Lacy woke, she found Jim still sleeping. A quick 
perusal told her the wine had not impaired her judgment—as far 
as looks went anyway. He was as attractive then as in the bar. 
She smiled, slipped out of bed, put on coffee, and headed for 
the shower. Minutes later she was pleasantly surprised when he 
joined her. 

For Ali the world turned upside down that same 
morning. He had situated himself comfortably on his favorite 
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spot in the thicket. The sun was out, the sky clear, his body 
temperature rising. Then he heard something fall into the grass, 
roll, and come to a stop right under his nose. It looked like a 
large piece of hail. It smelled clean, so he bit into it. Hard, 
though chewable, given the power of his jaws, and flavorless; he 
spat it out. There were few things Ali would not eat, but this was 
one. Half-an-hour later another of these odd objects arrived, this 
time landing directly on top of his head. It hurt! 

Unknown to Ali, a section of the golf green just beyond 
the thicket, previously reseeded and closed off, had been 
opened that morning and the pin location moved onto it. Given 
the accuracy of the average golfer, it was a wonder more balls 
had not fallen near him. 

Curiosity aroused, Ali made his way to the edge of the 
thicket and peered out carefully. As he watched, more of the 
white objects fell from the sky landing on or near the green. 
Then four women arrived and began tapping the objects with 
sticks until they rolled into a hole in the green. And to Ali’s 
amazement, after all that work, each one took her ball back out 
of the hole and left. Since the activity did not involve eating, 
sleeping, breeding, or sunning, it made no sense to Ali, and his 
large, long head shook back and forth as he retreated into the 
thicket. 

At Lacy’s across the water, the coffee hit the spot. She 
and Jim took their cups out to the patio, pulled two lounge 
chairs together, and sat down facing the lagoon. 

“Your home is beautiful,” Jim said. “And large. I live in 
a small condo. A rental.” 

Lacy knew Jim worked as a waiter in one of the 
restaurants on the island. She guessed he made only enough to 
make ends meet. 

“You could stay here if you like. Put your rent check in 
the bank,” she offered, regretting the words as soon as they left 
her mouth. “In the guest room,” she added quickly. 

Jim’s face brightened. “I’d love that,” he said, putting his 
arm around her, pulling her close, and kissing her. Lacy pulled 
away after the one kiss. 
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When the coffee was gone, Jim asked to see the guest 
room. She took him to it. 

“Did you mean it when you said I could use it?” he 
asked as they stood in the doorway. 

“I did,” she answered, doing her best to sound sincere. 
“Great,” he said. “Let’s go out and get some breakfast. 

My treat. Then go for a swim. Afterward we can drop by my 
place, and I’ll get my stuff.” 

As they left Lacy remembered a favorite quote. All the 
mistakes I ever made were when I wanted to say “no” and said 
“yes.” Moss Hart? 

In the thicket Ali tried to relax and enjoy the sun, again 
beaming down through a cloudless sky. But the white objects 
continued to fall. And on several occasions he was forced to slip 
into the water to avoid being seen by a man or woman striding 
through the thicket, swinging a stick at the grass, looking for one 
of the white things. 

Then it happened again. One of them hit him on the 
head. It so hurt and so angered him that he left common sense 
in the thicket and charged onto the green. There were four of 
the objects lying there, and one by one Ali quickly ground them 
to small pieces and spat them out—an easy feat for his seventy-
five teeth and powerful jaw muscles. 

While thus busy, he failed to notice four men arrive in 
golf carts and see him and the four white spots on the green. 
When he did notice, the men were upon him swinging their 
sticks and hitting him. A lump of something hard on the end of 
each stick hurt when it hit. Ali made a tactical decision and 
headed for the thicket. 

Back at her house Lacy prepared lunch: ham and 
cheese sandwiches, potato chips, pickles, diet soda, and cake. 
“Let’s eat outside,” she said, pointing to a large table on the patio 
near the lagoon’s edge. 

“I just bought this table and chairs,” she told Jim as they 
set the food down and took seats. “You don’t have to bring them 
in if there’s a storm. Purposely made very heavy. Wind can’t 
budge them.” 
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The men followed Ali into the thicket, chased him out, 
and forced him to dive into the lagoon. Lacy and Jim heard 
yelling, looked across the water, and saw the golfers on the 
opposite side, clubs in hand, pointing at the water. For several 
seconds Lacy and Jim did not see Ali or understand what had 
happened, not until Ali surfaced on their side of the lagoon a 
short distance from the patio—all 800 pounds of him, his bump-
like scales, called scoots, glistening with water, his cat-slit eyes 
fixed on the humans, his short legs moving him with amazing 
speed toward them. 

Jim reacted instantly, face draining of color, leaping out 
of his chair, stumbling, falling, getting up, and running toward 
the house. And in so doing, in spite of its weight, knocking the 
table over on Lacy’s legs, pinning her to the patio floor. 

She yelled out after him. “Jim . . . wait . . . help me up. 
The table fell on me . . .” 

But the plea fell on deaf ears. Jim, his true colors flying, 
ran into the house and slammed the door shut behind him, 
leaving Lacy struggling to get out from under the table. 

Ali stopped beside the woman. What a nice meal. He 
looked back at the golfers. With sticks in hand, they were 
running to the nearest end of the lagoon where Ali knew they 
would cross. But it would take time . . . 

“Leave her alone!” he heard Scruffy the Squirrel squeak 
at him. “You ate her husband. That’s enough.” 

Scruffy’s cousin, Scrappy, had witnessed George’s 
demise. Gory descriptions had been passed from one squirrel to 
another until all the island’s squirrels had heard them. George 
was the first human to be eaten on the island, and the tale 
carried great interest. 

 “She’s nice for a human,” Scruffy added. “Been leaving 
nuts on her patio and smiling at me when I eat them. Even took 
my picture . . . twice! And I heard her say I’m cute.” 

What do I care about squirrel stuff? Ali thought. With 
no vocal chords Ali sucked air into his lungs and blew it out in 
intermittent, deep-toned roars that Scrappy somehow 
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understood. “I’m hungry, and she’ll make a great meal.” He 
opened his mouth . . . wide. 

“You eat another human,” Scruffy squealed over Lacy’s 
desperate screams for help, “and they won’t stop hunting you till 
they kill you. And since all you gators look alike, they’ll probably 
kill a dozen more of you along the way.” 

Ali hesitated. Scruffy made sense. He turned his 
attention to the food that had fallen from the table. He began to 
gobble up the sandwiches, the chips, the pickles, the cake, and 
he even licked the spilled soda. 

While Lacy watched, she grew quiet and lay motionless, 
the table still pinning her down. She hoped the food would 
satisfy the monster, and he would leave. She pleaded with Fate 
to spare her, memories flooding her mind of George being 
dragged down to the lagoon and into the water. She wanted to 
shout for Jim, for anyone, to come and help her, but she did not 
dare for fear of startling the alligator, now ignoring her, so busy 
with the lunch. She did manage to reach the two forks meant for 
the cake. I’ll go for the eyes if he comes at me. 

“Show her the metal thing,” Scruffy squeaked to Ali. 
“Maybe she’ll poke it out for you.” 

A piece of George’s watch band had lodged itself 
between two of Ali’s teeth as he had chewed on George’s arm. It 
irritated him, and he had complained to Scruffy when they first 
met. Can’t hurt, Ali thought. With soda dripping from his 
mouth, he looked at the woman, tried to smile, then opened his 
mouth and turned his head so she could see the piece of metal. 

Lacy screamed as the head came toward her. She raised 
her arms, prepared to stab at his eyes, but hesitated when she 
saw the band. It looked familiar. I gave George a watch with a 
band like that . . . This is the same alligator! 

Ali did not move. Neither did Lacy, staring at the piece 
of metal. Not until the sounds of the approaching golfers 
reached them. Then she made a rash decision. Why, she never 
knew. A compulsive gesture by a lover of animals? 

In one stroke, using a fork, she plucked the piece of 
metal from between Ali’s teeth. It dropped on the concrete 
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under his nose, and he looked at it. Lacy would swear, when 
telling of her experience, that the alligator smiled before he 
turned and hurried back to the lagoon, escaping into the water as 
the golfers arrived. 

They lifted the table off Lacy’s legs and helped her 
inside. Jim gathered his stuff and left. In the future whenever 
they found themselves in the same locale, he would melt under 
her reproachful stare and quickly make his exit. 

Ali did not leave the lagoon. Lacy would see him swim 
by, always around lunchtime. His eyes, just above the water’s 
surface, would dart quickly to the patio table as he passed. The 
vision evoked memories of how Ali’s quest for food had played 
out with George and Jim. It also brought thoughts of her new 
friend, David, attractive and appealing as both George and Jim 
had been initially . . . until glimpsing their true characters. And it 
made her wonder about David’s character. 

Then one day an odd idea popped into her head. She 
went outside before noon, stood by the table, and waited until 
Ali glided by. She did this on successive days, daring herself 
each time to stand closer to the water’s edge. And though he 
now turned his eyes to look at her, he never deviated toward 
her, even when she had reached the water’s very edge. However 
foolish, she felt safe near Ali. 

She invited David to drop by the next day for lunch. 
And with explicit purpose, she made the same sandwiches as 
during Jim’s visit, adding chips, pickles, and cake, knowing how 
eagerly Ali had eaten the food before. She put the lunch in a 
basket, and added a bottle of soda and glasses. When David 
arrived, Lacy carried it out to the patio where she offered him 
the same seat Jim had taken and took her same seat. Then she 
filled the glasses with soda, made small talk, and waited. 

When she spotted Ali, she stood quickly, purposefully 
knocking over the basket, and spilling the soda. 

“Look at that alligator,” she said with excitement, as the 
food fell on the concrete, and the soda ran toward the water. 
“It’s enormous.” 
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As if on queue Ali turned toward the shore and, when 
he reached it, began running toward them, mouth half open, 
trumpeting in his odd way, staring at David with narrowed eyes, 
his macabre appearance little different than his pre-dinosaur 
ancestors of 200 million years ago. 

But David stood his ground, picked up one of the 
heavy, lead-weighted chairs, moved in front of Lacy, and waited, 
chair held high. Lacy stayed behind David, closed her eyes, 
scrunched her face, hunched her shoulders, and told herself she 
had made the stupidest mistake of her life. 

But she had not. Ali stopped short of the two of them, 
licked at the soda, and then began eating the sandwiches. When 
Lacy felt David lower the chair, she opened her eyes, peered 
around him, and saw Ali . . . too close. She tugged at the back of 
David’s shirt and inched him backward toward the house. 

“He can have the lunch,” she said. “He’s earned it.” 
David turned and looked at Lacy. “Earned it? Is there 

something you’re not telling me?” 
She shook her head and put on her best innocent 

expression. “He’ll be gone in a minute,” she said. “Come in the 
house, and I’ll make some more sandwiches.” 

A year later, after they had married, she told David the 
truth. He looked startled but only for a moment. Then he shook 
his head slowly, rolled his eyes, and laughed . . . 

 
 



 
 

 

 

The Walk  

by 
 

Cathryn McNamee 
 

 

he housework is done, the laundry is churning, and it is 
time for my walk. Looking out the window, I check to see 

the color of the sky painted between the meandering branches 
of leafy oaks. The sidewalks are filling up with cyclists, joggers, 
and dog walkers. Spiky saw palmettos spread like green fans, 
ready for a party.  

I exit the circular driveway. I am not sure whether I will 
walk along the pavement or make my way to the ocean by one of 
the many paths that lead to the sea. Because it is a gentle day, I 
go to the beach. The sun is brilliant, the wind is light, and the 
waves move gently forward. The hard-packed sand, which 
stretches for miles, reveals little in the way of sea life. The water 
bubbles up towards the shore depositing brown sand dollars with 
vibrating filaments. They lie waiting innocently for the next tide 
to return them to the sea. It is a race for their existence, for 
often, thinking they are dead, naive beachcombers gather them 
up to take them home. Starved of water and oxygen, they die 
and turn a skeletal white.  

T 
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Miniscule whirlpools activate the sand. Sanderlings 
scurry to and fro looking for the next snack. They, too, race 
against time. Shallow water provides sustenance. Hunting 
sandpipers move quickly on their leggy stilts. Gulls with raucous 
voices screech and squawk, establishing some sort of aerial 
pecking order. “Me first, me first,” they shout. They plummet 
and dive and push and shove with ruffled feathers. This is surely 
a family squabble. 

Cruising in F16 formation are pelicans. They suddenly 
break rank and plough into the sea. Lunch! Breaking the water 
like streamlined darts, they bounce up a second later, straining 
their long necks to accommodate the recent catch. Large 
pouches fill up with the tasty morsels. 
  Today I am lucky. I see leaping dolphins in the distant 
water. They soar and plunge, as if on a marine carousel. Are 
they putting on a special show or are they delirious with joy? 
They are sleek, shiny, and beautiful. Their smiles make me 
smile, too. 

There are many dogs. Some bound with great 
exuberance in and out of the waves. Many, with tails wagging 
furiously, run up to me. Others remain aloof and have eyes only 
for their owners. All love their walks.  

The sky stretches across, along, and over. It is a blue 
canvas spattered with smoky clouds. These float lazily, propelled 
by the light breeze. 

Admiring the serenity and happiness of the scene, I 
continue until the sun starts to slope towards the horizon. I turn 
back and arrive at my beach path. Growing on the sand dunes at 
the edge are the grasses that hide little creatures and provide 
haven to birds and bugs alike. I climb the boardwalk and head 
home. It has been a glorious day. 
 

 
 
 



 

 

Desire  

by 
 

Greg Smorol 
 
 

dmiral S. F. Dupont looked out at the sixty ships assigned 
to his command and wearily asked his attendant, “Are the 

ships loaded and ready to sail?” 
His attendant snapped to attention and shouted out his 

reply. “Yes, Sir! All twenty thousand men are aboard, and the 
cannons are in place.” 

It was October 29, 1861, and the sun shone brightly 
over the bay at Fort Hampton, Virginia. Admiral Dupont looked 
up at the clear blue sky, knowing that the worst was yet to come. 
It was war, and he was heading out to attack the forts on the sea 
islands of South Carolina, one of them being Fort Walker on 
Hilton Head Island. Wearily he replied, “Let’s sail.” 

Admiral Dupont, serving as the Union commander of 
the South Atlantic Blockading Squadron, joined General T. W. 
Sherman, who was already aboard the naval flagship, and the 
armada headed south. The ships reached Port Royal Sound and 
began pounding the shoreline with cannon fire. General 
Sherman, in command of these expeditionary forces, 
commented to Admiral Dupont. “Let’s hope these cannons do 

A 
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their job well. If not, I think we’ll have a bloody battle on our 
hands.”    

Both Admiral Dupont and General Sherman were 
thankful when the rebels retreated from Hilton Head after a 
five-hour barrage of cannon fire. No one likes war, not even the 
victors. General Sherman spoke to his adjutant. “Have the men 
move into Fort Walker and start unloading the provisions. We 
may be here for some time. I don’t think the rebels will be 
coming back right away.” 

Two days later a new onslaught came General 
Sherman’s way. His adjutant burst into his quarters. “Sir! We 
have a problem. There are hundreds of Negroes outside, and 
more are arriving by the hour.” 

Opening the flap to his tent, General Sherman looked 
out into a sea of black faces. He hadn’t planned on being the 
magnet for all of the people who had been kidnapped from their 
homes and enslaved, beaten, chained, whipped, and forced to 
do the will of their oppressors. They had been waiting for the 
chance to be free again and had the willpower to endure 
anything to get that freedom.    

General Sherman called his adjutant. “These slaves are 
contraband of war. Find them housing while I write for 
instructions from the War Department.” 

Tensions built as they waited for a response. The 
General’s adjutant came in daily with complaints from the 
officers. “Sir. The men feel that the Negroes are becoming a 
burden and a nuisance. They need you to resolve the problem.” 

General Ormsby M. Mitchel, standing to the side, 
added his comment. “Sir, a feeling also exists of prejudice 
against the blacks.” 

In April 1862 the passing of the Compensation 
Emancipation Act by congress led to the freeing of blacks in the 
Sea Islands. The Emancipation Proclamation had not yet been 
issued when General Mitchel, now in command of the Union 
army on Hilton Head Island, devised a plan to help the black 
families. He spoke to his aides. “We need an independent 
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community to allow the freed slaves to develop self-government 
and support themselves.” 

This community would eventually be named 
Mitchelville, and it is where Desire took root and the African-
American culture began to flourish. A cotton field on Fish Haul 
Plantation on Hilton Head Island, abandoned by Thomas 
Drayton and his wife, Catherine Pope, after the Union attack, 
was the site of the first homes to be erected. The area quickly 
became a self-sufficient village. It became the model for the Port 
Royal Experiment, where former slaves were allowed to work 
successfully on land previously abandoned by plantation owners. 

 
 

********** 
 
Before the Civil War, Ernest had been a slave on the 

Drayton plantation. He continued to call the Union Army 
officers “mastah,” not wanting to offend them. He was looking 
for his place in a brave new world. He arrived back at the slave 
contraband barracks after hearing about a new village that would 
be built. He was excited when he spoke to Annabel, his wife. 
“We gonna have a home now. Dis place be torn down.” 

Annabel was worried. “What we live in if dis be torn 
down? Dis our home.” 

Ernest scowled. “Dis ain’t no home. Dis be fit fo 
animals. We people now. We build a home. De sojers hep us 
do dat.” 

Ernest met with the other displaced black men that 
night, and they talked about the war. Joshua stood up by the fire 
they had built, and energy seemed to flow from him as he spoke. 
“I have been educated to some degree so I could serve as a 
proper butler and assist my master during his travels overseas. 
I’ve seen free black people that have fought to keep their 
independence. We can build a town here, but we will have to 
learn to fight in order to keep it. We need to build our own 
militia.” 
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A voice from back within the crowd called out. “How 
we gonna do dat? We got no guns, and we got no uniforms.” 

Joshua responded, “Then we will train with sticks and 
make our own uniforms until we can get the Union Army to 
help us.” 

Ernest spoke next. “What we do if dey don’t hep us?” 
Joshua grew quiet as he replied, “Then we help 

ourselves.” 
The black troop was a ragtag looking outfit that drew 

laughs and scorn from the Union soldiers as they marched 
around with sticks. Joshua and Ernest kept the men honing their 
battle skills and developing the discipline that they would need 
to succeed on the battlefield. After a while, with no interest 
shown from the Union Army, the men began to hear 
discouraging comments from their wives. “I ben workin in da 
field while you play wid sticks. No white man gonna want you to 
do shootin.” 

The men were marching in formation when they heard 
the Union soldiers cheering about good news. The port of 
Charleston had been successfully blockaded.  

Hilton Head now became the Headquarters for the 
South Atlantic Blockading Squadron, and the army’s size grew 
daily, eventually reaching upwards of 50,000 troops. The island 
was securely in Union hands and became the transfer point for 
prisoners of war and wounded soldiers on their way out and war 
supplies coming in.  

General Mitchel called Joshua and Ernest to his office. 
“I’ve been keeping an eye on your troop, and I could use your 
help. I’m short on workers and need good men to keep the 
supplies flowing to the battlefront. I’d like to enlist them as 
Union soldiers. They will be the first black troops in the Union 
Army.” 

When the black men came home that first night, 
dressed in new uniforms with the promise of Union pay, the 
community rejoiced. Joshua and Ernest were rewarded for their 
foresight and perseverance. Joshua was appointed mayor, and 
Ernest would serve on the town council. They saw the promise 
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of a future as a free society. Adequate housing for thousands of 
homeless black people would be erected at Mitchelville. It 
would be the first town built especially for freedmen.  

The village would comprise districts with the election of 
councilmen. It would establish a police force and pass sanitary 
regulations. The government consisted of a supervisor and 
treasurer appointed by the military and an elected council, 
marshal, and recorder.  

Children between the ages of six and fifteen years 
residing within Mitchelville were required to attend school. It 
was the first compulsory education law in South Carolina.  

The black soldiers saved their pay and used it to 
purchase land on Hilton Head after the war. These families 
were industrious and continued to strengthen their Gullah 
heritage on Hilton Head Island. 

 
Author’s Note: 

 
Mitchelville was an actual village set up on Hilton Head 

Island by General Ormsby M. Mitchel during the Civil War. 
Factual information can be found at its website 
www.mitchelvillepreservationproject.com. 

 
 
 
 



 
 

 

Abigail with the Ribbon in Her Hair  

by 
 

Max D. Judge 
  
 

 
 
 
Abigail with the ribbon in her hair  
Comes to me as first sunlight banishes the gloom of night. 
 
Forever imprinted in memory is her aura of innocence  
Spiced with blond and blue tones.  
 
Her hugs, delivered with judicious restraint, 
Convey sentiments that defy description in mere words. 
 
God knows that old men weep easily, so I think He chuckled a               

bit when He created 
Abigail with the ribbon in her hair.  

 
 
 
Max D. Judge is the former Interim Director of the First 

Presbyterian Day School on Hilton Head Island. 



 

 

Hope  

by 
 

Trish Luckenbill 
 
  

Clouds dance across the ocean  

Partnering with the shore 

Waiting for the sunbeams to touch the sky.  

The rays of light embrace the clouds  

Lighting the silver lining on fire  

And neon clouds float across the water.  

Then comes the sun.  

It rises with slow grace by invisible strings held by heavenly 

hands.  

Oh, what a beautiful place. 

 
 



 
 

 

The Island  

by 
 

Jim Schulze 
 
 
 

Hilton Head, what a wonderful place to be! 
Sunny and warm and so many things to see. 
Two million of us come each year to take a peek, 
Taking home memories that we will always keep. 
Restaurants, shag dancing, live bands a-plenty, 
Most of them for the cost of a mere twenty, 
Beaches, bike trails, golf, and tennis to take in 
All for our enjoyment even if we don’t win. 
Getting to know the locals has been a pleasure, 
So many of them are such a precious treasure. 
Numerous places to go, and so much to choose, 
Everyday is like a buffet, so how can we lose? 
Sea Pines, boats, harbors, and a lighthouse to explore, 
While taking pictures that we will always adore. 
Breath-taking sunrises and sunsets are ours to be had, 
Keeping in mind if we missed something, not to be sad, 
For trying to cram it all in may not be the best. 
We can just plan on coming back to see the rest. 

 
 



 

 

 

Cooking for Elvis  

by 
 

Sansing McPherson 
 
 

he heavy tote bags weighed on Lois’s shoulders as she rang 
the doorbell. A card on the mailbox read Visser—no first 

names—which piqued her need to know who the new neighbors 
were. When the van had unloaded the day before, she and Ed 
weren’t home to catch a glimpse of them or size them up by 
their furniture. 

She heard the chiming doorbell, a yapping dog, and 
then voices, but no one appeared. After a bit she rang again, 
hard enough to cause three chimes on top of each other. She set 
down the heaviest bag.  

The door swung wide. Lois was unprepared for what 
she saw. A tall, almost androgynous dark-haired woman in a 
gold lamé jumpsuit stood there posing like Vanna White 
pointing to a vowel, only this woman held a bubble-wrapped 
gold microphone.  

“Hi, I’m Elvis,” she said in a baritone voice. 
“Um, hi. I’m Lois Germaine, your next door neighbor.” 

She hoped she looked more friendly than shocked and did a 
quick onceover of the woman in the doorway. An ample bust 
line was the only clue that her new neighbor was female. Then 

T 
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again, she/he could be in drag. “I brought dinner since you’re 
probably not cooking yet.” 

“Well, that’s so sweet, sugar,” the woman said and 
extended a hand to shake. “I’m Ellen Visser. My husband’s 
Alvin.” She turned and yelled over her shoulder. “Alvin? Alvin? 
Our neighbor’s here.”  

Lois pointed to the heavier tote. “I brought lasagna, 
green beans, and a bottle of wine. And here’s Italian bread, 
salad, and banana pudding for dessert.” 

“Banana puddin’? Hey, Alvin, banana puddin’!” Ellen 
shouted to the other room.  

“I got to meet the little lady bringin’ us banana puddin’,” 
a male voice answered. 

“Come on in.” Ellen picked up a tote bag. A man with 
receding, snowy white hair joined them on the way to the 
kitchen. He wore a Vanderbilt tee shirt with jeans and carried a 
quivering little gray poodle.  

“I’m Alvin, and this here’s Hound Dog,” he said and 
took the second bag from Lois. He set the tote on the kitchen 
table but kept his grip on the dog. “She’ll tinkle if I let her go. 
She gets excited. Have a seat.” He swooped a box off a chair, 
and Lois sat. 

“Aren’t you afraid she’ll tinkle anyway?”  
Alvin laughed. “No, it’s a bouncy thing. But she’s a good 

little sweetie.” He nuzzled the dog’s nose, and the poodle licked 
back. 

Alvin had a nice smile. So did Ellen, who, with tidier 
hair and makeup, could be described as striking.  

Lois glanced around the kitchen—no décor, not yet, 
anyway. She discovered from the standard Hilton Head Island 
question series that the Vissers had recently retired from 
Tennessee and had been renting in Palmetto Dunes waiting to 
close on the house. Lois told them she and Ed had retired from 
New Jersey five years ago.  

“We won’t hold that against you, puddin-head,” Alvin 
said with a smile and a wink. “You don’t miss it, do you?” 
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“Not the winters. Only my friends, but I’ve already 
gotten two of them to move here,” Lois said and turned to Ellen. 
“I have to know. What’s with the microphone?” 

Smiling, Ellen untaped the bubble wrap to reveal a 
trophy with an engraved plate. “I won the 2004 Elvis Look-Alike 
contest at the Appalachian Fair.” She jumped up and pawed 
through a nearby box. “Here’s a picture of me in the white eagle 
outfit with the cape.” 

“That’s you?” Lois marveled at how closely Ellen 
resembled Elvis Presley in his mature years. 

“And I sing.” She dropped her head, smiled from under 
her dark eyebrows, and broke into a smooth, throaty “Are You 
Lonesome Tonight?” Hound Dog growled and curled her lips 
when Ellen crooned in the poodle’s direction. Ellen stopped 
suddenly. “And look here.” She grabbed another picture. “Alvin 
and I won the Sonny and Cher look-alike contest at this one. 
We sang ‘I Got You Babe.’” 

Realizing Alvin was almost five inches shorter than his 
wife, Lois struggled not to laugh. But Alvin caught her. 

“It’s okay to laugh, honey. It’s all just for fun.” 
She doubled over laughing an hour later when her 

husband, Ed, got home from his volunteer tutoring job. “She’s 
larger than life,” she told him as she brought two glasses of 
Chardonnay onto the patio. “Almost a head taller than he is.” 
She sat down across from him at the patio table, breathed in the 
spring air, and watched two golf carts rolling up the shaded path 
toward the sixth green. Their five years on Hilton Head had 
been idyllic once they overcame a few retirement adjustments. 
Both tutored regularly for Literacy Volunteers of the 
Lowcountry, and their circle of friends was huge. She hoped the 
Vissers would mesh nicely, or at least not mess things up.  

“He seems too normal to be married to her. He’s a 
retired optometrist.” 

“Then he isn’t blind,” Ed observed. 
 “And she taught vocal music at a middle school. Can 

you imagine her classes?”  
“Trapped in a time warp.”  
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“Their stuff is still in boxes, so I can’t tell what décor 
they have.”  

“Brown corrugated?”  
When Lois met her girlfriends for lunch the next day, 

they howled at her description of Ellen wearing gold lamé to 
unpack boxes. “They’re into everything Elvis. They actually have 
a pink Cadillac, and they do talent shows and musical theater.” 

“And they didn’t move to Sun City?” Melba said in her 
Atlanta drawl. 

“Lord knows where she’ll display all those pictures.” 
“Do they define her décor?” asked Laura Susan Cox, 

her artistic friend. 
“Can’t tell yet, but I saw a half-dozen big framed posters 

propped against the living room wall—Elvis, Beatles, 
Springsteen.” 

“Anything on black velvet?” Laura Susan asked. Lois 
shook her head. 

“Then invite her to lunch, quick,” Melba said. “We’re 
dying to meet her.” 

“Especially if she likes Springsteen,” said Alice, who had 
followed Lois down from New Jersey but kept her obsession 
with The Boss. “How about next Tuesday?” 

Uneasy about an impromptu performance from Ellen, 
Lois booked the private front room at Frankie Bones the next 
week, but when she picked Ellen up, she was disappointed that 
her new neighbor wore normal-looking slacks and blouse. She 
had styled her hair and wore makeup that made her bold 
features look absolutely stunning. 

“No gold lamé today?” Lois asked. 
Ellen laughed and gave Lois’s thigh a slap that made her 

foot jump off the accelerator. “Alvin saw you coming with the 
food and dared me to answer the door wearing it. That’s why we 
didn’t answer right away, and you had to lean on the bell like 
hell.” 

“Oh.” Lois managed a laugh but felt a little victimized. 
During introductions Laura Susan and Melba 

discovered Ellen had gone to Grady High School in Atlanta as 
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they had, two years ahead of Laura Susan and four ahead of 
Melba.  

“I was in the chorus. I soloed my senior year,” Ellen 
said. 

“I might have heard you! I can’t wait to check my 
yearbook.” Laura Susan lit up like she was going to a shoe sale. 

Alice came to life when Ellen mentioned impersonating 
Springsteen.  

“He’s not my favorite though,” Ellen said. “No 
costumes.” She and Alice sang a few bars of “Born in the USA” 
anyway before Laura Susan threatened to pour cold water on 
them. Lois was glad she’d booked the private room. 

Laura Susan’s email later that afternoon had the subject 
line, “LOL,” and declared Ellen a keeper. The other friends’ 
emails agreed.  

Weekly luncheons became routine. Ellen brought along 
photos of her performances and regaled them with stories. They 
began calling her Elvis, which made her beam.  

“Do y’all have costume parties at Halloween?” she 
asked on her third outing as she showed pictures of herself in a 
white sequined bell-bottomed suit. 

“Nobody has yet,” Melba said. “But you could host the 
first.” 

“You’ll win the prize,” said Lois. 
“What about talent contests?” 
“The country club has a talent night, but it’s not a 

contest,” Laura Susan said. 
“There’s community theater,” Alice offered. 
“But no contests?” 
“None that I know of,” Lois said. “They might have 

some out in Bluffton for the younger crowd. Here on Hilton 
Head we’ve all moved beyond that.”  

“Oh?” Ellen said, meeting Lois’s gaze. “I haven’t.” 
The exchange could have been awkward, but the group 

continued yakking and laughing, and the moment passed. Still, 
Lois felt a burning flush creep up to her face. She hadn’t meant 
to offend. 
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One fine June day the lunch group sat under the oak 
trees on the patio of the Skull Creek Boathouse waiting for Ellen 
to arrive from accompanying Alvin to a doctor’s appointment. 
Heads turned as the tall woman strode across the patio and 
plunked down in a chair. Then she pulled off her sunglasses, put 
her face in her hands, and wept. The girls rallied around her, 
coaxing out the news. Alvin had prostate cancer. 

Lois felt slammed in the chest. Not Alvin! Sweet, funny 
Alvin, who loved her banana pudding, the only southern dish 
she knew how to make. 

“They’re doing radiation to shrink the tumor, and then 
maybe surgery.” Ellen sobbed and used her napkin to wipe her 
runny mascara.  

The women blanketed her with sympathy. Melba 
shared that her husband, Hank, had been through radiation for 
prostate cancer and had been in remission for three years. Lois 
called home and told Ed to get Hank and go keep Alvin 
company.  

“You can count on us,” she told Ellen. “We take care of 
each other.” 

That night Lois and Ed went by to deliver banana 
pudding to the Vissers. Alvin appeared to be in good spirits, but 
he held tight to Hound Dog. Ellen never sat down more than a 
few minutes at a time but fussed around Alvin, fetching things he 
had not asked for.  

Lois glanced around the living room. She hadn’t been 
back since that first day, although she and Ed had entertained 
them twice. The Vissers had black corduroy sofas and black-
and-white striped chairs. Red and white accessories dominated 
the rest of the décor, and rock-star posters were the only art 
hanging on the walls. Lois thought it looked more like a 
teenager’s room, but at least there was nothing on black velvet.  

Alvin’s daily radiation took its toll by the third week. He 
and Ellen both looked haggard. Laura Susan suggested they take 
them a meal using recipes she had found on an Elvis website. 
Lois, Laura Susan, and their husbands stayed to eat with them. 
Steroids had made Alvin’s appetite voracious. So was Ellen’s. 
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Though they had cooked for eight, there was barely enough 
food for the six of them. 

“You ladies are somethin’ else,” Alvin said, taking a 
third wedge of sweet potato pie. “And I bet you fried that okra 
in bacon fat just like I love it, didn’t you?” 

“Not me.” Lois wrinkled her nose. “That was Laura 
Susan. She grew up in Georgia.” 

“So did I,” Ellen replied. “Anything wrong with that?” 
Lois had put her foot in it again. 
The next Monday night shortly after Lois had returned 

from tutoring her English literacy class, the phone rang. Alarm 
in his voice, Alvin told them Ellen had fallen and broken her 
arm. He was too exhausted to support her and needed help 
taking her to the emergency room. 

They rushed to the rescue and wound up spending four 
hours at Hilton Head Regional Hospital, returning home after 
midnight with Ellen’s right arm in a cast.  

“Simple fracture to the radius,” Lois told Alice the next 
day. “And sprained fingers.” 

“Ouch,” replied Alice. “Can she drive?” 
“No. She’s in worse shape than Alvin.” 
“Can family come help?” 
“No kids.” 
“We’d better get busy then,” Alice said. 
“I’ve already taken a breakfast casserole and some soup 

today,” said Lois. 
“I’ll call Laura Susan,” Alice replied. “She’ll organize 

everything.” 
The men volunteered to drive Alvin for his treatments. 

The women went to work cooking for Elvis.  
Laura Susan arranged to fry catfish and hushpuppies at 

the Vissers’ house so they would be hot and crispy—and she 
could have a look at their décor.  

Their friend Roseanne from Cleveland would try her 
hand at Southern red beans and rice. Melba and Nancy would 
do enough fried chicken, potato salad, and peach cobbler to last 
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for two or three days—maybe. Alice would make meatloaf, 
biscuits, and lemon meringue pie. 

Lois handled lunches. Besides a daily plate of sliced 
ripe tomatoes she made a series of Elvis’s favorite sandwiches—
fried bologna for one day, peanut butter and banana another—
things that almost made her retch; but Alvin brightened so when 
she brought them that it was worth it. He gave hugs, cheek-
kisses, and thank-yous without fail. Ellen said little but managed 
to feed herself deftly left-handed.  

After three weeks the ladies were worn out, and their 
grocery bills had spiked. Lois asked the Vissers if they had 
found a church, hoping a congregation would pitch in with 
support, but they had not. 

Laura Susan called at the end of that week to say Melba 
and Roseanne had had it. So had Nancy. “They don’t want to 
cook for Elvis any more. I don’t mean to pry or complain, but 
has she thanked you for all you’re doing?” 

Lois had to think a minute. “I don’t remember that she 
ever has.” 

“So it’s not just me then. Weren’t you raised to write 
thank-you notes?”  

“Yes. Even in New Jersey. You Southern belles don’t 
have a monopoly on social graces. But Elvis can’t write with her 
arm broken.” 

“She could email. Or phone. Or just say the dang words 
while we’re there!”  

Lois hadn’t acknowledged her growing annoyance at 
cooking for Ellen with no expression of gratitude, but she 
recognized her relief that Laura Susan was irked too. Alvin 
overflowed with gratefulness, but Ellen remained gloomy and 
mum.  

“What can we do about it? We can’t hit her when she’s 
down. You know she’s worried about Alvin, and now she can’t 
even take care of herself.” 

“She’s alienating people and messing up our group of 
friends. Can’t you drop her a hint?” Laura Susan asked.  
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“I’ve put my foot in my mouth too many times with 
Ellen, and she’s taken offense.” 

“Then let’s do it together. We can teach a little 
Southern gratitude.” 

“Remember you don’t have a corner on the graces 
market,” Lois reminded. 

“Thank you most graciously for pointing that out.” 
They planned a barbecued ribs dinner for six people. 

Their husbands would distract Alvin so the wives could talk to 
Ellen. 

“Then what?” Lois asked. 
“I’ll think of something. Trust me,” Laura Susan said. 
They knew Alvin would enjoy the company, but would 

Elvis? The accident had changed her dramatically. 
The dinner atmosphere was jovial. Alvin told stories 

and jokes, and everyone laughed freely, but not Ellen. Her eyes 
stayed glued to her plate. After South Carolina peaches and 
pound cake, Ed and John cleaned the kitchen while Alvin kept 
them company. 

 Laura Susan offered to set up Ellen’s email address 
book, and as they followed her to the bedroom-cum-office, Lois 
whispered, “So what’s the first step?” 

Her co-conspirator gave a shrug. “I’m thinking, I’m 
thinking.” 

Futility washed over Lois. There was no plan, her 
neighbor was clearly depressed, and the other friends had 
jumped ship. But Lois couldn’t bail out. She lived next door. 
Sympathy overrode irritation. 

“You’ve been so quiet tonight, Elvis. Is your arm still 
hurting?” Lois asked. 

“I’m fine,” she replied in a tone that said she was not. 
She offered the computer chair to Laura Susan and slumped 
down on the bed. Laura Susan got busy at the keyboard tapping 
in email addresses of the lunch friends and the Tennessee 
friends listed in Ellen’s date book. Eyelids drooping, Ellen 
stared blankly at the wall. She had projected towering self-
confidence from day one—the antithesis of a vulnerable, 
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huggable person. Now she looked forlorn and shrunken. Lois 
sat down and put an arm around her. 

“We know you’re worried about Alvin, but most men 
beat the odds, you know.”  

“And some don’t.” Ellen sniffed. 
“What else is bothering you?” Lois asked, hugging her 

closer. 
“Where are Alice and Melba and Nancy and 

Roseanne?” she blurted. “I haven’t seen them in over a week. 
And you didn’t invite me to lunch this week.”  

“We didn’t do lunch this week. We’ve all been busy,” 
Laura Susan said and added, “Now you have everybody’s email 
addresses in your computer. You can email all of us—and your 
Tennessee friends—to send updates on Alvin and thank-you 
notes and such.” 

Ellen’s facial expression didn’t change. The hint had 
missed. 

“Do your friends back in Tennessee know about Alvin? 
Or your broken arm?” 

“No. I haven’t heard from any of them since I moved.”  
“Have they heard from you?” Laura Susan asked. 
Ellen shook her head. Her lips quivered a little. “My 

arm’s broken.”  
“Then I’ll send a message for you,” Lois offered. “I’m 

sure they’d want to know. Tell me what to say.” 
“Can’t you make it up? I’ve never been good at writing 

letters.” 
Lois pecked out an email, and Ellen nodded line by 

line. “Is there anything they gave you or did for you before you 
moved that you need to thank them for?” 

Ellen shook her head. “This letter isn’t really me. Let’s 
just forget it.” Suddenly she was crying full-bore. She fled to her 
bedroom, mopping her eyes with Kleenex as she went.  

“What a flop,” Laura Susan whispered when Ellen had 
left. “She deflected every hint, and now she’s upset.”  
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“It was mentioning the Tennessee friends,” Lois 
whispered back. “Do you suppose they parted on bad terms, or 
she was hurt they didn’t do anything to tell her good-bye?”  

At that point they looked up to see Alvin peeping 
around the doorframe with a smile brightening his tired face. 
Lois wondered if he’d heard their whispers or Ellen’s sobs. He 
came in and put an arm around each of them.  

“I just want to thank you ladies for that grand meal and 
for taking El under your wings. She may look big and strong, but 
she’s had it rough. She never could have kids, and her first 
husband died of prostate cancer. She and I have had a good ten 
years of fun together, but now it’s hit me. I’m all she has.” 

“No wonder she’s scared.” Lois swallowed hard. 
“I’ll be okay. I can beat this. But breaking her arm threw 

El for a loop. She wants to protect me, but she can’t. You ladies 
came along at just the right time.” 

“We love having her in the group,” Laura Susan said. 
“She didn’t have friends like you in Tennessee. It isn’t 

easy for her to get close to people. She’d rather be up on the 
stage than down in the audience.” 

He kissed each on the cheek, walked them to the front 
door to join their husbands, and bade them all goodbye on the 
front porch. 

“How’d you do with Miss Manners?” Ed asked when 
Alvin had closed his door and they were standing by the Coxes’ 
car in the driveway.  

Laura Susan gave an ironic laugh. “Not only did we get 
nowhere on the etiquette and are still cooking for Elvis, but 
we’re now serving as her secretary too.” 

“She’s an adult,” said Ed. “An ungrateful adult.” 
“You’re both nuts,” John growled. 
Lois felt nettled by the men’s words. “So why are we 

doing this then? Do we do it just to get a pretty thank-you note?” 
“Or do we do it because she needs us?” Laura Susan 

added. 
John Cox gave a deep sigh and opened the car door for 

his wife. “You ladies are cream puffs.” 
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“Do you think Elvis liked cream puffs?” Lois asked her 
friend, tuning out the men. “Should we put them on the menu 
for next week?” 

“Alice makes a wicked cream puff,” Laura Susan 
answered. 

A spotlight on the garage flashed on, and the door 
began to roll upward. Inside stood Ellen wearing white 
bellbottoms and the bejeweled eagle cape over her casted arm. 
She began singing “Now and Then There’s a Fool Such as I” as 
the four guests stood immobilized. The performance was 
mesmerizing, and they broke into spontaneous applause. 

Elvis took a bow and said in a husky, drawling voice, 
“Thank you very much, ladies and gentlemen. Thank you very 
much.” 

 
 
 

 

 

 
 



 
 

 

Grains of Sand  

by 
 

Bob Bredin 
 
 
The Chair 

  
I walk the beaches of Hilton Head every morning at 

sunrise. It's therapy. I carry a bag to pick up trash. That is part of 
the therapy.  

Along the way I pass a lot of abandoned beach chairs. 
Most are old and broken, but a surprising number are new. 
They are usually bought on the first day of vacation and left on 
the beach when the holiday ends.  

This chair, however, was different. It was the kind made 
in America twenty-five years ago, when things were made to last. 
Although rust had begun to claim parts of its frame, it still had a 
few years left on the warranty. The original webbing had 
probably been white, but as pieces wore out, the owner had 
chosen to replace them with red and blue-colored strips. The 
chair was an eye-sore, but what grabbed my attention was the 
message, neatly lettered in black on the webbing:  

 
In Memory Of 

Harriet Margaret McCauley 
11/12/1926 - 12/01/2010 

BEST MOTHER EVER 
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I stood there reading the simple message several times, 

then looked up and down the beach, searching for the person 
who might have been responsible. I saw no one, and because the 
incoming tide would soon claim the chair, I decided to move it 
further up the beach behind the sand dunes. 

But as I did, I wondered: Who was Harriet Margaret 
McCauley, and how did she die? Were her last days spent in a 
nursing home, as my mother’s were? I wondered who put the 
chair on the beach, and why. Was it a child or simply a friend 
who could not bear the thought of taking it to the dump? 

That evening, looking for answers, I Googled “Harriet 
Margaret McCauley.” I searched names, birth records, and 
death notices but found nothing—not a mention. It was as if she 
never existed, except to the person who remembered her as The 
Best Mother Ever. 

 
 

The Crows 
  
Two black crows were perched on the edge of the trash 

barrel. Both were cawing loudly. At stake was possession of a 
pizza crust. As I approached the barrel, their attention shifted to 
me, but it was not until I was less than three feet away that they 
hopped off the rim and joined the other crows on the sand. Was 
it my imagination, or were they becoming more aggressive? I 
looked around the beach, quickly counting a half dozen barrels 
and more than two dozen crows.  

I was looking for seagulls but did not see any. Just black 
crows. Where had the seagulls gone, I wondered. And when 
had the crows taken over their domain? Were they now the 
scavengers of the beach?       

That evening I Googled “Crows on the Beach” and 
discovered a blog written six months earlier by a woman living in 
southern California. She claimed that where she lived the crows 
were taking over the sands too. She backed up her thesis with 
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detail about how the crows were learning from the sandpipers 
and plovers. 

This is wrong, I thought as I read her blog. Crows 
belong in cornfields; seagulls belong on the beach. 

Much later in the morning I saw a lone seagull perched 
on one leg by the water’s edge. It was a pathetic-looking 
specimen, and as I tried to get closer, it quickly flew away.  

 
 

Jellyfish 
 

It was a hot, humid beach day, and I was finishing my 
second bottle of water when I heard the voice behind me ask, 
“Hey, mister, do these jellyfish sting?”  

I turned and smiled at the skinny, freckled boy who was 
looking up at me, shielding his eyes from the sun with both 
hands. He was no more than six and wore a bathing suit several 
sizes too large. Before I had an opportunity to answer, he turned 
and pointed to a young teenager standing by the water’s edge, 
holding a boogie board and grinning.  

“My brother said if you pee on the jellyfish bite, it won’t 
sting. Is that true, mister, or is he lying?” 

“Well, the jellies you see on this beach are called 
cannon balls,” I said, launching into my jellyfish 101 lecture, 
“and they have lost their tentacles at sea so they can’t sting.” I 
started to explain how this takes place, but saw the boy was 
quickly losing interest.  

“Did something in the water sting you?” I asked, shifting 
gears.  

“Nah, I don’t think so. Well, maybe a little,” he said, 
turning and running off to join his brother. 

“Thanks, mister,” he shouted over his shoulder. 
And I was left to wonder: If I had told the boy, “Yes, the 

jellyfish sting,” would he have let his brother pee on him? 
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The Ballerina 
 

There was no sunrise this morning. The low-hanging, 
puffy gray clouds blocked it out. But that did not stop a 
ballerina, who danced and twirled over the hard Coligny Beach 
sands. Those who had come to see the sunrise were not 
disappointed as the ballerina quickly took center stage. Magically 
she leapt and spiraled for an appreciative audience. As she did 
the beach became silent. Two dogs that had been running loose 
paused in their pursuit of shorebirds. A jogger pushing a baby 
carriage stopped. Even a lone ghost crab became motionless as 
the dancer glided past.  

When the ballerina finished, the sun showed its 
approval, too, as it peeked out from behind a cloud. 

 
 

Today’s Weather 
 

The weather forecast for today, according to The Island 
Packet newspaper, is "partly cloudy.” Whether it’s partly cloudy 
or partly sunny is up to the individual. As for me, it is always 
sunny on the beach. 

 
 
 
 
 



 
 

 

 

Little Pittsburgh  

by 
 

Kenneth Stuart 
 
  

n the seacoast in South Carolina, there is a place called 
Little Pittsburgh by some of its residents. It cannot be 

found on any map. On ordinary maps that place is called Hilton 
Head Island. Driving south from Western Pennsylvania, 
Pittsburghers find Hilton Head the perfect place to stop after a 
long day of travel. Often intending to go on to Florida for 
vacation, many Pittsburghers fall in love with the beauty of the 
island and its many other delights. Another main draw is the 
weather—sometimes hot, often times balmy. Even in winter the 
temperature is around fifty degrees in the daytime and above 
freezing at night. There has been no snow on Hilton Head in 
recent memory, and even hard freezes are infrequent. To escape 
their harsh winters, Pittsburghers flock to the place. They and 
others from northern parts who come just for the winter are 
called snow birds, people who come south to avoid shoveling 
snow and to escape the bitter winter weather back home. 
 One such Pittsburgh couple, Mr. and Mrs. Frank 
Heckler, drove to Hilton Head Island for a leisurely two-week 
vacation at Christmas time. Both retired, Frank and Jesse used 
the Internet to locate and rent a spacious six-bedroom home in 

O 
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Palmetto Dunes that would accommodate not only themselves 
but also their married adult children, Joe and Zoe, and their 
families. Though having only a short time off from work and 
school, the siblings’ families were anxious to drive to this island 
paradise to spend quality holiday time together in one house 
with Joe's and Zoe's parents.  
 By the time their whole family arrived late Friday, 
Christmas Eve, Frank and Jesse were well-installed in their 
temporary home, had decorated it with a real tree, surrounded 
the tree with lots of brightly wrapped presents for everyone, and 
had already begun to feel at home on Hilton Head. The 
recently-arrived Pittsburgh families were exhausted from their 
drive.  
 "Are we there yet?" the children had whined often 
between rest stops on the way. Not a bad drive according to the 
AAA maps, but the miles seem longer when one travels with 
kids restless for Christmas, Joe and Zoe agreed. They sent their 
children to bed right after a late snack of Giuseppi's pizza and 
pop for the kids, beer for the adults.  

The grownups stayed up wrapping more presents, 
adding them to the piles already around the tree, and 
reminiscing about Christmases in their younger days when they 
were often huddled around the fireplace, surrounded by drifting 
or pelting snow outside the windows. 
 Knowing that their kids would get up excited early 
Christmas morning, the adults were finally ready to call it a day. 
But before they went to bed, Frank and Jesse asked them to stay 
up a bit longer to hear their surprising news.  
  "We have fallen in love with Hilton Head! We are 
going to buy this very house!" Jesse told them.  
 Frank took up where Jesse left off. "From our rental 
agent, we learned that we are the last renters here. The owners 
are placing this house on the market, selling their other home in 
Hilton Head Plantation, and moving into a retirement 
community nearby. We have already placed a tentative offer on 
this place. We just love the weather, the ocean view, the 
spaciousness of the house, and the trees dripping with Spanish 
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moss." After great applause and a round of hugs, everyone 
retired for the short night. 
 At the crack of dawn the boys’ bedroom was bustling 
with the noise of a brief pillow fight. Joe's son, Frank, and Zoe's 
son, Lester, soon moved from attacking each other to guessing 
which one would get the better toys. Meanwhile Joe's daughter, 
Jesse, and Zoe's daughter, Jackie, awakened by the laughing and 
crashing in the next room, sprang out of bed. Still in their 
nightgowns, they raced down the stairs to be the first ones to see 
their presents. Their brothers and two sets of parents quickly 
followed them. Both grandparents greeted them at the bottom of 
the stairs with Christmas wishes and the lights from their flashing 
cameras. The tree was ablaze with lights of every color. It was 
strung with popcorn, just as it always was back up home. Lester, 
always hungry, grabbed a low-hanging string of popcorn and 
began to munch it.  
 After the presents were opened and exclaimed over, 
Jesse and Zoe made their traditional Christmas breakfast, 
scrambled eggs loaded with tons of Heinz's ketchup, crispy 
bacon, and pancakes with maple syrup. After breakfast the 
grandparents asked all the kids to stay at the table for a big 
announcement.   
 With a huge grin on her face, their grandmother burst 
out: "Grandpa and I are going to move to Hilton Head. In fact 
we are going to buy this very house so you and your parents can 
come here every Christmas. It won't be Pittsburgh. You will be 
trading the snow for the beach.”   
 As soon as the kitchen was redd up and everybody had 
changed into casual clothes, the kids grabbed their new bikes 
and headed for a long ride on the beach. The parents and 
grandparents waved the children off and settled into comfortable 
patio chairs to bask in the welcome sunshine.  
 The following day there was a Sunday football game at 
one o’clock between the Browns and the Steelers.  
 "How would you like to see the game on big screen TV 
at Callahan's, a local Steelers' Bar?" Frank asked. The Heckler 
party got to Callahan’s about an hour before the game so that 
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they could get a table that would hold the whole group. 
Everyone ordered burgers and fries. The adults had Yuengling 
beer. The kids, finding no Mint Ginger Ale, settled for Cokes. 
They were easily identified as Pittsburghers in their Steelers 
jerseys. Other Pittsburgh fans came in, introduced themselves, 
and grabbed tables near the Hecklers to cheer on their team. 
Imagine how surprised the Hecklers were to see their next-door 
neighbors from Mount Lebanon, Pennsylvania, come through 
Callahan's door just as the game started. Joe called out greetings 
to Gary and Becky Kopinski, who joined the Hecklers to 
exchange news. The few Browns fans sat at two tables in the 
back.  
 As the game began the camera panned across Heinz 
Field, where Frank and Jesse had held season tickets for a few 
years.  
 "If you are really serious about moving to Hilton Head, 
can Zoe and I share your at-home tickets?” Joe asked his dad.  
 "Sure," Frank replied, "as long as you let your mom and 
me use them if we get back to Pittsburgh when there’s a home 
game.”   
 The game was close. The final score was the Steelers 27 
and the Browns 21. As the celebrating Steelers fans said their 
goodbyes to old and newfound friends, they all promised to 
meet here again next year. 
 Getting into his Prius, Gary shouted out to Joe, "Hey, do 
you know about Celebration Supplies here on Hilton Head? It's 
a relatively new store. The owners are from Pittsburgh."  
 Joe said, “Great! We could take the kids there 
tomorrow.”   
 His dad broke in, "With so much new, I forgot about 
that store. I've met the owners already and could introduce you 
to them. They're great, real friendly and accommodating. You 
and the kids could also spend some of your Christmas money 
there if you found something you wanted." 
 On Tuesday morning they all went to the real estate 
office to discuss the next steps in buying the house in Palmetto 
Dunes. Then they went to lunch at Marley's, followed by a 
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shopping spree at Celebration Supplies. While the kids and 
their parents stocked up on gold-and-black Steelers items, the 
grandparents found a few Steelers treasures for their new house. 
Knowing that their kids and grandkids would be heading back to 
Pittsburgh before New Year’s Eve, Frank and Jesse also 
shopped for some special items for a very quiet New Year’s Eve 
together in what would soon become their new home, 
surrounded by other Southern transplants in Little Pittsburgh.  
 
 
 

 
 
 
 



 
 

 

Kaiti at the Beach 

by 
 

Bobbi Hahn 
 
 

 

Her giggle is infectious, 
This precious granddaughter of ours. 

She’d just arrived for her first trip 
To the beach. 

She was impatient, wanting to go 
“Right now!” 

Forget greetings. 
Forget unpacking the car. 

“When are we gonna go to the beach?” 
Her grandfather and I had worried 

She’d be afraid, 
As so many young children are 

At their first encounter with 
The mighty Atlantic: 
The noise of the surf, 

The power of breaking waves, 
The enormity of it all! 

It sends some youngsters 
Fleeing in terror, 

Screaming for Mom and Dad. 
But our Kaiti was fearless. 
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Our son held her hand securely 
As they approached the water’s edge. 

She giggled as the warm water 
Danced over her toes. 

She marveled at the sand 
Being sucked away beneath her feet. 

They sat in a few inches of water 
And splashed one another. 

After a while, they stood 
And walked out further. 

She giggled as a wave tickled her knees. 
Her father took her in his arms 
And moved into deeper water. 

She faced the distant horizon . . . and laughed 
As waves pushed the two of them about. 

When waves broke over them, 
Drenching them in salt water, 

She laughed louder. 
The bigger the wave, 

The more she enjoyed it. 
The afternoon flew by, 

Filled with romps in the water, 
Building sand castles, sharing snacks. 

All too soon it was time to leave. 
Kaiti was not happy. 

Her tears were finally stopped 
By a promise to return to the beach 

The next morning. 
Her giggle is infectious. 

 
 



 
 

 

Shore Lines 

by 
 

Norm Levy 
 
 
 
No matter how strong my shower flows, 
There’s always sand between my toes. 
 
 
 

  Whenever a Frisbee goes astray 
  Why does it always sail my way?  
 

 
 
They’re called no-see-ums 
And you can’t flee-ums. 

 
 

Waterproof? I suspect my lotion 
             Was tested in some other ocean. 

 
 

 
Jelly fish 
Can be smelly fish. 
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            Though smeared all over when the sun is hot, 
             I am guaranteed to miss a spot. 
 
 
 
My umbrella is straight and deeply planted. 
Yet, when I turn my back, it’s always slanted.  

 
 
 

With so many tourists by the sea 
             Why do sea birds target me? 
 

  
 

I love the cool and gentle swells, 
But always seem to step on shells. 

 
 

 
      While the others are basking and larking, 
       I’m stuck driving and searching for parking. 

 
 
 While the above may sound like a bummer, 
 I am sure I’ll be back here next summer. 



 

 

Dilemma  

by 
 

Marilyn Lorenz 
 

In the black of night 
I wake to screaming winds, 
angrily slapping branches 
against my bedroom windows.  
 
Scratching like cat’s claws 
on the glass, slashing away 
any peace I had hoped to find 
in dreams. 
 
I stare at the clouds 
baffling a merciless moon, 
just a sliver of light 
through distant shadows. 
 
If I thought I could sleep 
through the choice I have to make, 
I was wrong. Here it is waiting,  
in the heartbreak before dawn. 
 
I am not ready. 
Choosing will grieve my soul. 
Time will heal, or heaven hold,  
what now is done. 



 
 

 

An Auspicious Day  

by 
 

Margaret Lorine 
 

 
n ordinary Thursday like any other early fall Thursday on 
Hilton Head Island. As I picked up The Island Packet from 

our driveway, I noticed the cars of our neighbor's out-of-state adult 
children that lined her driveway across the street. Everything 
seemed quiet and in order over there where she lay recuperating 
from recent cancer surgery. I retreated to the den in the back of the 
house to read the Packet before showering, dressing, feeding Jarvis, 
the cat, and driving off for my shift at the Westin Hilton Head 
Island Resort and Spa. It was a mild fall day on Hilton Head. 
Marvelously pleasant, with no hint of anything unusual, or so it 
seemed early on.  
 The morning's therapy work went well, but by noon 
something extraordinary grabbed my attention. A huge black bird 
began flying at the window in my massage room. Its consistent 
soaring and circling with intermittent dive-bombing toward the 
window disturbed my afternoon clients so profoundly that I was 
forced to close the wooden shutters and work in the semi-dark. 
Alert and somewhat unnerved by the raven's ominous appearance 
and bizarre behavior, I left work uneasy at the end of the day and 
tried to shake off the strange experience as I drove home. The trip 
home and the dinner that followed were uneventful, though I 
remained wary after the phenomenon at my office window.  

A 
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 Seeking to cast aside further the unease of the afternoon's 
events, I sought the solace of the den that evening to read. Barely 
had I sat down to relax in my overstuffed wicker chair when I was 
drawn toward the dining room window facing our neighbor's house. 
As I gazed across the street, I was shocked to see a black hearse 
pulling into her driveway. I rushed out onto our front porch to see 
more directly what was happening. Two men dressed in black got 
out of the hearse and glided up her front stairs silently. One of her 
daughters opened the door, and the pair of undertakers entered. I 
stood unmoving on the porch, silently alternating between praying 
for her and her family out of the tradition she and I had shared as 
children and sending the universal love energy of the Reiki system 
that I use often in my professional work and in personal crises. For 
what seemed forever, there was no further movement from the 
house across the street. I continued my vigil on my porch, alert and 
concerned but feeling a sense of peace. 
 Eventually a second hearse pulled into my neighbor's 
driveway. Another set of funeral directors emerged from that 
vehicle and ascended the steps. As the front door opened and they 
walked in, I saw the distinct form of my neighbor pass between 
them. The form, as solid and clearly unique to my staring eyes as 
she looked every day when we picked up our newspapers from our 
driveways and exchanged pleasantries, calmly descended her stairs, 
floated across the street, and stood peacefully under our lighted 
palm tree. She and I watched together as the four funeral directors 
exited her house. Carefully, but with significant effort, they carried a 
stretcher bearing her large covered body down the steep stairs. 
Motionless, but beaming her usual infectious smile, she remained 
under the palm tree until her body was loaded into the first hearse 
and the second one departed the scene. The first hearse backed out 
of her driveway, and one of her children closed her front door. 
Then, emanating a feeling of peace and finality, she rose quickly 
from the ground and assumed the shape of the huge black bird I 
had noticed earlier. Circling only once, she disappeared in the 
moonlight sky. A most auspicious sight!  
 
 



 
 

 

 

Pebble  

by 
 

Sansing McPherson 
 

 

er name was Pebble, and it had caused her trouble all her 
life. Her mother, a latter-day flower child, had given 

nature names to all her children, but Pebble’s four siblings had 
better luck. Her oldest brother was Forest, which had a certain 
dignity if nobody mentioned Gump. Her second brother was 
Leaf. The Swedish school secretary, Mrs. Olsen, mistyped it 
Leif when he entered kindergarten, and no one corrected it. 
Leif’s twin sister was Fern, and their baby sister was Willow. 
Pebble was named for little rocks. What were her parents 
smoking? 

Even the names their parents insisted on being called 
veered from the norm. They couldn’t just be Mom and Dad. 
They had to be Mum and Fa. 

When they lived in California, the names were no big 
deal. Then they moved to New York so Fa could write musical 
scores for Uncle Arthur’s plays and keep him sober. Aunt Gwen 
sure couldn’t.  

H 
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That was when Pebble got the playground names. 
Because she was smart, a jealous snaggle-toothed brat jeered, 
“Rocks-in-your-head. Tiny rocks for a tiny brain.”  

“Pea gravel for a pea brain,” his smarty-pants pal said, 
pelting her with a handful of the small stones covering the 
playground. 

In early adolescence the teasing got dicier. 
“Hey, Fruity Pebbles! Want Bamm-Bamm to come 

over?” a zit-faced jerk said, using a gesture that made her twelve-
year-old face burn. 

Mum had Willow that year, at home, with a mid-wife 
she met in a yoga class. They could all tell Willow was not quite 
right, but nobody dared say it to Mum.  

Willow had chronic congestion and cried a lot. Mum 
allotted five minutes of her time to quiet the baby; if that didn’t 
work, Fa or Pebble took over, no matter the hour. If Fa had a 
deadline or a late night at the theater, Pebble would sit up half 
the night rocking Willow so the tiny girl could breathe. 

“I can sleep sitting up,” she told Fa when he got home 
from a premiere off-Broadway one night at two a.m. and found 
Pebble asleep with a history book in her lap and Willow snoring 
on her shoulder. 

“So can I,” he said, but Pebble rarely handed over her 
sister. She made it to school every morning, regardless. The 
energy she got from cuddling Willow’s warm little body pushed 
her through the next day. 

When Willow turned three and Mum tried to enroll 
her in pre-school, the director wanted a medical evaluation. Yes, 
Willow was not quite right. Mum went off the deep end.  

Forest, Leif, and Fern were in high school then, and the 
chorus director loved them. Their voices were so pure the 
Mormon Tabernacle Choir would have taken them without 
conversion. They formed a folk-song trio called Foliage, and 
Leif went back to spelling his name Leaf. Mum became their 
manager and booked them gigs all over the Northeast while 
Pebble and Fa took care of Willow and Uncle Arthur, and Aunt 
Gwen took care of Pebble and Fa. Then Foliage decided to 
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move to California, changed its name to Photosynthesis, and 
Mum went with them.  

Pebble did her best to fill the void Mum left, massaging 
Fa’s neck and shoulders when he had been at the piano too long 
and doing her best to cook when Aunt Gwen had business 
meetings at the museum.  

Pebble was short with nondescript brown hair, and in 
high school she only wanted to blend in. She lacked the courage 
to sing to anyone but Willow and hoped nobody guessed she 
was the sister of Foliage/Photosynthesis. Her friends called her 
Peb, and though high school produced no other nicknames, she 
had the biggest shock of her life when she unearthed her birth 
certificate to get her driver’s license. Her last name—indeed the 
whole family’s last name—was legally not Du Bois as she had 
always believed. It was Plotz.  

Pebble exploded in an identity crisis that sent everyone 
cringing into other parts of the house. After she calmed down 
and was sniffling in her room with private little sobs, Fa and 
Gwen grew brave enough to console her. Gwen brought her hot 
cocoa, and Fa promised, “I’ll get it changed legally.”  

“You sure as hell better,” Pebble shrieked, showing for 
the first time an amazing feistiness. “Forest Plotz? Pebble Plotz? 
We sound like landscape projects.” 

During Pebble’s senior year Uncle Arthur finally 
drowned in his bottle, and Fa retired from writing music. He 
and Gwen had decent royalties coming in from several 
successful plays—no Tonys, though—and he contented himself 
giving piano lessons.  

Pebble graduated and commuted to New York 
University for a semester until Gwen led them to Hilton Head 
Island, hoping the sunny weather would improve Willow’s 
chronic bronchitis. With Willow improving, Fa and Gwen 
persuaded Pebble to go away to college.  

At last she had a life. She enrolled at the University of 
South Carolina, planned to major in journalism, and joined The 
Daily Gamecock staff. When dry-witted Stu Bacon, the paper’s 
editor, began calling her Gravel, she was thrilled. Stu only 
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nicknamed people he liked. A sophomore named Scott from 
Georgia got the only other nickname granted that year, Grits. 
Scott was tall and cute with shaggy hair that stuck out in all 
directions. 

Grits and Gravel made a good team for two years, doing 
lampoons of campus traditions and crusading for environmental 
causes, feeding off each other’s energy. They had good 
chemistry, but every time he asked her out, she turned him 
down. 

Then Fa called to say Willow needed cardiac surgery. 
Pebble felt her own heart pulled by the fading heart of her eight-
year-old sister. Three hours was too far away. She transferred to 
the University of South Carolina at Beaufort.  

At USCB she lived at home and changed majors to 
Hospitality Management, figuring there would always be a job 
for her on Hilton Head. She interned at the Westin Resort, and 
they gave her a job upon graduation; but after a year she knew 
moving up the ranks with a big hotel meant rotating to sites all 
over the world. She would rather leave the job and stay near Fa, 
Gwen, and Willow than work on Maui or Aruba. 

She took a job for a vacation rental agency and spent the 
next six years in a glass-front office facing an atrium with a fish 
fountain instead of in a spacious, high-end hotel with lush 
landscaping and a view of the Atlantic Ocean. She smiled 
anyway and soothed the nerves of frazzled tourists who found 
fault with the condo they had booked on line and came to 
Palmetto Heaven Rentals on Monday mornings to find a place 
with a hot tub, or a better view, or an elevator.  

When Peg and Tom O’Flaherty from Pittsburgh were 
finishing a happy week at the beach and wanted to book 
contiguous condos with a total of nineteen bedrooms for a 
family reunion the next July 4 week, Pebble was up to the job. In 
a single afternoon she found a six-bedroom house on North 
Forest Beach that had just had a cancellation, and she cobbled 
together some smaller cottages and a couple of condos nearby, 
all less than two blocks from the ocean. When she called to say 
she had confirmed the units, the delighted O’Flahertys insisted 
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on taking her for an elegant dinner and asked for her 
recommendation. She suggested ELA’s Blu Water Grille at 
Shelter Cove.  

As they sipped Chardonnay on the balcony, savored 
crab cakes and diver scallops, and watched a golden-pink sunset 
creep over the harbor, the O’Flahertys talked about their large 
family and asked about hers. She told them about Willow, 
Gwen, and Fa, but she didn’t mention Photosynthesis. It made 
her too sad, especially after hearing about the happy, connected 
O’Flaherty clan. 

Descending the stairs from ELA’s, Peg and Tom 
promised her another dinner during their reunion week to meet 
all their kids and grandkids. They had just given farewell hugs in 
the parking lot when she heard a voice call from behind. 

“Pebble?” 
She turned and saw the silhouette of a tall, trim man, 

but the shadow of the building was too deep to see features. She 
was not sure whether to run after the O’Flahertys for safety’s 
sake or find out who the man was. But he knew her name. 

“Pebble Du Bois.” He spoke again in a slow, drawling 
voice that hinted at a smile. 

“Do I know you?” 
“Hey, Gravel, it’s Grits.” 
“Scott! Is that you?” She rushed toward him. 
“Hell, yeah, Peb. I was hoping I’d run into you here one 

of these days.” He bent down and gave her an emphatic hug, 
lifting her off the tabby walkway. 

“Are you here on business or pleasure?” she asked, 
regaining her footing. She led him into the lighted alcove at the 
door of the ship’s store to reveal his grinning face and short, 
brushy brown hair. She recalled it used to stick out like a poorly 
cleaned paintbrush when he let it get too long in college, which 
was often. 

“Pleasure. I come to my brother’s condo a few times a 
year. I thought you were still here, but when I called the only Du 
Bois in the phone book, they didn’t know you. Thought I was a 
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weirdo asking for Pebble. They said to try the garden 
department at Lowe’s.” 

She laughed. “We’re not in the book. We use cell 
phones.”  

“Was that your family just now?” 
“No, some clients I made very happy.” 
“So ELA’s is a good place to eat? My brother says it is.” 
“We just had a fabulous meal. I highly recommend it.” 
“How about some dessert, then? I hate eating alone, 

and we need to catch up.” 
Eating alone, she thought as she nodded agreement.  
“Steps or elevator?” he asked. 
“Steps,” she said brightly. He took her left hand as they 

climbed the stairs. Was he groping her fingers? He was. He was 
checking for a ring. She knew from his Facebook page a few 
years back that he had married Jenna from the Gamecock staff. 
The discovery irritated her at the time because Jenna was a 
slacker who got by on her looks. Pebble never checked his page 
again. Now she felt a second rise of anger that he might be out 
fishing for a catch of the day. But her happiness at seeing him 
again after nine years eclipsed it. 

Diane at the desk recognized her and asked, “Are you 
on the frequent diner plan?” 

“I just found you another customer. He promised 
dessert.” 

A waiter led Pebble and Scott to the same balcony table 
she had vacated ten minutes earlier. He delivered menus, took 
drink orders, and returned shortly with wine. 

Sipping her third glass of Chardonnay of the evening, 
she moved the lantern centerpiece to one side and leaned across 
the table toward Scott. He mirrored her smile. 

“So what are you doing now, Scott? I really hate we lost 
track of each other.” 

“I’m in Atlanta, writing for the Constitution. Sports 
staff.” 

“Big time,” she said, nodding approval. Should she ask 
about Jenna? She didn’t see a ring on his left hand and decided 
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not to go there. His Wedge Salad came, and she reached over 
and picked off a couple of crisp bacon pieces the way she used 
to pick mushrooms off his pizza at the Gamecock office near 
deadline. 

“By the way, may I offer you some bacon?” he said with 
a grin. “So what about you?” he asked. “I never heard if your 
little sister . . . was okay.” 

“I thought I e-mailed,” she said. He shrugged and shook 
his head vaguely. Maybe she hadn’t. Willow’s recovery had been 
touch and go for so long that the slow but eventual arrival at 
normal had prompted no bulletins. Mum came once, but 
Willow barely knew her. Forest, Leaf, and Fern sent Willow a 
Photosynthesis tee shirt. Scott had not e-mailed to ask. She 
would remember if he had. But then, she realized her e-mail 
address had changed when she left USC. 

“Willow’s fine. Thanks for asking. She’s almost 
seventeen now. She wants a driver’s license, but Fa got her a golf 
cart instead, and she’s cool with that. She loves chasing squirrels 
in the neighborhood, but otherwise she’s careful.”  

“The big game hunter. So what’s been your career 
path?” 

She gave a hurried summary of her last nine years and 
then asked where his brother’s condo was. 

“Right over there,” he gestured toward a crescent of 
units fronting on the harbor. 

“Does he ever rent it? Palmetto Heaven could manage 
it for him.” 

“When did you get to be the hustler?” 
“I’ve been pushy ever since I’ve had to support myself. 

Fa teaches piano and gets some royalties from his music. Aunt 
Gwen has Arthur’s royalties and a pension from the museum, 
but she’s too young for Social Security. So we have to be careful. 
How long have you been here?” 

“Just got on the island an hour ago, and I’m ravenous. 
This was the closest place, so here I am.” 
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“A lucky choice. I found the O’Flahertys nineteen 
bedrooms this afternoon for half the population of 
Pennsylvania. So here I am.”  

He grinned at her with an amazed look. The waiter took 
away his salad plate and brought her Tuxedo Cake along with 
his New York Strip. She didn’t notice when the fourth glass of 
Chardonnay arrived. 

“Will you be here long?” 
“All week.” He leaned further across the table. “I want 

to see you again. Are you . . . involved with anyone?” 
“Are you still married?” 
“Fair enough. Not since two years ago.” 
“Then maybe.” 
“You are still so evasive,” he said and swiped a forkful 

of her Tuxedo Cake. 
 “By the way, want some cake?” she replied. 
He finished his steak and ordered a tiramisu, a 

cappuccino, and two glasses of port. The harbor lights began to 
waver before her eyes at her first sip of port, and the bars on the 
metal railing grew fuzzy. She pointed out an opulent yacht, stole 
his coffee spoon when he turned to look, and assaulted his 
tiramisu. 

“Shall I just hand it over?” he asked without even 
turning around. 

“No, I’m not at all hungry,” she said, putting the spoon 
back innocently. 

“So how’s Photosynthesis?” he asked. 
“They’ve made some albums and grade-B teen flicks. 

We follow them on Facebook. You can too. Just click ‘Like’.” 
“How long since you’ve seen them?”  
“Mum came for my college graduation.” Her speech 

slurred—just the tiniest bit— when she said, “Mum shaid she’d be 
back to shee my wedding. That hashn’t happened.”  

He changed the subject and told her about living in 
Atlanta, writing for the Constitution. It was his dream, but it was 
still just a job with cranky editors, crappy road food covering 
games, and irate readers who disagreed with his adjectives. 
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Suddenly he interjected, “You haven’t seen your mother in 
seven years?”  

“Thash right.” She knew she’d slurred this time. She 
swallowed her glass of water in consecutive gulps and asked for 
coffee. 

“You could have married me,” he blurted. 
Her eyes opened wide with surprise. “You never ashked 

me.” 
“I couldn’t even get you to date me. Why the hell not, 

Peb?” 
She looked down, concentrating on the newly arrived 

coffee cup, hoping to get it to her mouth without spilling. She 
decided to bring her mouth to the cup and slurped it with a 
curled tongue.  

That was when he laughed, and she began shedding big 
tears. 

“Oh, no,” Scott groaned. “I’ve backed you into a 
corner. I’m sorry.” 

“No,” she sniffed. “I’m crying because I can’t drive 
myshelf home. I’ll have to shtay here all night and beg Diane to 
let me shleep in a booth and be late for work and get fired and 
never meet the O’Flaherty’s wonderful family in July.” She 
began to cry louder. A woman looked up from a neighboring 
table but quickly looked away. 

“I’ll drive you home.” 
“Would you? Thash really shweet.”  
He paid the check, took a firm grip on her arm, and 

helped her totter through the dining room to the entry. They 
would definitely take the elevator down. 

“I don’t ever get drunk, I promish,” she whispered. “I’m 
really embarrashed.” 

“People do it every day, Peb. No big deal.” 
He settled her into his Prius, gave her his handkerchief, 

and backed out of the parking space. 
With a loud sniff she raised her head and announced, 

“I’m proud of you for owning a Priush.” 
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“Good. So I own a Prius. Why would you never go out 
with me? I know I didn’t stink. If I had, Jenna certainly would 
have told me.” 

“No, not that.” 
“I need to know, Peb.” 
“Why?” 
“Because I knew from the start I was going to marry 

you. But I could never get you on a first date. Did you have 
abandonment issues?” 

That concept surprised her. Did she? She shook her 
head no. 

“So why?”  
She blurted, “I couldn’t marry you because of your last 

name.” 
“What?” He slammed on the brakes twenty feet before 

a stop sign. “My last name? What’s wrong with Beech?” 
“Just listen to it.” 
He inched the car to the stop sign, turned right, and 

drove up to the light. 
“Ah!” he said suddenly. “Pebble Beach! But that’s 

cute.” 
“Not with my background.” 
“So your family has flakey names. Big deal.” 
“I was conceived on Pebble Beach. Aunt Gwen said it 

was not a pretty sight.” 
“She was there?” 
“Apparently. So were a lot of other people. And it 

didn’t stop them.” 
He howled with laughter. 
“Not funny,” she protested. 
The light turned green, he asked which way to turn, and 

then he said, “It makes a grand story, Gravel. You always loved 
grand stories.” 

She began sniffling again, coughed a couple of times, 
and breathed a big sigh. “I’ve always seen my name in context. It 
matters a lot. My real last name at birth was Plotz.” 

“Pebble Plotz.” He snorted. 
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“Yeah. So I made Fa change it. Mum always used her 
maiden name, Du Bois, so that’s what we all took.” 

“You need to get over your name, Peb. You aren’t 
defined by it.” 

“Yes, I am. Fa says I’m his rock.” 
“And you were my rock on the Gamecock staff. 

Remember when we published the number of tons of carbon 
the campus heating systems emitted every day and pissed off the 
facilities engineer? You stood him down and cleaned him up, 
Peb. You convinced the whole Board of Trustees to look at new 
technology. And you inspired me to buy a Prius.” 

“You haven’t had this car for nine years.”  
“But I’ve thought about you every single day for nine 

years, even when I was married to Jenna, my distant second 
choice.” He sighed. “So tell me where I’m taking you.” 

She gave him directions, and when he pulled into her 
driveway, he turned and wiped more tears from her eyes. 

“You realize you could keep your own name.” 
She was quiet and made no move to get out of the car. 

He put a finger under her chin and gave her a soft little kiss. 
“Do you have a ride to your car tomorrow morning? I 

can come back if you don’t.” 
“Fa can take me.” She blew her nose and regained 

composure. 
“Still rejecting my offers.” He smiled ruefully. “Guess 

I’ll never get that first date.” 
“We just had our first date. You asked me to join you at 

ELA’s. I accepted. Wine was involved. A lot of wine. You even 
kissed me.” 

He let out a hoot. “Hell, if I’d realized that, I would 
have put the big make on you.”  

She met his gaze. “You can do that tomorrow night. I 
finish work at six.”  
 
 



 
 

 

Puppy Love 

by 
 

Bobbi Hahn 
 
 

 
Sea Pines family seeks pet— 

Preferably older, laid-back dog. 
Definitely purebred. 

Visits Hilton Head Humane Association— 
Cacophony of barking, 

Yipping, yapping. 
Chaos ensues— 

Daughter wants cute terrier. 
Son wants pit bull. 

Mom wants German shepherd. 
Dad just wants to go home. 
And then they spot him— 

A small black-and-white puppy: 
A mutt. 

One ear points, the other droops. 
He smiles a toothy doggy smile. 

His eyes gleam with hope— 
“Will you take me home with you?” 
His body language communicates, 

“Pick me! Pick me!” 
They sit with him awhile, 
Pass a thorough interview, 
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Complete the necessary paperwork. 
Back at the van, the children argue— 

Who will sit with him? 
Mom settles the dispute— 

He’ll ride in the crate in the back. 
A short ride to the house, 

His entire body wagging in ecstasy— 
He’s found his forever home! 

Tasty treats. 
Long walks on the beach. 

A soft bed. 
Romps in the sand with the children. 

A cat to chase. 
A family to love him. 

A family to love. 
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Reflections of Life  

by 
 

Art Cornell 
 
 
 
 

Someday . . . is a lie we tell ourselves.  
  
 
I am truly of the foolish as much or more than I am wise. 
Age affords me moments to contemplate both. 
 
Standing on the edge of reality, 
Where expectations lie unfulfilled, 
My questions fall to silence. 
 
Love blinds one’s frailties, 
One’s humanness, 
And allows one to be. 
 
Time can get away from us all  
Only to be found on the short side 
Of too late. 
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Reflections of Autumn  

by 
 

Art Cornell 
 
 

Thin threads of light seeped from behind the door 
And bled gently onto the cold stone outside. 
 
Look not at the fallen leaves in life’s garden 
But at the blooms on your journey. 
 
Gold bounced on the tips of the water; 
Coolness whispered through the palms. 
Winter’s edge not far. 
 
The sky achingly blue, 
The air so cold 
It could pierce steel 
As the wind slapped you with each gust. 
I smiled . . . no snow. 
 
A blowy day with veins of cold 
Slicing through the oaks, bruising each leaf, 
Bending memories of summer 
To a season of change. 
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Reflections of Island Time  

by 
 

Art Cornell 
 
 
 

End of day— 
Water flat, 
Soft glow to the west, 
Good wine, 
Mellowing out 
   
 
Woke late today, 
Time oozing along a thin line of reality. 
Looking for a reason to stay lazy. 
 
 
Late afternoon,  
That special time. 
Work done time 
Kick back time 
Smooth it out time 
Glass of wine time 
Sun going down time 
The loving time. 
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When time fades to morning 
And light bleeds through  
The edge of perception, 
Life moves forward. 
 
 
The wind ripples the water  
As the early sun sponges the mist away, 
As I drink in the fragrance of yet another day. 
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Reflections of Summer Time  

by 
 

Art Cornell 
 
 
 

Summer seems to bleed away,  
Leaving pockets of regret 
For things not yet done 
And time an enemy. 
 
 
The ocean was quiet. 
A soft breeze seemed to  
Caress the island 
Infusing it with promise 
As the day tipped into shadows.  
 
 
Each cloud had its cheeks pinched 
To a pinkish blush. 
Late-day air moved with  
A softness that welcomed 
Day’s end. 
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Summer’s soft breath kissed the evening; 
The ocean pulsed with each gentle wave 
That slid across the pebbled sand. 
 
 
It was early—a gray sludge 
Smeared the sky. 
Birds were just finding voice. 
Tourists had yet to arrive;     
The beach, still virginal. 
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Reflections of Spring  

by 
 

Art Cornell 
 
Late spring finds old men  
Gathering youthful images, 
Fishing waters clear, 
Holding their rods lightly 
Holding on to a thin line of life. 
  
 
The air sweet with spring’s perfume, 
The gray of winter’s palette 
Lifted from my eyes. 
 
 
The sun lay warm against the land, 
The air lazy with spring’s promise. 
 
Spring can be so fickle at times, 
It is a challenge to adjust to each 
Nuance of her temper. 
 
How I sought the light, the warm breath of spring, 
Apollo rising in the east like a moth to flame. 
Dermatologist’s delight. 
 



 

Footprints  

by 
 

Marilyn Lorenz 
 
 

There was nothing ahead 
but the wide sandy beach 
and a little girl, maybe two years old, 
investigating sworls of seawater 
under her feet. 
She hunkered down, 
poking sand with a broken shell, 
lifting her head, now and then, 
to watch a seagull or a tern. 
Sitting, she lifted first 
one foot, then the other, 
choosing a few grains of sand 
from each, to place in her mouth. 
It was not so easy 
getting the sand out. 
Lolling her tongue,                                    
She spat a small ball of sand 
out of her mouth and onto the top           
of her tiny bikini.                         
Wobbling to her feet she set off 
delighted by a sandpiper 
at the water’s edge. 
I think about us, 
An old woman and a baby girl at the beach, 
two souls at the opposite ends of life. 
One learning, one remembering. 



 

 

A Place Apart  

by 
 

Charlie Thorn 
  
 

aufuskie! The very word evokes a sense of intrigue, but it 
is just the name of the southernmost of South Carolina’s 

inhabited Sea Islands. The designation is a contraction of two 
Native American terms, daufa and fuskie, meaning pointed 
feather, or arrow, after the long, perfectly-straight sandbar that 
extends seaward from the shore at the southeast corner of the 
island. Even today the shoal is exposed at low tide. It marks the 
place where Yemassee Indians came to a violent end when, 
during the Indian Wars of 1715-1717, they were slaughtered on 
the beach at Bloody Point by English settlers from neighboring 
Hilton Head Island. 
 Afterwards, eleven plantations sprang up, and 
landowners bought and transported slaves from markets in 
Charleston and Savannah to clear and cultivate the land. 
Africans from Senegal, Gambia, and Sierra Leone brought their 
rich culture with them, and because of their isolation from the 
mainland, it survived until recently. Most of them converted to 
Christianity, but they would never turn their backs on root 
doctors, haints, or the boo hag. No one dared deny the Spirits. 
 When rice did not grow well on the island as it did on 
the banks of the nearby Savannah River, landowners grew and 
exported indigo. The blue dye was quite fashionable in Europe. 
But the Revolutionary War loomed, and relations between the 
crown and the colonies reached a new low. The market for 
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American indigo evaporated, and the price plummeted. No 
longer could the crop be grown and exported profitably.  
 Instead, the planters experimented with what would 
become known as long-staple Sea Island cotton. The crop 
thrived. Its longer fibers ginned more easily than mainland 
cotton, and soon it sold for ten times as much per pound. For a 
time the planters ranked as the richest men in the country. In 
fact the county seat, Beaufort, was briefly the wealthiest town in 
the nation due to the cotton economy. Of course nothing lasts 
forever, and soon the Civil War came along. 
 Afterwards, the slaves were free—free to work or not 
work, and free to stay or leave. But they were simple people with 
no education and many superstitions. They had been on the 
island for three or four generations. Few had ever been to the 
mainland, and most of the others were afraid to go. Now, if the 
planters were to continue to grow and export cotton, they would 
have to pay their workers. The freed slaves were called Gullahs, 
a word that probably derives from the name of a large tribe in 
western Africa called Golas. 
 For once they had discretionary free time, and one by 
one they moved from the slave quarters to places of their own. 
They were resourceful and learned quickly to catch fish and 
shellfish, which they sold to earn a little extra money. They were 
earning wages, and they had plenty to eat. Life for the Gullahs 
was good, and it remained so until 1916 when the boll weevil 
devastated the cotton crop. 
 On Daufuskie 350 people were suddenly out of work. 
With no other jobs on the island, it seemed they could not 
survive until someone discovered a great market for local 
oysters. The men built bateaux in order to harvest them, and 
shortly three oyster factories and a cannery opened. Soon the 
delicacies were available up and down the east coast. 
 Work was plentiful, and life was good again. But in the 
late 1950s pollution from industrial development up and down 
the Savannah River contaminated the oyster beds. Again the jobs 
disappeared. Everyone of working age had to find employment 
on the mainland, and very few returned.  
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 Now the water is clean again, but just a handful of 
Gullahs remain. One can hear traces of the old dialect in their 
speech. They survive by harvesting crabs, selling firewood, and 
working a variety of odd jobs. There are no stores on the island, 
so residents must journey to Savannah or Hilton Head for 
groceries or visits to the doctor. A few have their own boats, but 
public ferry service to Hilton Head is available to bona fide 
residents at no cost. 
 Today there is much to see and do on Daufuskie: the 
white school where for two years just one white boy studied until 
it closed in 1962; the Mary Fields School for black children 
where Pat Conroy taught and which he later immortalized in his 
book, The Water is Wide; the Mary Dunn Cemetery dating 
back to the revolution when Daufuskie was a Loyalist enclave. 
Imagine the joyful voices of the choir echoing from the walls of 
the First Union African Baptist church that was built in 1881. 
 At Silver Dew Pottery islanders Lancy and Emily Burn 
create beautiful and functional pieces incorporating designs from 
ancient Indian artifacts. Across the road Chase Allen, a metal 
artist, crafts whimsical fish, birds, and mermaids. His large 
framed pieces are truly unique. 
 A visit to the island is easily arranged, and several 
companies offer tours. If you choose to spend a few days, rentals 
are available at www.daufuskieislandrentals.com. You can reach 
them by phone at 843-785-8021.  
 Be sure to visit the beach after dinner and watch the 
lights of Harbour Town sparkle across Calibogue Sound. Relax 
and gaze at the stars. Over the sough of gentle waves, you just 
might hear the beat of far-away drums carrying the age-old 
admonitions of the Spirits.       
 
 
 



 
 

 

Therapy 

by 
 

Bobbi Hahn 
 

 

When life closes in 
With its many distractions, 

Obligations, 
And stress, 

There is one place where I’m guaranteed 
Respite. 
Peace. 

Renewal. 
From some distance away, 

Long before the sound of crashing waves 
Reaches my ears, 

The unforgettable ocean scent 
Fills my nostrils, 

And all of my senses go on 
High alert. 

Impatient, I inhale deeply 
To bring it all closer. 

Soon my feet touch sand, 
And my face is moistened by 

Salty water droplets from the surf, 
Brought to me by the 

Ever-present seashore wind.



 
 

Amberly’s Identity  

by 
 

Anne-Marie Mooney 
 
 

ark, heavy clouds sent droplets of water falling from the 
sky. The trees swayed as a chilling breeze blew past 

Amberly, seeming to caress her hair gently. She walked towards 
the car as the rain slowly picked up. Getting in, she felt a tear 
escape, gliding down her cheek. Remembering the day it had all 
started, she could no longer hold them back . . . 
 She had been in her apartment when Avery 
unexpectedly showed up. 
 “Amberly, you gotta help me.” Her voice was shaky, 
almost in a panic. 
 “What’s the matter? Just calm down a second and talk 
to me.” 
 “I need money. Now.” 
  Amberly couldn’t believe what she was hearing. Here 
was a girl who had everything: great job, expensive sports car, 
her own house. She was loved by everybody. Meanwhile, 
Amberly was still catching up on student loans, was renting, was 
working in a coffee shop, and was driving her dad’s old beat-up 
truck. Amberly had always been jealous of her sister. They were 
identical twins, but for whatever reason their parents had favored 
Avery. They bought her a car, paid for her college, and paved 
her way into an exceptional job. Now she was begging Amberly 
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for money, and Amberly wasn’t ready to hand it over just 
because her sister was used to having everything given to her.  
 “What are you talking about, Avery? You’ve always 
done well. You can’t tell me you don’t have plenty in the bank.” 
 “Really, I don’t. I don’t have any of it.” 
 “What about your job? You’re sure to get a paycheck 
soon.” 
 “Not soon enough.” 

“Avery, come on. Wait it out like everybody else.” 
“You just don’t understand.” Avery looked away 

quickly. As she turned back, her eyes were misty. “So you’re not 
gonna help me?” 
 The dejection in her voice stung Amberly, but she was 
determined not to give in. “I’m sorry; I can’t.” 

Avery didn’t attempt to persuade her further. She stood 
slowly and walked out of the apartment without another word. 

 
 

********** 
 

As Amberly drove, the storm was getting worse, coming 
in from Savannah and overshadowing Hilton Head Island like a 
blanket of darkness. She couldn’t tell if it was the rain or tears in 
her eyes that blurred her vision. Her thoughts moved on to what 
had happened later that day when she went to Avery’s house, 
hoping to find no continuation of her sister’s previous 
melodramatics. But she couldn’t have been more wrong . . . 
 

 
********** 

 
 “Hey Avery!” she called out, walking in, “Look, I’m 
sorry about earlier. Let’s just forget it, okay? . . . Avery?” 
 There was no reply. Amberly glanced around but didn’t 
see her anywhere. As she entered the living room, she spotted 
Avery lying on the floor. Amberly ran over and fell to her knees 
next to her sister. That’s when she saw the bottle of pills 
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dumped out nearby. Putting her head against her sister’s chest, 
she tried to hear a heartbeat, but she heard nothing. Grabbing 
her ice cold hand, Amberly felt for a pulse, but again, there was 
none. She dropped it instantly. 
 Her eyes welled with tears, as her mind raced. How 
could this happen? Why would she do this? I had no idea she 
was so desperate. Why? Everything was fine. She would’ve been 
fine. Mom and Dad always bailed her out. Why didn’t she ask 
them? But now . . . it’s too late. It’s all my fault. I did this. 
 Amberly couldn’t think straight. She sat there for close 
to an hour, crying. Then she stood and walked around the 
room, when what looked like a small piece of paper on a side 
table caught her eye. It was a note. As she flipped it over, she 
saw a picture of herself. On the other side she read: My Dearest 
Amberly, I will always love you. Do not mourn my death for 
long. I did not deserve to live as you do. Reading it brought 
fresh tears to her eyes. Then as if it had never hit her before, she 
murmured, “She had everything anyone could’ve wanted. And 
she threw it away. Now what’ll happen to it all?” As the question 
crossed her mind, she couldn’t help but wonder at the outcome. 
It would probably be split up among all her relatives. What a 
waste.  

“Wait a second . . . We were identical twins, and I’ve 
always wanted everything she had. If I took her place, no one 
would know the difference.” 

 
 

********** 
 
Amberly remembered with shame how she had kept the 

picture, changed into some of Avery’s clothes, and grabbed her 
sister’s phone. She then took Avery’s body and brought it back 
to her own apartment, positioning it with the pills just as she had 
seen earlier. She had then walked back to Avery’s house, gotten 
in her sports car, and driven back to her apartment, pretending 
to be Avery. 
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Once she was back inside, she called Josh. He had been 
one of their closest friends since the beginning of college. He 
rushed over, and when he arrived, Amberly didn’t have to fake 
her surprise and sorrow, because neither feeling had left. 
 

 
********** 

 
It was pouring now as Amberly parked her sister’s car 

and walked out into the rain. She headed towards a small group 
of people standing in the middle of a cemetery—all dressed in 
black. Avery’s funeral. Or should she say her own? She was 
Avery now. 
 Once she reached them, she just stared at her sister’s 
coffin. Soaking wet and speechless. 
 “Don’t you have an umbrella, Avery?” It was Josh. His 
voice was beyond depressed, yet he always seemed to care more 
about others in tragic times. Amberly looked at him as if she 
hadn’t heard a word he had said, but she did hear one: Avery. 

“Come here.” Josh wrapped his arm around her waist 
and pulled her close, as he whispered, “We’re gonna be okay.” 

 
 

********** 
 
A few days passed and Amberly still had everybody 

convinced that she was Avery. No one had ever been able to tell 
them apart, and now it was even easier to fool them. She was 
getting tired of it though and wished she had never started the 
sickening charade. Meanwhile, she was at Avery’s house, sitting 
with Josh. He was drinking coffee as they sat by the fireplace, 
and everything was quiet, until he broke the silence. 
 “You know, I was in love with Amberly.” 
 This came as a total shock to her. She had never 
thought he cared for her more than as a sister. She had always 
cared deeply for him but couldn’t convince herself that he felt 
anything in return. He continued, “I thought that in time she 
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might have fallen in love with me also, but . . .” Then frustrated, 
he reminded himself, “I suppose there’s no point in regretting 
what you can’t change.” 
 Amberly had had enough. She couldn’t take it anymore. 
What had she been thinking? She pulled out the picture and 
gave it to him, practically pleading, “Josh, it’s me, Amberly!” He 
only glanced at it and then begged her bitterly, “What? Don’t act 
like this, Avery, please! I can’t take it.” 
 “No, really, I’m telling you the truth. I’m Amberly! I 
am! Read the back!” 
 “Stop it! Just stop it!” And with that he threw it into the 
fire. Amberly watched as her one chance to regain her true 
identity smoldered away until there was nothing left. 
 Suddenly there was a knock on the front door. With a 
torn heart, Amberly got up and opened it. There was a man 
standing in front of her. 

“Avery?” He questioned. She nodded slowly. With a 
look of rage, he asked roughly, “Where’s my money?” 
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Renourishing the Beach  

by 
 

Norma Van Amberg 
 
 

other Nature is a powerful force that mankind embraces, 
studies to understand, and struggles with to survive. On 

Hilton Head Island, a barrier island just off the Atlantic coastline 
of South Carolina, men and machines battle the tides and 
erosion periodically to preserve sections of this world-class 
resort’s twelve miles of sandy beaches. 
 The Town of Hilton Head Island completed major 
beach renourishment projects in 1990, 1997, and 2007. A $9.8 
million project scheduled for November 2011 to spring 2012 
built up and expanded a mile of beach north of the Westin 
Hilton Head Island Resort & Spa to the Port Royal Plantation 
Beach House by pumping in one million cubic yards of offshore 
sand. The second part of the project involved the construction 
of a 700-foot-long stone groin, mostly buried, at the northeastern 
end of the project. 
 Funding for miles of pipelines and dredging to excavate 
sand from a borrow site in Port Royal Sound and dump it onto 
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the beach came from the town and the South Carolina 
Department of Health and Environmental Control. 
 Why is beach renourishment needed for this shoe-
shaped island that is a popular vacationland for millions of 
visitors and home to over 37,000 permanent residents, plus 
birds, and wildlife that includes endangered sea turtles?  
 “Geologically, the island is a ‘transgressive’ relic coastal 
barrier, which has migrated landward over the last several 
centuries,” states the town’s brochure describing the recent 
project. “Beach sand moves from the center of the island toward 
its end. The ultimate fate of this sand is dictated by Port Royal 
Sound to the north and Calibogue Sound to the south. The daily 
ebb and flow of water through these two tidal inlets moves sand 
on and off the adjacent shorelines and continually affects the 
configuration of the inlets’ tidal shoals.” 
 Coastal engineers study shoreline conditions to decide 
where sand is needed the most. They also search for a grade of 
sand to match the existing beach to establish a dredge site. The 
new sand then is pumped through pipelines onto the beach. 
Bulldozers and other machinery shape the beach as needed. 
 Shells and mud picked up during the dredging process 
make the new beach look dark. The sun oxidizes the non-sandy 
material within days, and the beach eventually lightens again. 
 There are more than fifty beach-monitoring stations the 
town uses to judge how much sand remains from the most 
recent project, and aerial photos are taken each year to monitor 
changes to the coastline. 
 The American Coastal Coalition named Hilton Head 
Island the Top Restored Beach for 2003, recognizing that beach 
renourishment on Hilton Head “has proven itself over a 
significant period of time.” 
 Before and after the first project was approved, there 
was lively debate about undertaking and funding such work on 
private property with accommodations tax revenue collected 
from the public. 
 John David Rose, a longtime islander who wrote a 
column for The Hilton Head News, and islander Bob Flanagan, 
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a lawyer and journalist, were among those raising questions and 
voicing concerns during the 1990s. 
 “Beach maintenance is about property values and 
nothing else,” Rose wrote in his column published on 
December 13, 1995, adding that the beach would remain “long 
after every oceanfront mansion and hotel has blown or washed 
away.” 
 Rose recommended that oceanfront owners pay for 
sand placement in front of their property as the Hyatt (now the 
Hilton Head Marriott) in Palmetto Dunes did when needed, for 
example, and the public pay for sand in front of public property. 
 Flanagan agreed with that concept, stating in a letter to 
the newspaper’s editor that otherwise the public’s money was 
being given to the “privileged few to protect private property.”  
 “If erosion were allowed to continue, rocks and seawalls 
would crumble into the sand and there would still be a beach,” 
Flanagan wrote. “If storms washed away a first row of houses, 
there would still be a beach with changed property lines.”  

For a firsthand look at the dramatic effects of erosion, 
visit Hunting Island State Park in northern Beaufort County. 
Downed trees and driftwood line a portion of the beach there. 
In recent years, some of the cottages, thought to be built a safe 
distance inland on pilings, tottered and eventually fell during 
strong storm surges that pounded and carved away more of the 
beach. In state parks nature is allowed to prevail with only minor 
adjustments made by man. 

Orrin H. Pilkey, a retired professor of earth and ocean 
sciences, author, and consultant, was hired to oversee Hilton 
Head’s beach renourishment. 

The ongoing debate, meanwhile, expanded to include 
public ownership of the beach and the need for more public 
access, especially on Hilton Head, where that access was limited 
by the number of gated communities.  
 In the past twenty-plus years, legislation at the state level 
has affirmed the public’s right to ownership of the beach below 
the mean high-water line. 
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 Before the development boom launched in the 1980s 
and ‘90s, Folly Field and Coligny were used as the two main 
public beach accesses, especially because they had rest rooms 
and changing facilities. To better serve the fast-growing area, the 
town provided more public access along with beach 
renourishment using revenues from the state two percent 
accommodations tax on overnight lodgings.  

Islanders Beach Club in the Folly Field area was built 
with a playground for children and designated for residents and 
property owners, who could purchase annual parking permits 
for their vehicles with proof of residency. 

Other public ocean beach accesses include the 
improved one at Alder Lane off South Forest Beach Drive in 
Sea Pines; Burke’s Beach, which has no amenities or lifeguards; 
and Driessen Beach Park—both mid island. Fish Haul Creek at 
Mitchelville Beach Park also has public access to Port Royal 
Sound. 

The beach ranks at the top of the list of reasons why 
people buy property on the island and helps draw more than 
two million visitors annually. That tourism pumps more than 
one billion dollars per year into the Hilton Head area economy, 
state studies report.  

To learn more about beach erosion, read The Rising 
Sea by Orrin Pilkey and Rob Young.  

 
  
 



 
 
 

 

 

Littlebee and The Nutcracker  

by 
 

Judy Finman 
 
 

atching a live performance of The Nutcracker ballet is 
an annual delight for my granddaughter, Sally, and me. 

Now eight years old, she was only three the first time waltzing 
flowers, Russian Cossacks, and oversized fluffy gray mice 
bewitched her. The ballet’s effect on her is so complete that she 
instantly recognizes Tchaikovsky’s opulent music—any of his 
works—any time she hears them. 

I have been bragging about my prodigy for years. But I 
got my comeuppance—in the person of Sally’s three-year-old 
sister, Littlebee, whom I took to her very first Nutcracker 
performance. 

Picture the scene: Littlebee and I arrive at the Arts 
Center of Coastal Carolina for the 1:00 p.m. show and settle into 
our second-row center seats. Around us girls and boys of all ages 
chat and giggle as beaming parents of school-age dancers wave to 
one another. Everyone is excited. 

But Littlebee, usually a lively conversationalist, is quiet. 
She points to the cover of the shiny paper program the usher 
has handed to her. It boasts a full-color picture of the Mouse 
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King, looking as big as a forklift and dwarfing a petite, white-
haired Nutcracker.  

“Can we go out when the Mouse King comes on the 
stage?” Littlebee asks me.  

“You can close your eyes,” I suggest. Silence. So I add, 
“Sure, we can go out, but, really, it isn’t scary. Remember? I told 
you they’re just little kids in mouse costumes.” 

In truth, I have been worried about how she will react to 
the violent duel between the chivalrous Nutcracker and surly 
Mouse King (or, as the program names him, Rat King. It’s a 
blessing Littlebee can’t read yet). Earlier in the week she asked 
me about the notorious rodent. “Oh,” I had assured her (or so I 
thought), “the mice are all children about your age in gray furry 
costumes, and they’re not scary.” Ha! Not scary to me, anyway. 

Now the lights dim, grownups whisper “shhh” to their 
kids, and for a few seconds the auditorium is dark. Not so much 
as a breath breaks the silence. The curtain rises on a luminous 
party scene, and the buoyant Russian music gallops. Bedazzled, 
the audience gasps in unison. The Nutcracker begins.  

But all is not sugar and spice for Littlebee. 
”Waahh, waahh. I wanna go! Take me outa here,” she 

screams, rising from her seat. Angry audience members hiss at 
me. 

“Shhh.”  
“Quiet!”  
“Take her out!”  
Littlebee’s cacophony is now at full volume. Stupefied, I 

grab her soft, chubby hand and mutter “sorry,” “excuse me,” to 
each of the ten people separating us from the aisle as we trip 
over coats, programs, handbags, and feet. I hunker down to 
avoid blocking everyone’s view of the stage. 

Meanwhile, I am murmuring kind phrases to my 
granddaughter, who is still bellowing. “It’s okay, sweetie, we’re 
going now . . .” 

We reach the aisle and race past row after row of sold-
out seats. We’re as charged as Hansel and Gretel fleeing from 
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the witch. Mercifully, Littlebee’s howls diminish to soft sniveling. 
I open the broad door to the lobby, and we are in the light. 

I pick up my small grandchild, who is quiet now and has 
regained her equanimity. I don’t believe what just happened. 
Her sister never reacted like this. I can’t imagine ditching the 
performance. 

“Were you afraid?” I ask her.  
“Yes,” she answers. Just as I figured. 
“Shall we just stick our heads inside and stand at the 

back to see what’s happening at the party on the stage?” I ask, 
holding her snugly in my arms. She doesn’t say yes, and she 
doesn’t say no, so I open the door and we duck back into the 
auditorium, standing by the last row of seats. 

Bad move. I whisper something upbeat about the joyful 
scene before us, when the ominous figure of Herr Drosselmeier 
in his black cape swoops onto the stage like a huge bat—and 
Littlebee screams again. 

In a second we’re back in the lobby, and I’m offering 
her a paper cup of lemonade and a cookie from a white-clothed 
table set up for intermission. She is contented now. Her trial is 
over. She’s safe. 

But it’s not over for me. I have left our coats, her boots, 
and my handbag at our abandoned seats. I need to get them so 
we can leave. As one helpful usher watches Littlebee in the 
lobby, another focuses a flashlight on the floor of the second 
row. I crouch and tiptoe again in front of the same ten people 
and pick up our belongings. 

 
 

********** 
 
Littlebee and I drive to her house in Sea Pines, just a 

few miles from the performance. She has reverted to her 
talkative self, commenting about the drizzling rain and her warm 
new boots. 

“You’re home so soon,” her mother says. “How was it?” 
Littlebee, quiet as a snowflake, looks at me quizzically.  
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“Well,” I say, “Littlebee and I decided we’ll wait ‘til next 
year—four is a better age to see The Nutcracker.” 

I look at my watch. In a couple of hours it will be time 
for the 4:00 p.m. performance. I’ll be taking Sally to that one. 
We’ll have a ball. 

 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 

 

 

Tortured Souls  

by 
 

Greg Smorol 
 
 

 pride myself on being a diligent Baptist. Every morning I get 
up and give thanks to the Lord for getting me safely through 

the night, and every evening I thank the Lord for having given 
me the strength to get through the day. I never believed in 
mysticism, psychic phenomena, or supernatural forces until I 
met Evangeline. Evangeline is a psychic medium who makes her 
living reading palms, deciphering tarot cards, and conducting 
séances in the back room of her shop on Route 278 on Hilton 
Head Island. She has lived and worked there for as long as 
anyone can remember. Perhaps she has lived for a longer period 
of time than normally thought possible.  
 When I asked about her age, people would just say, 
“Evangeline is old, very old.” I asked where she came from, 
but no one knew for sure. Some thought she might have come 
from someplace in Virginia, but they always added some 
disclaimer like, “Don’t quote me on that.”  
 I first met Evangeline by happenstance. I was attending 
a party given by one of my business friends, Sarah Murdoch. 

I 
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During the evening Sarah announced that she had a surprise for 
her guests. She led everyone into a small room in the rear of her 
home where she had draped the walls with sheets. There was an 
oval table in the middle of the room, along with a chair for each 
of us. Sarah had candles burning and a fogging apparatus that 
provided a hazy, surreal atmosphere around the table.  
 As we walked into the room, Sarah introduced us to 
Evangeline. She apparently had only one name. Evangeline wore 
a long flowing robe draped loosely in an uneven manner. Her 
head was wrapped in a scarf that reminded me of the swamis in 
India. A tattoo on the back of her hand made me think of an 
evil eye, and her eyes were heavily rimmed in kohl black liner. 
   Full of skepticism and disdain, I decided to go along 
with the game Sarah had taken such pains to assemble. When 
we were seated around the table, Evangeline asked us to form a 
bond from one to another by holding hands, which eventually 
connected to Evangeline’s. Sarah closed the door, which 
darkened the room slightly, and she suggested that we ask 
Evangeline to answer our questions. The questions began in a 
normal manner with guests asking for personal information 
about themselves to prove Evangeline’s worth as a medium. 
Evangeline did well with her answers and impressed the other 
guests with her capabilities. I, however, figured that our host had 
given Evangeline our names previously and that Evangeline had 
spent many hours researching us on the Internet.  
 With the preliminary rounds of questions over, the 
guests started asking questions about their dead relatives. The 
people around me were astonished with the details Evangeline 
was able to draw back from the afterworld. They believed what 
they were being told; I was appalled by their naivety. I knew 
everyone there was an intelligent human being who excelled at 
work. How could they believe this gibberish? 
 When it was my turn to ask a question, I picked one 
about my Uncle Earl, now dead for fifteen years. He was my 
mentor as I was growing up and confided in me more than in 
the others in my family. I knew him to have had a questionable 
moral experience when he abetted a friend in conflict with the 
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law. He gave the man, who I only knew as Rodney, enough 
money to leave the area and start a new life. Earl and I never 
heard from Rodney again, and we often wondered what had 
become of him. I asked Evangeline what my Uncle Earl had to 
say to me.  
 Evangeline put her head low to the table as if she were 
in pain and paused for the longest time before she responded. 
When she answered my question, her head rose, and she 
looked straight into my eyes. “Your Uncle Earl says to tell you 
that Rodney turned his life around and is doing fine.” 
 I was dumbstruck. How could Evangeline know 
anything about Rodney? Our eyes stayed locked in a steadfast 
gaze. I am sure my eyes were wide in astonishment, while 
Evangeline’s eyes seemed to glow and become ever more 
entrancing.  
 I left the party that night in shock. The tenets of my 
belief had been threatened. I was determined to find out how 
Evangeline had known about Rodney. Surely she had talked to 
someone in my family who knew about Rodney and used that 
information to astound me. I have to admit, she did an excellent 
job of that. 
 After the meeting with Evangeline, I became obsessed 
with proving her act was a hoax. Most of my relatives lived in 
Beaufort County in South Carolina, but there were a few in 
North Carolina. I began with the easiest checks, starting with my 
Aunt Elly. Elly had been married to Earl for thirty years until his 
death. They went together like peanut butter and jelly. If anyone 
had heard about Rodney, it would be she. Still, I was cautious, 
protecting Earl’s privacy as I had promised.  
 When I visited her, Aunt Elly was sitting in her favorite 
chair knitting a scarf. I sat on the sofa next to her while we 
exchanged the usual hellos and questions about health. When I 
felt the time was right, I asked, “Did Uncle Earl ever mention 
anything about his friend, Rodney? Whatever happened to 
him?” 
  Aunt Elly stopped knitting and gave me a baffled look as 
she answered. “You know, that’s a funny one. Rodney got into 
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some trouble and just up and disappeared after that. We never 
heard from him again. Why do you ask?” 
 “Oh, nothing. Something must have reminded me of 
him.” 
 I hated being sneaky, but a promise is a promise. The 
rest of my relatives had either never heard about Rodney, or if 
they had, they had no news of him. My quest for information 
had come to a standstill, and not knowing the truth was gnawing 
away at my sanity. I decided to confront Evangeline. 
 When I reached Evangeline’s shop, she was waiting 
there for me, ready to begin the private séance that I had 
requested. I followed her into the back room and sat where she 
directed. She did not ask me to hold her hands, and I was 
puzzled about how we were to commune. I asked, “Aren’t we 
supposed to hold hands?” 
 “Normally we would. But you haven’t come here for a 
séance, have you? I believe you want to know how I found out 
about Rodney.” 
 Again I was shocked. It was as if Evangeline could read 
my mind. She had brought up Rodney, so I decided to get right 
into it. “Okay, how did you do it? I know you tricked me, I just 
don’t know how. I scoured the Internet and couldn’t find 
anything that connected Rodney to Earl, so you must know a 
mutual friend of theirs.” 
 Evangeline sat up and reprimanded me. “Young man, 
don’t be so quick to judge me. The Lord doesn’t tell us how he 
is going to talk with us; he just does it. As for the Internet, I use 
that only to gather enough information about my customers to 
find a door that I can open to their past. It is not my fault if they 
ask me for their middle name or where they used to live, 
information easily provided by the Internet. However, how to 
commune with the dead is not explained. When I answered 
your question, I was reaching out to Earl, and that is what 
popped into my mind. I don’t know what it means, nor do I 
care. That message was for you and has nothing to do with me.” 
 Expecting to get an explanation for my money, I got 
more hogwash. I was sure there was anger in my voice when I 
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stood up. “If you are not going to be honest with me, then this 
séance is over. Good day, madam.” 
 Obsession is the word I would choose for my actions 
after that. I was going to prove that Evangeline was a liar. I began 
following her around to see where she got her information, 
hoping that I could get a straight answer from that source. To 
my chagrin, there were no other sources that I could find.  
 It was early evening when I followed Evangeline out 
near one of the many estuaries surrounding Hilton Head Island. 
I watched her look around surreptitiously before she picked up 
two heavy bags, darted into the brush, and began walking down a 
narrow path. I decided not to walk after her but wait until she 
returned. After a few minutes I could see reflections from a fire 
dancing over the waters on the other side of the bay. It must be 
Evangeline’s doing. What was she up to now?  
 It was more than an hour before Evangeline returned 
carrying her bags, which looked lighter than when she first 
arrived. After she had placed her bags back in her car and 
driven off, I walked down the path to see what she had been 
doing.  
 I came to a small cemetery that was surrounded by live 
oak trees, with more oaks interspersed among the graves. The 
cemetery stood on a point that jutted out into the bay of the 
estuary. As I passed by the flat gravestones, I noticed that the 
burial dates were old, most from the pre-Civil War era. I also 
determined that this cemetery was for black slaves along with a 
few black infantrymen from the Civil War.  
 At the tip of the point, patio stones had been placed to 
form a square no more than twenty feet on a side. There were 
two park benches on the patio stones at an angle so they faced 
each other and provided a view of the water. A birdbath had 
been placed in front of the benches, but I could see that it was 
dry.  
 I was disappointed. I had expected to find more. I had 
been led to an old slave cemetery that had nothing strange about 
it. In truth, though, it was very peaceful, and I sat relaxing on a 
bench until it grew dark enough for me to think about leaving.  
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 For some reason I was drawn back to that same spot 
over the weeks ahead. It was a place to ponder Evangeline 
without any interruptions from the world around me. 
 On a sunny but breezy day, I had my epiphany. I was 
sitting on one of the benches in the cemetery eating a sandwich I 
had brought for my lunch. I had placed some water in the 
birdbath, and a constant flow of small birds came to drink or 
bathe just feet in front of me. At about two o’clock the breeze 
stopped, and the cemetery became deathly silent.  
 The birds must have thought it strange, too, because 
they all flew away. I watched as the sun’s rays drifted through the 
branches of the live oaks and produced a hazy effect as my eyes 
focused first on the bright rays and then on the dark shadows 
between them. I got the feeling someone else was there; 
someone was looking at me. It took all of my courage to turn 
around, but I was determined to see who was there. 
 I stood up and turned to face the graves, but saw no 
one. Yet maybe there was someone, or perhaps two or more. I 
squinted at what looked like transparent bodies standing over 
the graves and staring out over the estuary. The outline of their 
bodies was so faint that I could not be sure I was seeing anything 
at all. I called out, “Who’s there? Who are you? What do you 
want from me?” 
 The ghostly apparitions stood immobile and silent as if I 
were not there. I squinted again, and they disappeared gradually. 
Was I going crazy? Had I seen ghosts? Were they a figment of 
my imagination? How could I be sure? Evangeline!!! 
 I spent the next week walking around in a confused 
state. Should I talk to Evangeline? What use would that be if she 
didn’t know anything? However, that was the only thing that I 
could think of to solve my problem. When I called, I didn’t use 
the pretense of a séance. 
   “Listen, Evangeline, I have had a strange experience 
and would like to discuss it with you. I will pay your standard fee 
just to talk.” 
 Evangeline responded strangely. “I have been waiting 
for you to call. We can meet in the library on Beach City Road. 
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There is a small conference room in the rear that I often use for 
my research. Let’s meet at noon tomorrow.” 
 I arrived early, anxious to talk about my experience. 
Evangeline came at precisely noon, and she refused the money I 
offered. She sat down on the other side of the table in the room. 
“Tell me exactly what transpired. Don’t leave out any details no 
matter how small or insignificant they may seem to you.” 
 When I had finished my narration, Evangeline asked, 
“What was the date when you saw the ghosts?” 
 I thought back for a minute and remembered that it was 
New Year’s Day.  
 Then Evangeline asked. “Do you remember the time of 
day? Could it have been around two o’clock?” Surprised by 
her accuracy, I responded with mouth agape. “Why yes, I 
remember that time exactly. I was having a late lunch.” 
 Evangeline explained. “I knew you distrusted me and 
were following me. I led you to that cemetery so you could 
prove to yourself that I am not a fraud. Have you ever heard of 
the Emancipation Oak?” 
 “Yes, I have. My mother once took me to Hampton 
University in Virginia. We walked around the Oak as she 
explained that it sat on hallowed ground because it was the first 
place that the Emancipation Proclamation was read to the slaves. 
She noted that the peaceful shade of the young oak served as the 
first classroom for newly freed men and women.” 
 Evangeline continued. “Several of the oak trees in the 
cemetery here came from the Emancipation Oak. Those buried 
there are tortured souls who were enslaved and died before they 
tasted freedom. Their families hallowed the ground they lay in 
by planting the oaks. Once a year, on the day President Lincoln 
signed the Emancipation Proclamation, the dead rise to see if 
the promise has been fulfilled. They only return for the time it 
took the president to sign the document. Then they return to the 
grave until the next year.” 
 It was an amazing story that I could not refute. I had 
seen the ghosts. I asked, “Are these souls doomed to this 
existence for all of eternity?” 
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 Evangeline had a faraway look in her eyes as she 
responded. “Not doomed, and not for eternity. They choose to 
do this in recognition of all those who died in the name of 
slavery. When they rise and see that America has kept its word 
on equality for all mankind, they will release themselves from 
their chosen bondage.” 
 So now you see why a devout Baptist has opened his 
mind to how God may communicate with us. I was in doubt at 
first, and it took a mind-altering experience to change my way of 
thinking. In the same manner I don’t expect you to believe me 
any more than I believed Evangeline. I would like to tell 
everyone about the location of the cemetery so each could 
experience it, but I think that would be a sacrilege 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 

 

Gallery Cat 

by 
 

Bobbi Hahn 
 
 

he was “mature” when I began working at an art gallery in 
Harbour Town. With each passing year, more gray appears 

in her shiny black coat. Once a sleek, panther-like feline with 
four fashionable white mittens and a snowy white chest, she’s 
now a little rounder . . . and a lot slower. She has a narrow 
muzzle with long whiskers, a shiny black nose, and the longest 
fangs I have ever seen on a cat; they’re visible when she has her 
mouth closed! Her large green eyes are the color of the sea on 
the best day of summer. 

Her name, befittingly, is Princess. She was once the 
alpha cat, ruler of the feral colony living by the tidal creek 
behind the gallery. Now she defers to the younger, completely 
black Petruce. Although most feral cats are skittish around 
people and avoid them at all costs, Princess was already 
socialized when I met her. Granted, it took a while for her to 
trust me, but we eventually became friends. She thoroughly 
enjoys her life outdoors but is quick to come in for a nap under 
the hot gallery lights, especially if the day is particularly cold or 
rainy—she hates getting wet! 

She is usually waiting for me on the porch when I arrive 
on my bike each morning; if not, when she hears my tread on 
the wooden porch floor, she is quickly by my side, waiting for 
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me to unlock the door. Once inside she walks me to the 
bathroom where the cat food is stored. We go back out onto the 
porch together, and she waits while I pour three separate piles of 
food on the floor: one for her, one for Petruce, and one for 
Gray Kitty, whose real name is Bob. He’s a big, sturdy gray 
male. He was standoffish for the longest time, but with frequent 
bribes of food, I got him to come closer and closer. When he 
finally accepted me, the transformation in his attitude was 
dramatic: now he purrs and rolls onto his back for tummy rubs, 
often delaying his meal for several minutes in favor of some 
loving. 

If I neglect to put out water with her food, Princess will 
give me an hour or so to realize my mistake. If the water bowl is 
still empty, she will sit at the full-length glass door and stare 
inside until I notice her. Anyone who has been the subject of the 
intensity of a cat’s stare will understand why I scramble to see to 
her needs, all the while apologizing for my deplorable lack of 
service. 

When it’s cold out, she will sometimes spend the entire 
day inside, curled into a tight ball of feline contentment in her 
round cat bed. On other days, equally as cold, she’ll sleep in a 
patch of sun among the foliage out front or occasionally on the 
still-warm hood of a car. 

She shows her appreciation for my care with a gift now 
and then. Sometimes it’s a mouse; often it’s a lizard. Dead or 
alive, the status really doesn’t seem to matter; I suppose it’s the 
thought that counts. She once brought a lizard into the gallery 
and dropped it at my feet. It quickly sought shelter behind a 
bookcase, and I thought, Oh, great! Now I’ll have to go on a 
lizard hunt behind every piece of furniture in here!  But Princess 
caught it again and brought it back to me. I grabbed some cat 
food and lured her out to the porch. As I put the food down 
behind her, she dropped the lizard, turned around, and began 
eating. I gingerly picked the lizard up by the tail and flung it into 
the leaves on the ground. Princess turned around, looked at the 
now-empty floor, then up at me as if to say, “Okay . . . where’s 
my lizard? I put it down right THERE!” 
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She has a fan club of loyal followers who return to 
Hilton Head each year. The first question I hear is, “Where’s 
Princess?” She loves the attention and will tolerate petting for—
oh—an hour or so. She has no problem with most adults, but 
she disappears whenever a child comes near. 

If the day is warm, I often eat my lunch outside on the 
porch, usually with Princess or Petruce by my side. If I haven’t 
packed a lunch, one of them will usually meet me as I walk back 
with something from the deli. The cat will walk by my side, 
giving a perfect impression of a dog at heel, although a cat would 
never admit to such a thing. 

When I leave at the end of my workday, Princess is 
usually on the porch, and she’ll come over for a quick scratch 
behind the ears. I tell her I love her and will see her tomorrow; 
she accompanies me down the steps and walks away from the 
gallery, her workday also at an end.  
   
 



 

 

I Love the Smell  

by 
 

Bob Hamel 
 

 

I love the smell of the mud and salt grass 

when the tide is out. 

I love the smell of yellow wild flowers 

bursting in the spring sunlight. 

I love the smell of autumn 

as gold leaves fall, smothering the grass. 

But most of all, 

I love the smell of your perfume 

and the wetness of your hair 

after a shower in the morning. 



 

 

 

Act Your Age 

by 
 

Tom Crawford 
 
 

eople just don’t act their age where we live. Evidence of that 
emerged one evening during dinner at The Seabrook, one 

of several retirement communities on Hilton Head Island in 
South Carolina. The issue was the latest brainstorm of the 
activities director, Jan Maganini, to devote an upcoming happy 
hour to the residents who would be ninety-five years or older 
during the coming year. That raised a question. How many of 
them could there be in the residential community of up to 250 
individuals? 

It was decided to take a poll. The guesses around the 
table ranged from six to ten. Curiosity got the best of one of the 
diners, who confronted the director the next day in a hallway 
and requested the number, if it had been tabulated. Jan went 
one better, producing a list of the qualifiers. There were an 
astounding twenty-eight names on the list, ranging in age from 
ninety-five to one hundred one. 

What contributes to this longevity is a frequent subject 
of discussion in the community. At one of a series of convivial 
apartment cocktail parties to introduce new arrivals, a resident 
member of the board of directors prescribed three requirements 
for healthy senior living: good nutrition, lack of stress, and 
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wholesome activity. The Seabrook certainly fills that 
prescription. The facility is a compact campus of five apartment 
buildings connected by covered walkways to the central 
community center consisting of two dining rooms, an 
auditorium, a large living room, a chapel, a physical exercise 
room, a small library, a coffee room, a cozy corner for cards, an 
outside shuffleboard court, a putting green, and a heated pool. 

After a few years here, one comes to the conclusion that 
the most stressful thing about senior living is sorting out all the 
wholesome activities to squeeze into one’s regular schedule of 
interests. 

An examination of the twenty-seven nonagenarians and 
one centenarian on the list is a revelation. The latest count 
shows only six were residents of the thirty-three-bed Fraser 
Health Center. The term health center is one of the several 
euphemisms the geriatric trade has conjured up for what 
formerly was called a nursing home. 

And one of the health center residents, one hundred-
year-old Helene Parry, is an ambulatory ex-teacher and social 
worker who pushes her book-filled walker around the campus 
and out to the gazebos overlooking the sun-drenched lagoons 
that interlace the campus. 

Helene, when she learned about the first two 
anthologies in this series by the Island Writers’ Network, 
immediately ordered seven copies to be sent to relatives and 
friends around the country. A list of her travels around this 
continent and the world makes those who might have regarded 
themselves as well traveled to instead consider themselves 
laggards. The tally of her domiciles on her campus biography is 
also impressive—Chicago, New York, London, Geneva, 
Cleveland, Asheville, North Carolina, and smaller towns in 
West Virginia, Virginia, and Kentucky.  

And Helene makes it known that one of the principal 
reasons she moved from her fifth floor apartment to the Fraser 
Health Center was that she was sick and tired of making her own 
breakfast. 
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Ben Racusin, soon to be ninety-six, regards himself as 
an “Old China Hand,” one of that group of diplomats, military 
officers, and missionaries who lived and worked in China 
before, during, and/or after World War II. He was a member of 
the Office of Strategic Services—the predecessor of the Central 
Intelligence Agency—and served in China until the Communist 
takeover in 1949. He later served in Japan and Washington until 
his retirement. He and his late wife, Helen, then retired to 
Hilton Head, where he became its first mayor. He frequently 
entertains and informs audiences on and off-campus with stories 
of Hilton Head Island and its development in the latter half of 
the twentieth century after construction of a bridge that 
connected it to the mainland. That bridge brought great change 
to the independent Gullah culture that dominated most of the 
Lowcountry islands for generations. But the culture perseveres, 
if no longer dominant on Hilton Head, now influenced by an 
influx of northern retirees. 

Suzanne (Sudie) Plowden, ninety-five, slipped into a 
period of isolated sadness after the death of her husband, Ted. 
Sudie was one of the models with her twin sister in the “Which 
Twin Has the Toni” advertisements of two generations ago. She 
traveled the world with Ted on his assignments with Procter & 
Gamble. The couple lived in Bombay before it became known 
as Mumbai and frequently visited South Africa, where her sister 
finally settled. Sudie, an accomplished artist, also has exhibited 
her portraits in Brazil and Australia. 

Her art took a jolt when she broke her arm on a trip to 
Costa Rica. But Sudie recovered, dabbled in computer painting, 
and, when she picked up her brushes again, produced 
wonderful portraits of her daughter-in-law and grandson, now 
residents of Pennsylvania but frequent visitors. 

Sam Mulrain, also soon to be ninety-five, still serves as a 
starter at the Robert Trent Jones golf course at Palmetto Dunes 
and plays a round or two every month. And being one in a 
minority of males in the community, he frequently finds himself 
dominating a harem of admiring ladies at tables at both happy 
hour and in the dining rooms. Sam decided not to take the bus 
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to Jacksonville to join a recent cruise. He drove, and when 
queried about it, responded, “Why not?” 

Peggy Downward, ninety-seven, a native of Sewickley, 
Pennsylvania, an alumna of Vassar College, and a longtime 
resident of Bethesda, Maryland, generously shares her weekly 
copies of The Economist with neighbors she deems sufficiently 
interested in world affairs. She certainly is. 

Jim Muir, ninety-six, a West Pointer and career U.S. 
Army officer, recently delivered a talk on his military life. It 
takes eight lines to list all his military postings on three 
continents. Jim also produced a variety show for the audience 
that unveiled many of the talents unknown to other residents of 
the facility. 

Stu Smith, ninety-six, a lifelong salesman and regular 
swimmer in the heated pool, donated a new water heater that 
has extended the use of the outside pool at both ends of the 
swimming season, much to his fellow swimmers’ delight and 
gratitude. Stu served as an officer on the carrier U.S.S. Midway, 
and he later enjoyed extended careers in the heating and air- 
conditioning field and as a successful toy-balloon entrepreneur. 

Alma Cordle is the next scheduled centenarian on the 
list. She is to mark her one-hundredth year in 2013. She is a 
regular in the dining room, not often in the takeout brigade. She 
also participates in the Thursday night bridge group, which 
attracts seven or eight tables of players for low-stakes, but 
competitive entertainment. Her name frequently appears on the 
weekly column of winners. Alma is one of the few “Southern 
girls” in the community, having lived most of her life in North 
and South Carolina. 

The roster of those enjoying “The Gay Nineties” goes 
on and on. And now that everybody knows who they are, they 
will be encouraged by their neighbors to explain how they got 
there. 
 
 



 

 

Dancin' in My Sixties 

by 
 

Charlie McOuat 
 
 

 had never been to a ballet, and now I was in the middle of 
this mirrored room in the Arts Center of Coastal Carolina, 

taking a lesson. The Island Packet ran its ad for a week, showing 
three beautiful girls in classic ballet poses, inviting people of all 
ages and abilities to join them on Saturday morning. They 
encouraged all to come for this onetime opportunity to dance 
with the Harlem Ballet Company. I tried to entice a teenage 
friend to join me, but when she declined, I decided to go alone. 
 I felt like a stranger in the midst of maybe forty people 
waiting for class to begin. Most of them were teenage girls, 
scantily clad in tutus, tights, and ballet shoes. I watched them 
stretch their soft, flexible muscles, each resting a foot on a bar 
that was above my eye level. They stretched, pirouetted, and 
pliéd while I strained to tie my shoes. My back ached with the 
effort, and I thought, Why am I intruding on these good 
people’s class and putting my aged body in positions it doesn’t 
want to go? The dancers around me balanced on one foot while 
effortlessly holding the other in their dainty little fingers. It 
seemed that they could hold position forever. 
 I scratched my head and looked around. A tall man 
approached, who I recognized as part of the Arts Center staff. 
He greeted me, “Hi, welcome to our class. Nice to see you 
again.” 

I 
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 He remembered me. I had tried out for at least five 
plays at his theatre, feeling secure I would never get a part. I was 
right. I was always politely rejected. I don’t think he or anyone 
else understood that I enjoyed the tryouts, but didn’t want to 
commit to all that time and energy in rehearsals. 
 I said, “I remember you. You’re always so kind in your 
rejections.” 
 He smiled and said, “Keep trying. We’ll get you on 
stage sometime. Enjoy the class today.” 
 I stood mesmerized by the arabesques and pliés going 
on around me. I was tempted to touch my toes, but it was early 
in the morning. I didn’t want to force anything. Instead I turned 
away and saw a slightly fat, gray-haired woman, about my age, 
standing nearby. She stepped towards me and came right to the 
point, “What are you doing here?” 
 “I have no idea.” I answered. “I was trying to interest a 
teenage friend, but when she dropped out, I thought I’d give it a 
try. I’m here, and I must say, I’m glad to see you.” I felt an 
immediate bond with this woman whose wrinkled face showed 
as much character as my own. 

This magic moment was interrupted when, in the front 
of the room, a handsome, perfectly proportioned young man in 
a tank top clapped his hands and shouted for attention. “Hello, 
I’m Ralph. I will be your teacher today, and I’m thrilled to see 
so many of you here.” He seemed to look at me and continued, 
“It looks as if we have people of all abilities. How many of you 
have taken at least three years of ballet?” 

Most hands shot to the ceiling. “And how many of you 
have never taken a class?” The gray-haired lady, a man with a 
limp, and I raised our hands. “Well, that’s fine. We have 
something for everyone.” 

In every direction, a mirror reflected my pot belly, 
sagging skin, and thinning hair. I couldn’t escape my own image. 

“All experienced dancers, move to the left side, and you 
others,” pointing to us neophytes, “will be there, close to the 
piano.”  I thought, Maybe he wants to keep a special eye on us. 
His insurance might not cover aging, arthritic prima donnas. 
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He took about five minutes to demonstrate the five 
basic techniques of foot and arm movement, always with grace 
and balance. He explained that by mastering these simple poses, 
one can make difficult steps seem effortless. I stumbled with 
each simple pose, lunging for the bar every time to break my 
fall. I tried to look away from the young, well-trained girls. It was 
discouraging. Their waists were about the circumference of my 
wrist. 

The instructor had the real dancers go through eight 
steps of tapping, extending, and balancing while standing on 
their toes. He asked, “Who can feel their weight supported by 
their big and second toe?” I certainly didn’t because I remained 
flat-footed and felt no social pressure to keep up with the class. I 
expected to be awkward throughout my entire ballet career. 

Another pose to master was to stand on one leg, bring 
the other toe up to the knee, hold position, and, hardest of all, 
breathe. I immediately reset my goal from “learning to dance” to 
“avoiding injury.” A pulled muscle here could curtail normal 
activities for a month. 

I observed, admired, and attempted to follow along until 
the very last exercise. This involved movement. Ralph chastised 
one of the real dancers for taking steps that were too short. He 
said. “I want you to move like this,” and seemed to fly from one 
end of the room to the other. I watched, smiled, and thought, 
No way can I even attempt that. I did see that the hour and a 
half was mercifully coming to an end. I’d had enough and didn’t 
try to match his airborne grace. 

A young girl stepped aside and asked, “Do you want to 
get through here? You can still squeeze into that group.” 

“No,” I answered, “I’ve had enough. I’m going home. 
It’s been fun though. I’ve learned so much,” I lied. My ballet 
career was now over, one hour and thirty six minutes after it 
began.  
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The Captain’s Men  

by 
 

Anne-Marie Mooney 
 
 

ist rose from the murky swamp, causing a light fog to float 
just above it. Cypress trees stood along the water’s edge. 

Their overhanging branches created a canopy, preventing the 
sunlight from breaking through. Moss climbed the trunks, 
seeming to reach for the hidden sky. The humidity could not 
have been denser. Warm air moved through the forest, silencing 
the cries of various birds, while sending small ripples over the 
marsh. Palm fronds eased aside as a man came treading through 
the knee-deep water. 
 “These blasted things!” he said, pushing away the vines 
that entangled his legs. His voice was coarse and deep. Knotted 
brown hair hung down to his shoulders. Skin dark. Clothes torn. 
It was as if his expression had never known a smile. 
 When he reached the shore, he threw down a couple of 
fish he had impaled with a thin stick. This would be his third 
night since landing on the island. He had set out alone in his 
skiff for a territory just off Hilton Head Island, his home base, 
but was caught in a storm and wrecked on the beach hours later. 
Now he was stranded, his boat beyond repair and his crew the 
only ones who would notice his absence. The possibility of their 
searching for him, however, seemed unlikely. He had left them 

M 
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in the night, as they were sleeping off the previous day’s 
enjoyments. He figured he would wait out the week, then find a 
way off the island. He wasn’t eager to go back. 
 Starting a fire with flint and steel, he cooked the fish and 
seasoned them with roots and wild mushrooms. He ate quickly 
as darkness set upon him. Amid the other sounds that belonged 
to the night, there was one that came up so quickly he almost 
didn’t recognize it: the movement of a boat through water and 
the whispers of men. 
 Darting up, he put out the fire and headed into the 
forest. He climbed a tree where he had an easy view of the 
visitors. They seemed to be just dark shadows, until the light cast 
from their few lanterns enabled him to recognize one of the 
men—no, two. Tortola and Benray. The top men of his crew. 
Both had sailed with Gorez Goz and Blackbeard before he had 
run into them out near Daufuskie Island. There were three 
others with them, but as far as he could tell, he had never seen 
them before. 
 As the men mounted the beach, one of them called out 
to another who was tying down the boat. “San! Go collect us 
some firewood.” 
 “Yes, sir.” He ran towards the trees, heading straight for 
the onlooker’s perch. He seemed to be a boy of around fifteen 
years of age. A perfect target. 
 As the boy ran by, the man jumped down from the tree 
behind him, grabbed his arm, forcing it across his back, and 
placed his sword around the front of his throat.  
 “I hope you don’t mind me asking what you’re all doing 
here on this island.” The boy was silent. “Well?” the man began 
again, then with a tighter grip of the boy, he added, more 
fiercely, “Tell me!” 
 “We’re . . . we’re lookin’ for the old captain.” 
 “Why’s that?” 
 “Sweeney says he’s got an unfinished score with him, 
and whoever finds him, dead or alive, will get ten thousand 
pounds.” 
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 “Is that so?” The man asked as the boy nodded 
nervously. He continued, “Good on ya,” then quickly slit the 
boy’s throat, leaving him there. 
 The other men were setting up camp on the bluff when 
Sweeney ordered roughly, “Tortola! Benray! You two go search 
for the old captain. José, you stay with me.” 

As they were looking through the woods, Benray came 
across the boy’s body. “Tortola! Tortola!” 
 “What is it?” he asked, as he approached Benray. 
Seeing the boy lying there, he remarked, “The Captain’s been 
here.” Having sailed with him for the past four years, Tortola 
knew the ways of his captain. He was not about to give up ten 
thousand pounds to a crewmate just for finding San dead. “It’s 
too bad you won’t be around long enough to see him again.” 

Benray started, “What do you . . .” But Tortola pulled 
out his knife and stabbed him in the back. 
 “Captain!” Tortola yelled, “I know you’re out here 
somewhere. Come on out. Let’s see how fierce you are.” 
 The man sprang out from behind a bush and drew his 
sword against Tortola. They dueled for what seemed like hours, 
ending with Tortola on the ground wounded and gasping for 
breath. The Captain left him there, barely alive, and headed 
deeper into the forest. As he made his way around to the bluff, 
he waited, watching the moves of Sweeney and José. 
 “San has been gone for a while,” Sweeney said 
deliberately. “Maybe you had better go in search of him.” 
 “Aye,” José answered and went off, leaving the perfect 
opportunity for the Captain to spring an attack on his enemy. 
The Captain ran down the bluff towards Sweeney and got hold 
of him as he had done with the young boy, but he was much 
harder to handle. 
 “Long time no see, Sweeney,” the Captain greeted him. 
 “Captain! You have not changed,” Sweeney choked 
through. “Now let go of me!” 
 “Hand over your sword.” 
 Sweeney dropped it to the ground. The Captain eased 
off, picking it up quickly. 
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 “Let’s be clear about this,” began Sweeney, “I want my 
money back. Either that or your life.” 
 “Taught you from a boy, and now look how you turned 
out,” the Captain said. “I’ll never figure out what went wrong.” 
 “I know you have it. Give it to me now or I’ll kill you.” 
 “You seem to forget that I have your weapon.” 
 “Oh, really?” 

Suddenly, the Captain’s neck was gripped hard from 
behind him. Dropping the swords, he fought to free himself, but 
to no avail. José had him in a choke hold, and he wasn’t about to 
let go. 

“You were mistaken,” Sweeney said. “My weapons do 
not only consist of blades. José, tie him up.” 

The night wore on. It looked as if the Captain had lost. 
Sweeney and José sat by a small fire they had lit. Sweeney asked, 
“Did you ever find San?” 

“He was dead, along with the two other crewmen.” 
Sweeney nodded. A few moments later they heard a 

voice calling for José. He stood abruptly, looking towards 
Sweeney in alarm. 

“Go see who it is,” Sweeney responded coolly. 
José was terrified, “But it could be no one. They are all 

dead. I swear it.” 
It called again. 
“Hurry up!” insisted Sweeney, growing impatient. José 

rushed into the woods, and all was silent for a minute. Then 
both the Captain and Sweeney heard a loud scream from the 
forest. Sweeney jumped to his feet, grabbed his sword, and ran 
in after José to see what had happened. 

Once he was gone, the Captain glanced towards his own 
sword that had been left lying on the ground only a few feet 
away. His hands tied behind his back, he fell on his side, inching 
closer, determined to reach it. The Captain attempted to grab 
the end but grazed the blade. Ignoring the surge of pain that 
pulsed through his wrist, he continued to press against the rope. 
Finally, it was cut. He was free. Rushing to Sweeney’s boat on 
the shore, he untied it and was off. Under the seat the Captain 
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spotted an old, rusted lockbox. Unable to find a key, he thrust 
his sword into the latch and broke it open. Inside was the ten 
thousand pounds. As he rode off into the darkness, he could 
only manage to murmur, “That Tortola. That good old 
Tortola.” 
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A Very Special Spring  

by 
 

Bob Hamel 
 
 

he spring air is intoxicating with sweet smells of gardenias 
and jasmine. Early flowers are blooming, the grass is green, 

and everything is fresh and bright. The sky is cloudless. But this 
year is a little different than others. Hiding among the shadows 
of stretching pines and crowded ornamental shrubbery are three 
bird boxes all bursting with life. One house has a family of 
chickadees, another tufted-titmice, and the third eastern screech 
owls. 

 The screech owl is a first-time visitor to our lush garden 
habitat. The owl is nocturnal—seldom viewed in the daylight. 
Standing six to nine inches with a wingspan of two feet, horns 
called tufts that are not really ears, and reddish-brown feathers 
covering its body, this is a beautiful bird indeed. The head 
features include insightful black eyes, reddish tufts, and a sharp 
gray beak that distinguish this bird of prey from the songbird.  

I first noticed our visitor at dusk, its head protruding out 
of the opening in our woodpecker box. I hadn’t a clue what it 
was. I could only make out its shape and color; it appeared to be 
reddish brown. It wasn’t a squirrel, which had a different head 
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and was gray. We had a squirrel living in that box most of the 
winter, and it destroyed part of it.  
  The next day I searched through my bird books and 
found an owl that was the likely candidate—an eastern screech 
owl. They nest usually in the hollow of a tree but occasionally in 
a large bird box. I was fascinated by the extensive information 
about this bird and found myself re-reading sections many times.  
  She is nesting now and will be with us for nearly four 
weeks. Screech owls usually lay from three to six eggs, one at a 
time, often days apart. Mothers will care for their young for five 
to six weeks after the eggs hatch and will leave the nest after her 
fledglings are born and strong enough to fly. 
  Each evening, as night snuffs out the light like blowing 
out a candle, Maureen and I eagerly watch the bird box from 
our bedroom window. The routine is the same. The owl inches 
herself out of the box until she is ready to fly. With an explosion 
of energy her strong wings whisk her away in pursuit of some 
unsuspecting rodent or insect. Screech owls are known as fierce 
nocturnal hunters diving upon their prey, scooping it up with 
their sharp talons, carrying their reward back to the nest to be 
consumed. 
              During the second week our neighbors, Arno and Liz, 
came over to photograph our owl. Arno took some impressive 
pictures. These were mainly of the head as “Little Mo,” which is 
what Maureen named her, began wiggling herself out of the 
birdhouse. Her eyes were boring into us as though she were 
seeing into our very souls for answers. I often look at the 
pictures and wonder what was she thinking about? Had we 
frightened her with the camera flash, or was she annoyed with us 
for infringing upon her privacy? 
 On Tuesday evening of the third week, after a cloudy, 
rainy day, I watched from the window as Little Mo appeared on 
schedule at 8:10 p.m. This time was different. She craned her 
neck to the right, looked down, and in a microsecond dove to 
the ground scooping up some large insect. She returned to the 
box, depositing her prey. Then she flew away again in a different 
direction, coming back with some other tasty morsel. She did 
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this four times before the yard darkened to black onyx; I was 
mesmerized by her speed, efficiency, and dexterity.  

Over the next days Maureen and I witnessed many 
more feedings by Little Mo and her mate. We also watched 
them both being chased by several angry black crows and feared 
for their safety each time, breathing a sigh of relief when they 
reentered the bird box.  

We thought we would miss their leaving, since it would 
be under the shroud of darkness. It would be nice to see this 
farewell, but unlikely. This was such a wonderful experience for 
us. At least we have the pictures to look at. Of all the birds to 
nest in our houses over the years, this one was very special. 
Another life had engaged ours, giving us joy, and at the same 
time a celebration of new births.  

We listen to hear their voices in the night, described as 
ghostly forlorn cries. Just knowing that she and her family are 
around will put smiles on our faces.  

All three birdhouses are empty now. How sad! 
 
 

 

 



 

 
 

 

 

Fledglings 

The Offspring of Little Mo  

by 
 

Bob Hamel 
 
 
 

Oh, tiny Fledglings, you are safe, 
from the wind and torrents 

of angry gray rain. 
But you must feel sad and trapped like 

sardines in a tin-plated coffin 
bulging for space and breath. 

 
Soon your feathers will grow, 

supporting the currents, freeing you 
to soar, grasping the sunset 

with your talons. 
You will be new masters of the 

night sky, descendents of “Little Mo.” 
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Trust no one. 
Use your instincts, 

you have been  taught well. 
Beware of those who wish you harm. 

Be fast and vigilant. 
 

Week five: 
Gone. All of you, 
the box vacant, 

gathering dust and tears. 
 

I found one of you sleeping 
in a nook of the gum tree, 

so close, 
Not twenty feet 

from your birth home. 
I see how you have grown, 

little owl, with time 
and grace. 

 
Finally free to catapult, 

galaxies into vast darkness 
exploring a new star 

every night. 
Now rejoice. No impediments, 

little owl. 
 

 
 



 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Hilton Head Island 
 
 



 
 

 

 

If the Shoe Fits  

by 
 

Gene Youtz 
 
 

hen Barbara and I left Northern Virginia a few years 
back, we traded fifty years of living in the Washington, 

DC, area for the South. We left many friends, some of whom 
seemed piqued that we would up and leave our nation's capital 
and all that it had to offer. It was considered okay to go to Maine 
for the summer, but Hilton Head instead of DC? One friend in 
particular asked twice why we had left. What he was really 
saying, I deduced, was, “Why did you move to that rich, golfed-
over, fat cat, gated, conservative enclave—a whole manicured 
island insulated from the real world—indeed the antithesis of 
Coastal Maine?” And so I thought I owed him an answer. 
 

January 13, 2011 
 
Dear Jack: 
 

  If ten years ago someone had said that we would be 
spending our majority time on Hilton Head Island, I 
would have said that person was crazy. After all, that's 
South Carolina, isn't it? That's the state where I took 

W 
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basic training at Fort Jackson, which was all scrub pine 
and sand. I remember a few of us recruits were lucky 
enough to swing passes into town one weekend, and 
we wandered around Columbia. Here we were smack 
dab in the middle of the city—two blocks from the 
State Capitol Building—walking down a dirt street 
through a poor black neighborhood. Dirt streets! This 
was 1961, but it felt and looked like a hundred years 
earlier, and I thought all of that had “Gone with the 
Wind.” This Pennsylvania Yankee vowed never to 
return. 

  For years I kept my promise to avoid the Palmetto 
State except for an occasional pass through on the way 
to somewhere else (even though I secretly longed to 
wear their stylish license plate). Then, after almost 
forty years of avoidance, we took a peek. Barbara and 
I went to Charleston for Thanksgiving. What a delight, 
a trip back into another time. How could I have 
misunderstood this grand old land? We even took a 
ferry out to Fort Sumter, and I ended up helping 
gather in the fort's gigantic American flag at the end of 
the day. It is apparently standard Park Service 
procedure just as it is at Fort McHenry in Baltimore, 
where I also helped fold up the even larger banner at 
the end of another day, that time on the Fourth of 
July. Two different wars—two different times. 

  Of course you, Jack, and everyone else know that 
the Civil War began officially (at least according to the 
historians) when those vexatious Southerners fired 
their big cannons on Fort Sumter in April of 1861, 
and after thirty-six hours it fell to the Confederacy. For 
the next four years the Federals tried vainly to reclaim 
it; however, before the end of that first year of the war, 
they were able to one-up the Rebs when they invaded 
Hilton Head Island. Forty thousand Union troops 
ultimately descended upon the enclave. They took 
possession of the whole place and released all of the 
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slaves working on the numerous plantations. Of 
course the slaves were happy about that until they 
found out that in the beginning the Northern troops 
were pressing many of the able-bodied men and boys 
into their Army—sort of an early “Catch 22.”    

 Once things calmed down, many ex-slaves came to 
the island where they could work for money, buy land, 
and send their children to school. And in March of 
1863 the first freedmen's village in the country was 
established in Mitchelville on Hilton Head Island.  

 The original goal of the invasion was to enforce a 
naval blockade, especially shipping headed in and out 
of Charleston and Savannah. It worked quite well and 
managed to all but stop Caribbean and European 
trade with the Confederacy. 

  After the war and for the next ninety years the 
Island was pretty quiet. There were the occasional 
land grabs, hurricanes, and beach defenses during 
both World Wars. Then in 1956 everything changed. 
They built a bridge to the Island, and what had been a 
static, mostly black population of 600 was invaded by a 
new breed of interloper—the developer. 

  Now, Jack, I know that these people have been 
your nemesis since your days with The Nature 
Conservancy, but the guy who put together HHI was a 
different breed of cat. When Charles Fraser created 
the concept of Sea Pines Plantation, he was one of the 
first to merge real estate and golf into one community. 
At every turn conservation was his byword, to the 
point that there is probably more vegetation here 
today than there was 350 years ago when British Sea 
Captain William Hilton sailed into Port Royal Sound 
and named the island Hilton's Head after himself. Of 
course, like the rest of the Brits, he completely 
ignored the fact that the Spanish had dropped by 150 
years earlier, followed by the French Huguenots, not 
to mention the indigenous Native Americans who had 
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been around for thousands of years. 
 The first time we ventured onto the island, we 

came from the opposite direction and stopped at the 
ocean, and that's all it took—sixty-five degrees in 
February, palm trees, a never-ending beach with Tiki 
bar where we could watch the bunnies play volleyball. 
What's not to like? So we bought a house on a golf 
course, and even though we don't play golf, it's a 
constant parade of people pretending that they do, 
and the sunsets are spectacular. 

 We have all of the obligatory flora and fauna, and 
the conservationists have won the day here because 
the people have had to learn to live with the alligators, 
who inhabit most of the fresh water lagoons and 
ponds. But you want to keep your distance because I 
don't think the gators are into sharing. Cockfighting 
was apparently a lively sport in years gone by. Of 
course that's illegal now, but we've still got the vestiges, 
what with the University of South Carolina's sports 
teams being called the Gamecocks. The most prolific 
creatures are the palmetto bugs—a euphemism for 
giant cockroaches. But the most peculiar critters down 
here are the politicians. 

  It’s quite a heritage to live up to, including such 
luminaries as John C. Calhoun and Andrew Jackson—
both of whom gloried in their respective penchants of 
championing slavery and displacing Indians. They 
even looked alike (imagine Charlton Heston with 
blazing hair and eyes—he was so good at it that he 
made two movies as Jackson). But the longest lasting 
of the bunch was definitely Strom Thurmond, who 
survived an almost fifty-year U.S. Senate career under 
the pennant of three different parties—Democrat, 
Dixiecrat, and Republican. He was a staunch 
segregationist, although Jeffersonian in his attitudes of 
co-mingling, as it was discovered after his death that he 
had fathered a daughter with a black maid. The 
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present-day guys are doing journeyman duty in their 
efforts to keep the eyes of the nation directed upon 
South Carolina. 

 Our government officials have made up for the fact 
that the Palmetto State has no representation in any of 
the major professional sports such as baseball, 
football, basketball, or hockey, by making politics 
watching a spectator sport. The last governor, Mark 
Sanford, near the end of his second term, left word 
with his aides that he was going hiking for a few days 
on the Appalachian Trail. I don't know if it was wishful 
thinking inasmuch as the trail just misses going 
through our state, or whether his GPS system was on 
the fritz, but he ended up instead in Argentina with his 
girlfriend. A lot of folks thought he should be 
impeached or should resign or something. None of 
those things happened, and he managed to finish his 
term (sans wife) still sitting up in the big mansion in 
Columbia. He did manage to maintain his humility 
though, by commiserating with David Letterman. 

  Of course, Jack, you remember the infamous "You 
lie" outburst during President Barack Obama's health 
care speech before Congress. That infamous two-word 
retort was uttered by South Carolina Congressman Joe 
Wilson of the Second Congressional District, which 
included Columbia—and half a state away—Hilton 
Head Island. According to our local paper, The Island 
Packet, Wilson and his Democratic contender, Rob 
Miller, together set a record for campaign 
contributions in the state with Republicans and 
Democrats from around the country rallying behind 
their conservatisms and liberalisms at a frantic pace. 

  All of this uproar is enough to wear anyone out, 
and I for one would rather just relax and enjoy the 
weather and the view. As a matter of fact, if we had a 
yardarm, I think it would certainly beckon to us for 
some libation—speaking of which, we even have a 
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winery here on the island. That's one place I want to 
visit, along with the lighthouse in Harbour Town, a 
bunch of beaches, all of the roads and trails that we'll 
be able to bike on, all of the restaurants, all of the 
people we're meeting, and all the ones we've yet to 
meet, not to mention the incredible landscapes for 
Barbara to paint.  

 Looking at the map of Hilton Head Island—which 
I do a lot, trying to find out where everything is—I am 
struck by its resemblance to a shoe, somewhat like 
Italy's boot. When I look at a map showing the 
different plantations, it reminds me of a Nike running 
shoe: lots of color, almost hand-painted, and ready to 
fly.  

 But, you'll have to excuse me now, Jack, because it 
is definitely time to go out on the deck and have that 
glass of wine. Oh, and by the way, I've tried on the 
shoe, and it fits just fine. 

 

 



 

 
 

 

 

Emmett and Kelly  

by 
 

Bob Bredin 
 
 

 was introduced to Emmett and Kelly four years ago when I joined 
Beach City Health and Fitness Club on Hilton Head Island. In 

addition to their memorable names, they are an unforgettable couple. 
She's twice his size, has a bubbling personality, and is not shy about 
using her considerable girth to gain attention. Privately I have been 
told, Ms. Kelly was born a male. If that is true, it might help to explain 
why she continually bullies her smaller partner, Emmett. Her 
dominating nature, however, may be due to the fact that Emmett and 
Kelly are clown fish, and all clown fish are male at birth. As they 
mature and start to pair off, the dominant one will change into a 
female. The female is usually larger and much more aggressive than 
the male and will be the primary defender of the territory. 
 Emmett and Kelly belong to a species called tomato clown 
fish and have a distinctive bright orange-red color, similar to a ripe 
tomato. This is punctuated with a white vertical stripe, which circles the 
body behind the eyes.   
 In the wild clown fish are found in the Western Pacific 
Ocean, but Emmett and Kelly have spent most of their lives in a two-
hundred-gallon salt water tank at Beach City Health Club. I first 
noticed the pair after Mama Kelly had laid her eggs and was, I thought, 

I 
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aggressively defending them from other fish. Little Emmett was not 
much help guarding the homestead, and the following day the roe 
inventory was noticeably smaller. By the end of the week most of the 
eggs were gone; and I began to realize it was the parents who were 
responsible.  
 They would take turns using their pectoral fins, located 
behind their heads, to dislodge the eggs from the aquarium wall. 
Instantly the tiny fish sacks would be devoured. The pretense of 
protecting their young by keeping other fish at bay was a scam so that 
they could feast on the tasty morsels themselves. In fact, the two rarely 
ventured far from their combination breeding ground and dining 
room. Occasionally there would be a domestic squabble over the right 
of possession, but otherwise it was an all-you-can-eat smorgasbord for 
the two parents. 
 For more than a year, I watched in fascination as this same 
scene replayed itself. Each week Kelly would deposit hundreds of her 
eggs in the same spot on the aquarium wall, and each week the two 
would gorge themselves in an exhibition of parental cannibalism. 
Immediately Kelly would produce more eggs, and the cycle would be 
repeated. 
 Then one day, mysteriously, the breeding and fertilization 
stopped. There were no more eggs. Sara, the club owner, speculated 
that Kelly had entered menopause. Whatever the reason, life for 
Emmett and Kelly changed abruptly. The egg-eating frenzy that had 
dominated their day ended. Life in the tank slowed. The two started 
swimming together, side by side, touching, zigging, and zagging in 
unison, slithering into tight coral spots, not appearing again for many 
minutes. Several times, I swear, I saw them touch lips. But no eggs. 
 Life for the rest of the aquarium denizens changed, too. Gone 
were the combatant relationships. Everyone seemed friendlier. Yin and 
Yang, a pair of Chinese Gobies, began swimming where the clown fish 
eggs used to hatch. No one cared. The fish were now part of a larger 
community, and life was good.  
 To be certain, I researched the “Life Expectancy of Tomato 
Clown Fish,” and learned that it is six years. Sara told me Emmett and 
Kelly are “pushing seven." 
 So I guess it’s over. The days of wine and roses are behind 
my finned friends, and Emmett and Kelly will never experience the 
joys of parenthood.  



 
 
 

 

 

Beaufort  

by 
 

Tom Crawford 
 
 

hile visiting bucolic Beaufort on the South Carolina 
coast one pleasant winter day, my companion and I 

ducked into a nearly empty ice cream shop. 
Since it was the slow season in the Lowcountry, the 

manager had plenty of time to chat between our spoonfuls of 
banana split. When asked whether he was a native, he told us he 
originally came from Southbury, Connecticut, but had been in 
South Carolina for more than two decades and was no longer a 
Connecticut Yankee. 

Nor did he have much respect for many of his former 
neighbors in the North. The trouble with the Northerners is that 
they want to change Beaufort, he opined. “What they should 
really do,” he said, “is to let Beaufort change them.” 

He was referring to the grace, beauty, gentility, and 
restful languor that permeate the area. The visitors’ proposals 
would make the region less graceful, less beautiful, less genteel, 
and less restful, he felt.  

W 
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Wilbur Cross, another Connecticut Yankee who made 
the South Carolina Lowcountry his retirement home, shares the 
views of his fellow expatriate in the ice cream shop.  

Cross is the grandson of a former Connecticut governor, 
a longtime editor with Life magazine, and the author of a 
number of books, including Gullah Culture in America. That 
book is a scholarly yet readable study of the black residents of 
the Sea Islands and coastal regions of the South Atlantic from 
southern North Carolina to northern Florida. 

He recounts in Gullah Culture in America the rich 
history of Beaufort. In 1514 the Spanish discovered this large 
natural harbor, framed by swaying palms and stately oaks. Both 
they, at St. Helena in 1566, and refugee French Huguenots, at 
Port Royal in 1562, tried and failed to establish permanent 
settlements. 

Beaufort, already known as the “Queen of the South 
Carolina Islands,” was chartered by the British in 1711 as a 
center for indigo and rice plantations. It prospered for a century 
and a half under slavery.  

With the Civil War another form of prosperity—
freedom—came to the slaves of the coast and Sea Islands. 
Abolitionists, missionaries, and teachers followed the Union 
Army south after its units had captured Beaufort and 
neighboring islands early in the conflict. 

One institution founded on nearby St. Helena Island by 
a group of Philadelphians, aptly named the Penn School, served 
as an educational and cultural center for the freed slaves for the 
next century and a half. Another kind of freedom came to the 
Gullah people of the Lowcountry after the Civil War, freedom 
from a cash society. 

Until deep into the twentieth century, these peoples, 
who trace back to the rice-producing areas of Sierra Leone and 
Gambia of West Africa, maintained an independent lifestyle 
based on trade in rice, indigo, cotton, farm crops, fish, and 
shellfish mined in the rich waters of the tidal rivers, marshes, 
and the Atlantic Ocean. 
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It is a cultural battle that the Gullah people continue to 
fight today, but with many allies—both their white neighbors 
from the South and transplants from the north. 

That the Beaufort way of life comes under attack from 
developers is made clear from an article written for The Island 
Packet, the daily newspaper for Beaufort and neighboring 
Hilton Head Island to the south. 

The writer was author Pat Conroy, a chronicler of life in 
the Lowcountry since boyhood. Conroy, born in Atlanta, was a 
military brat who graduated from The Citadel in Charleston, 
South Carolina, and wrote The Water is Wide about his year of 
teaching on remote Daufuskie Island in that state. He later went 
on to write acclaimed novels such as The Great Santini, based 
on his abusive Marine Corps pilot father, and The Prince of 
Tides, an account of sibling reconciliation between a brother 
and a sister. 

After a peripatetic lifestyle, Conroy finally settled in 
Beaufort and became a stout defender of its culture. 

“Act Now before Beaufort is Doomed,” the headline 
over his article screamed. Conroy railed against proposals to 
annex two farms in the coastal village for further development. 
He was upset that opponents of the project were allowed only 
twenty minutes to express their views at a public forum on the 
issue. 

“I found the speakers of Beaufort eloquent, passionate 
and filled with a deep, inextinguishable love of this surpassingly 
beautiful part of the world we live in,” he wrote. “This 
extraordinary geography has provided the joy of my youth and 
the comfort of my old age.” 

After spending more time in the Lowcountry, and 
becoming a full-time resident myself, it is easy to agree with the 
ice cream shop manager, and with Pat Conroy. 

 



 
 

 

 

Paradise Found  

by 
 

Bobbi Hahn 
 

For Nadia 
 

 
Breathe deeply of this place. 

Fill your lungs with the sweet scent of pine needles 
That, forevermore, brings to mind 

An island haven, nestled beneath towering loblolly pines 
And graceful live oaks whose shawls of Spanish moss 

Wave softly in a gentle breeze. 
Inhale the pungency of pluff mud, 

Wafting across harbor or marsh at low tide. 
Whenever visitors ask, “What’s that smell?” 
Their nostrils have caught the unmistakable 
Odor of life’s primal soup: the rich stew that 

Nurtures life in the salt marshes and local waters. 
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Feast your eyes on the wonders of this place. 
Take an early morning bike ride along the beach; 

You may be the only human for as far as you can see. 
But you won’t be alone: look for shore birds, hermit crabs, 

And pelicans flying in wave-skimming, tight formation. 
Watch for dolphins, most often seen when the tide is changing; 

If you’re lucky, one may “spy hop,” or swim along with you. 
Perhaps you’ll spot an alligator sunning itself by a lagoon. 

Wander through the woods at dusk; walk slowly and quietly, 
For deer are probably nearby. Look closely, 

For their Creator has designed the perfect camouflage 
To shelter them and keep them safe in the dense foliage. 

 
Listen to the sounds of nature in this place. 

During that walk in the woods, a rustle off to the side 
Could be a doe, followed by her fawn. 

Or perhaps the chirping by that tree is a family 
Of raccoons, deciding where to dine. 

The many varieties of birds lend music to any time 
Spent outdoors; can you name the different species? 
When dolphins are nearby, listen for the soft whoosh 

As they surface for some air . . . it’s magical. 
The crash of waves onshore, the wind in the trees, 
The silence in a deep maritime forest—it’s so easy 

To worship God in these open air cathedrals! 
 

Experience the tactile pleasures of this place. 
Feel the spiky, saw-toothed leaf stems of a saw palmetto. 
Careful, though, for these fan-shaped palms are sharp! 

Take a handful of sun-warmed sand and let it sift through 
Your fingers. Imagine how many grains are resting 

On the shore . . . and on the ocean floor. 
Raise your face for a warm kiss from the rising sun. 

Stand in the surf and let waves batter your legs;  
Dig in with your toes, fighting the undertow. 

Gather a basket full of pinecones; later, on a cold winter day 
As you decorate for Christmas, the touch of their scales 

Will bring you back to this paradise, where you found them. 
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Savor the rich and varied flavors of this place. 

Restaurants will tempt you with mouth-watering menus, 
Or perhaps you prefer dining at home with friends or family. 

Have shrimp and grits for breakfast: enjoy the 
Locally harvested shrimp, fresh from the sea. 

For lunch, pack a picnic for the beach, or try some crab cakes 
Prepared with love from an old Gullah recipe. 

For dinner, feast on a huge bowl of Lowcountry Boil, 
Relishing the multiple tastes and textures. 

If you’re lucky, attend an oyster roast at dusk in the forest, 
Where you’ll pry the shells from Bluffton oysters: 

The best in the world. Careful, don’t burn yourself! 
 

Remember the splendor of this place. 
Time spent on this island, this paradise on earth, 
Must be cherished because it is a gift from God. 

Treasure each and every moment. 
Bring each breath deep into your lungs. 

Capture the sights and hold them in your heart. 
Record what you’ve heard onto your soul. 

Run your fingers along the strings of your memories. 
Lick your lips and recall the taste of salt water. 

Never, ever forget that for a few days, 
Or a few weeks, (or if you’re very, very lucky, 

The remainder of your life) you lived and breathed 
And loved and laughed and walked and talked 

And slept and dined on a precious strip of land . . . 
A small barrier island off the coast of South Carolina . . . 

And you were privileged to do so, 
Through the abundant grace of Almighty God. 

 



 
 

 

 

Cold Case  

by 
 

Shanti North 
 

osé Juarez was a success story as an immigrant. He came with 
no papers and a small suitcase, leaving behind a country in 

turmoil. The hard currency in his pocket was courage and 
youthful optimism. 
 Veracruz, Mexico, was ruled by powerful drug cartels 
fomenting constant warfare with each other and raining havoc 
down upon the citizenry. Those who had the means to flee to a 
safer place did. After his father, Alfredo, was wounded, the 
family fled to relatives in Mexico City. 
 José remembered the day he stood in the doorway of 
the little shack they called home and looked into his father's eyes 
for the last time. “There is no future for me here, Papa. I am 
going to the U.S. I want your blessings on my journey.” 
 His father just nodded, his dark eyes somber. “Just don't 
forget us.” 
 “You know I won't, Papa. The money I make will help 
us all.”  
 José was just a teenager when he arrived on Hilton 
Head Island, but he immediately felt a sense of contentment. 

J 
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The flowing waterways, the tall pines, and the beach soothed his 
memories of Veracruz. This was paradise. 
 Surely grace had touched him. A job, friends, and 
connections came in a prosperous flow. Now José had a good 
job and his own apartment. He no longer had to sleep on the 
floor of a cramped apartment shared with five men, like when 
he first came north. He even had a girlfriend, Tina. True to his 
word, he sent money to his family faithfully. 
 He missed them, especially his mother. She had a deep 
sense of spirituality that made an indelible mark on her son's 
heart. He attended church and thanked God every day for the 
grace that brought him here. 
  During the first three years he learned English and over 
time managed to expand a part-time job into a good full-time 
position as the night superintendent at a mixed retail and office 
complex. The job suited him. His boss, Ronnie, liked him and 
took him under his wing. He helped José with his immigration 
paper work. They were both optimistic he would get his green 
card. Occasionally Ronnie would pat him on the back and say, 
“Nothing rocks your boat, Joe. Never late, never miss a day's 
work. Wish all my employees were like you; you're a good 
company man.”  
 José liked that expression. “Rock your boat” did not 
translate well in Spanish, and he made it into his own private 
joke. He loved the idea of being an American, and American 
culture seemed natural to him. He worked diligently to lose his 
accent, the first key to blending in and to someday becoming a 
citizen. 
 To that end, he hung out at local clubs whenever he 
could. One of his Anglo friends liked to say, “Joe, you never met 
a stranger.” 
 He was excited about his life and future and planned to 
change his name from José Juarez to Joe Warner. Mexico was 
behind him. 
 Or so he thought until the night of the murders when he 
saw too much and said too little.  
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 Bill and Alicia Graham, prominent business owners 
who mysteriously disappeared from the island without a trace, 
were tenants in Building A where José worked. The 
disappearance made national headlines and stirred up endless 
speculation amongst islanders. Though their bodies were not 
found, the police pinned their murders on a business associate, 
Martin, who committed suicide a few days later. 
 Martin's bizarre and sensational suicide raised 
suspicions among the skeptical islanders. It was alleged he sliced 
open his arteries in many places on his body with a dull kitchen 
knife. Even a macabre love of pain and suffering failed to 
explain this. 

The case was never officially closed, and two big 
question marks hung over the entire affair:  Where were the 
bodies, and did the alleged murderer really do it? 

The night of the disappearance, José was at work. His 
regular routine was to check the parking lot several times during 
the night. That Saturday night there were still three cars in the 
lot when he made his 3:00 a.m. round. Two he recognized: the 
Grahams' Mercedes and Martin's BMW. 

He glanced up to see their office lights were on. They 
must be working later than usual, he thought. 

But there was also a black Cadillac Escalade parked a 
couple of rows over. He admired it for a moment, its massive 
beauty. Never seen this one before. Wonder if someone else is 
working in another office, or maybe someone got too drunk at 
Jangles to drive home? 

He made his way up to the second floor to check. 
Walking down the hall, he found only the Grahams' lights on. 
He heard noises, but no voices.  

Catty-corner from their door was a maintenance closet. 
Since he needed some cleaning materials, he unlocked the door, 
walked in, and flipped on the light, leaving the door ajar. Just as 
he turned to leave, the Grahams' door opened. 

José glanced toward the door, prepared to say hello to 
the Grahams, but instead he saw a tall, skinny man with profuse 
gray hair backing out of the room. Martin. 
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He didn't like Martin. Martin was intimidating. José 
flipped the light switch off and pulled the door to a slight crack. 
From this narrow view he saw Martin bent over, tugging and 
pulling something heavy. A large, beefy man followed, holding 
the other end of the long object. The two men puffed and 
groaned as they carried out what was, clearly now, a large plastic 
body bag, lugging it toward the main stairwell. 

José got a good look at the stranger, a big, muscular 
dark-haired man with a menacing look. He had seen those types 
in Veracruz, enforcers for the cartel. Those black hollow eyes, 
possessed by evil. Madre mia. 

He held his breath, frozen in terror. He dared not make 
a sound until the men were out the downstairs door. Hands 
shaking, he eyed his only escape at the other end of the long 
hall—the emergency fire exit. My timing has got to be perfect. 
That door's heavy and makes a lot of noise. Sound carries at this 
hour. Be cool! 

The outside door slammed shut, and José made his 
break. He only got a few feet before he heard the door slam 
again and footsteps on the stairs. Diving back into the closet, he 
stood trembling, trapped in the dark. Thank God the door was 
still unlocked. Did they hear me? Holding his breath, he waited, 
numb. He dared not relock the door now. They'll hear the 
clunk for sure. 

Silently lifting an eight-inch screwdriver off the shelf, he 
crept back to the door to listen intently, clutching his meager 
weapon. Finally the noises subsided. 

Flipping on his flashlight, he crept toward a large crawl 
space hidden at the back of the closet behind a wheeled utility 
rack. Quietly he maneuvered the rack, wincing at the slightest 
squeak, until he could climb into the dark space and slide the 
door shut. He turned off the flashlight, setting it beside him. 
Pulling his rosary from his pocket, he huddled in this closet 
within a closet, screwdriver in one hand and rosary in the other. 
Madre mia, protect your son. 

Should I have left the door unlocked? Should I try to 
lock it? No, in the dark, I might knock something over. A fine 
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rattrap this is. I thought I had escaped the executioner when I 
left Veracruz. He has found me again. 

The closet door opened. He saw a thin slice of light 
glaring through the crack of the crawl space door. 

“Hey, why is this door unlocked? It was locked earlier. I 
remember, I was looking for some paper towels.” José 
recognized Martin's voice. 

“Well it's unlocked now; I just opened it. Here, take this 
broom. Get that mess cleaned up. Don't leave a trace.” This was 
the thug, his accent strange to José. 

“Someone's been here in the last hour.” Martin 
sounded nervous. 

“Well, no one's here now. You see anyone? It's an 
empty closet.” The brute was contemptuous. 

“It's got to be that janitor.” Martin's voice was coldly 
calculating. 
 The other man snorted. “Do you think he saw us?” 

There was a pause. “I doubt it. He usually has an iPod 
stuck in his ears. He's clueless. Probably off taking a siesta 
somewhere.” 
 “Look, if I have to, I'll get rid of him.” A pause, then he 
growled, “Shut the door. Let's stay on schedule.” 

Around dawn, José crawled out of the closet. My God, I 
am still alive! Thank you, Father! Numb and confused, he stood 
in the hallway and stared at the door to the Grahams' office. The 
lights were still on. 

It was his job to turn them off. As he stood there staring 
at that light, deciding whether to turn it off just as he would any 
other night, he knew he was making a much more critical 
decision than just this. 

He stared at the door handle. Their prints? My prints? 
He went back to the closet and pulled a towel from a shelf, then 
carefully opened the Grahams' door and scanned the room 
briefly. All looked in order. 

José turned out the light. He wasn't going to tell the 
police anything. 
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 José collapsed into the seeming safety of his small 
apartment. The ride home on his bike had been a nightmare of 
looking for that black Escalade everywhere. As he took the trails 
through the Forest Preserve, he felt that he was running from the 
drug lords in Mexico again. 
 Lighting the candles on his little altar, he sank to his 
knees in prayer. The divine Mother Mary, Jesus, and St. 
Michael adorned his shrine. Where could he go with his 
burdens, whom would he tell; what should he do? Telling Tina 
would endanger her. 
 His faith was strong. It was a miracle he was still alive. 
He said his rosary, but the questions nagged with every bead. If I 
tell the truth, I will be murdered by that thug. If I tell the truth, I 
will become entangled in a trial, maybe deported. Maybe the 
police will even blame the crime on me. If I confess to the 
priest, he will want me to tell the police. The cops will never get 
that gangster; gangsters always get away. Devil's spawn—they 
have protection in this world until the day they are called home 
to their fiery master. A shiver went down his spine as he saw 
himself in a black plastic bag being tossed into an alligator-
infested swamp. He made the sign of the cross. My Lord, St. 
Michael, protect me. 
 That night he went to work and did his usual rounds, 
except for building A. I cannot go up there tonight. As he 
walked the grounds, he prepared the story he would tell the 
police. 
 Remember, I'm Cool J. That's what his Americano 
buddies from a landscaping crew he once worked with had 
called him. He earned that name when he grabbed a rattlesnake 
by the back of the head and removed it from a property. Be 
Cool J. 
 When they came for him, he was. “I didn't see anyone 
that night,” he repeated over and over again to the Spanish-
speaking interrogator. An Anglo cop sporadically interjected 
questions, and José knew they were trying to confuse him, trick 
him into admitting something. “The last time I saw them was,” 
he paused, “maybe Monday a week ago, in the parking lot. It 
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was late. They often worked late . . . Yes, that's what got my 
attention, their lights were still on at 2:00 a.m. . . . No, I never 
saw anyone; their blinds were closed. That was usual.”   

The questions came fast and repetitive, each one with a 
slightly different twist, but his story, in fact, was close to the truth. 
“I liked them. They were very nice people . . . Yes, the 
Grahams' Mercedes and Martin's BMW were still in the parking 
lot then. The lot was empty except for,” hesitating, “there was a 
black Escalade SUV in the lot, yeah, two rows over from their 
cars . . . No, I didn't look at the plates. It's not that unusual for 
someone to leave a car in the lot overnight, especially on a 
Saturday night. Jangles don’t close down until 1:00 a.m. 
Sometimes someone is too drunk to drive home, or a man 
leaves with a woman, that kind of thing. I really didn't give it a 
second thought.” The intense pace of questioning did not shake 
him. Be Cool J. The cops were buying his story. After all, he was 
a simple immigrant whose only means of transportation was a 
bicycle. “I did my usual rounds, inspecting the hallways, 
checking doors at midnight. The Grahams' were the only lights 
on . . . No I had my iPod on. I didn't hear anything. The offices 
are pretty sound proof anyway.” 

Everything José said fit the picture the cops were 
drawing. They let him go. His boss staunchly vouched for his 
character; his testimony seemed credible. He was an immigrant 
with a clean record. A couple of the detectives knew Ronnie 
personally and knew he was good for his word. They didn’t 
hassle José over his legal status. They quickly turned their 
investigation to Martin and left José alone. 

Alone with his dreadful lie. 
The investigation went on for some time, but José went 

back to his routine. He kept alert and kept alive. The assassin 
must have approved of his story; no one came after him. 

Spiritually, however, he was in conflict. I lied. I sinned, 
and I cannot confess. That thug will kill again. Am I 
responsible? Am I going to hell? Could I have stopped him with 
the truth? The mafia is a hard network to crack. Would the 
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police have pursued it? The FBI? These questions tormented 
him. His friends noticed he was preoccupied and depressed. 

The tenants at the complex were nervous at first, but as 
things calmed down, life returned to normal. One night, making 
his rounds, José happened to look up. The lights in the 
Grahams' still-vacant office were on. 

That office is empty. Maybe a new tenant is moving in. 
Ronnie did not mention it. He went up to check. 

It was a pleasant evening out, and there was no air-
conditioning running. The room was empty, but when he 
stepped in, it was like stepping into a refrigerator.  

He knew immediately the Grahams were there. His 
mother had told him ghosts pull magnetic energy from the air to 
manifest, which makes the atmosphere frigid. In a split second 
he locked the door and was down the hallway, his heart 
pounding. He forced himself to be cool, be Cool J, but one 
thought kept intruding. The Grahams have come back for me, 
for justice. 

Other things began to happen in the complex—doors 
inexplicably unlocked, lights went off and on, cash registers 
jammed in retail establishments, car alarms randomly went off. 
Word spread the place was haunted, and some tenants did not 
renew their leases. Over a six-month period business dropped 
off. Some blamed it on the economy, but others said it was the 
ghosts of the Grahams. José realized that if this pattern 
continued and there were no tenants, the complex might not 
need a night man. 

He talked about the haunting with his girlfriend, Tina, 
but nothing else. She had spiritual understanding and offered 
him support. “José, go and pray for their spirits to find a 
peaceful rest. Go to Our Lady of Guadalupe's shrine, pray and 
burn candles. Go faithfully.” 
 “Pray for us sinners, now and at the hour of our death.” 
 With a quiet sigh, José ended his rosary. His shoulders 
relaxed. Head down, he stood still, humble in meditation as he 
connected with the energy of the shrine to our Lady of 
Guadalupe at the edge of the churchyard. The persistent 
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torment eased, the sadness abated, the sense of doom and guilt 
receded, replaced by the strength of the Divine at work. 
Walking up to the blue and white statue of the Virgin Mother, 
he placed a white carnation at her feet. He kissed his rosary and 
pocketed it, then turned and hopped on his bicycle, heading for 
home. 
 He went every day, taking a fresh candle and a white 
carnation to lay at her feet. He prayed his rosary, asking for 
forgiveness and for peace for the two lost spirits. That helped. It 
anchored his belief that he could do something about the 
situation. But his sleep was restless and troubled. 
 One night he awakened to hear water running in the 
bathroom. Groggily, he padded in and stared at the tub. There 
was a salt tang of the sea in the air, and the tub was almost 
brimming over. He turned off the water, and then he reached 
down to unplug the drain. 
 Two powerful hands grabbed his shirt and pulled him 
under the water, to the depths of the ocean, to the Grahams' 
watery grave. He struggled, but he was powerless, drowning. 
Mrs. Graham's face was inches from his own, now a gray white 
color, her eyes big, angry. With tremendous strength, she pulled 
him to her mouth; her mouth morphed into the giant, toothy 
maw of a shark. Flailing, fighting out of his shirt, he sucked in 
water and slumped back into darkness. 
 When he came to, he was alive and dry and in his own 
bed. It had been an awful nightmare, but he knew for certain 
where the Grahams' bodies were. Oddly, he was less afraid. He 
knew the spiritual work he was doing was leading somewhere. 
 That afternoon he went to the grocery to buy a votive 
candle. As he stared at the shelf, the image from a St. Michael's 
candle stared back at him. He knew what he must do. 
 That night when he went to work, he entered the 
Grahams' empty office and placed the votive candle in the 
middle of the room, knelt, and said the rosary. He prayed there 
for a while, but when he went back to work, he kept praying. It 
was a thirty-six hour candle, and during that time he continued 
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to say that rosary silently. After the candle burned down, he 
returned to the office. 
 The room was cold and humid, heavy with the smell of 
ocean air. The glass container that held the candle was shattered 
into bits all over the floor. There was a large mirror on a closet 
door coated in foggy condensation and a series of numbers 
scrawled on the misty film. José's heart leaped in excitement as 
he transcribed the information. He had hope now. The divine 
had intervened; the ghosts had been given a voice. What did 
these numbers mean? 
 He could not wait to tell Tina the next day. “I think 
these numbers have to do with the location of the bodies, 
longitude and latitude numbers. I need a marine chart.” 
 “This is amazing! I have chills. I will never doubt the 
power of the spiritual world again,” Tina said. She had an uncle 
who worked on a shrimp boat, so she went to him for help, and 
the next day she had the location. 
 José hoped that by delivering this location to the police, 
he could be released from the guilt and the hauntings. All he 
wanted was to be himself again—Joe, Cool J. 
 Since Tina had the better handwriting, they decided she 
would be the one to address the postcard to the police. It simply 
said, “Here is the location of the Graham's bodies,” followed by 
the coordinates. Tina used latex gloves when she handled it and 
dropped it into a mailbox. 
 There were no more dreams, nor were there any 
headlines in the newspaper about the Grahams being located. 
The ghosts quit bothering him, though, and he was feeling 
better. 
 Still, his job and aspirations seemed tarnished. Grace, 
again, delivered him. Not two weeks after, an old friend called 
from Green Bay, Wisconsin, and offered him a partnership in 
his appliance repair business. 
 José put in his notice at work and asked Tina to come 
with him to Wisconsin. She agreed. He felt freed, finally, to 
continue his life. He was filled with gratitude when he made his 
last visit to the shrine of the Divine Mother. 
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 On the bright morning of their departure to a new life, 
he made one last round in the empty apartment. He smiled 
when Tina honked the horn, and then something caught his eye, 
an edge of cloth tucked under the standing cabinet in the 
bathroom. He moved closer, kneeling to pull it out. It was the 
tee shirt he had been wearing the night he thought he had only 
dreamt of escaping a dead woman's death grip, wrinkled into a 
moldy wad. 
 And then he knew. It had happened. 
 He dropped the damning cloth and ran, away from the 
peace of the island, the illusion, the dream destroyed, toward his 
new life and new dreams to dream. 
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Flag of Distress  

by 
 

John Bickers 
 
 

hree times as my dog Bailey and I were on our morning 
walk, we found the flag at the Crestview Retirement Center 

inverted—a symbol of distress. Three times in one week. We 
first noticed the flag at the bottom of the pole—I noticed it; 
Bailey didn’t.  

Not only was it at the bottom of the pole, it was upside 
down. I thought perhaps the line had been hastily fastened—my 
mind acting on the evidence as Bailey’s mind interprets smells. I 
unsnapped the hooks, turned the flag over, and hoisted it while 
Bailey watched. My train of thought about the flag was 
abandoned. We moved on.  

Wednesday, two days later, I again found the flag upside 
down, this time at the top of the pole. Strange. Upon our return 
to the apartment, I called the front desk and asked the lady who 
answered to advise security about the flag. Later noting it flying 
properly, I assigned the incident to the spot in my memory 
reserved for events to be forgotten. 

On Friday Old Glory was again upside down—the third 
time in a week. Perhaps if I asked to speak to security 
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personally? When I called the front desk, I was told, “You can’t 
do that; security people are all on walkie-talkies. You have to call 
Maintenance.” A man there assured me he would contact 
security, and later in the day I noted the flag flying properly. 

An erstwhile writer, it is my custom to muse about story 
ideas as I walk Bailey. Now I couldn’t get the flag out of my 
mind; it dawned on me I had been presented with a plot with 
intrigue and promise. 

Three premises shaped in my mind. One, it was an 
unlikely accident to have recurred during such a short period of 
time, but due to guard inattention at the early hour, certainly 
possible. Two, the guard who raised the flag did not know which 
way was up; maybe an overall condition of incompetence or an 
indication of ignorance about the flag. A third and promising 
premise was that inverting the flag was a nefarious activity of one 
sort or another. Was there amongst us a terrorist, a person with 
a phobia—a dislike for symbols? A person who believed our 
nation was upside down and was taking this action to right it? 
Perhaps an overactive conservationist with a wish to preserve the 
flag by alternating the top and bottom seams to equalize wear 
caused by weather? 

I mentioned this to none of the other residents. Even 
someone I knew might be the mischief-maker or involved in a 
conspiracy. The plot was fraught with consequences—dire, 
deliberate, or simply devilish. The investigation would 
necessarily have to be handled by me, since at this time no one 
and everyone could be considered a suspect. 

By walking the dog a bit earlier, I created a routine that 
put our presence nearby at flag-raising time without drawing 
attention. After a week of observing the flagpole, I determined 
that there was no precise time set for the flag raising. With no 
ceremony, the flag-raiser in all instances was alone. His attire was 
an alpaca jacket, L.L. Bean hiking boots, and a metal badge 
suggesting he was a representative of security. He carried a 
walkie-talkie, giving credence that signaling with the flag was a 
form of communication.  

In investigating guards using phones and cell phones, I 
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was told it was against Crestview policy. Devices other than the 
authorized walkie-talkies lead security employees to be 
distracted and fritter away time on non-security matters. The 
seed of an answer to the flag-hanging puzzle began to emerge.  

I arranged a meeting with the security director. “Mr. 
Plotkin,” I said, “Crestview residents can’t talk to your people 
when they need help. Could you publish a number to call a 
guard when they need to?” 

“What kind of security would that be?” Plotkin asked. 
“People all over calling in, people interrupting our work?” A 
hand-carved nameplate on his desk read, “Colonel Plotkin.” He 
nodded to it, suggesting I should observe certain decorum. 
“Keeps the organization sharp and aware of command.” The 
colonel, before retirement from the Marine Corps, was security 
chief at nearby Parris Island. His penchant for discipline came 
to the Crestview with him. “Can’t have my people chattering on 
the phone all the time; that’s why we use walkie-talkies.” 

Recognizing a man of convictions, I reasoned that 
limitations placed on security personnel might have forced them 
to resort to an old communication technique, signal flags. In this 
case, the United States of America flag. 

But why? Several days of watching the flag raising with 
field glasses finally yielded the guard’s name: McMasters. A 
check of the personnel roster revealed two McMasters: Brenda 
and Roger. The guard I observed was obviously Roger. 

Bailey and I continued our vigil. The flag had been 
unceremoniously raised, stars at the top, as they should be. 
Then one morning the guard nervously went through the 
routine attentively and certainly not by accident hoisted the flag 
inverted. He busied himself, while policing the area, and 
continued on his rounds. 

When he was gone, Bailey and I spotted a paisley 
container hidden in the crown of a nearby fern. We hurried out 
of sight, sure there would be a pickup. A note? Money? Drugs? 

Though Bailey grew impatient, we waited. Another 
guard appeared, this time a woman. Field glasses focused—
“McMasters.” She moved quickly to the flagpole, lowered the 
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flag, restrung it, and raised it properly. She went to the fern, 
drew out the tin, and opened it. 

I thought, White stuff. Oh-oh! Maybe this is serious. 
What am I into here? She looked nothing like I imagine drug 
dealers look. 

Stepping from behind a tree, I cautioned her I’d 
witnessed the entire episode; I told her I’d been following this 
signaling activity for weeks. 

Frightened, she put the tin on the curb. “Please don’t 
tell Colonel Plotkin. It’s just my lunch, or rather something to 
add to lunch. My brother lives at home, and my mother is a 
wonderful cook. When she fixes something she thinks I’d like, 
she sends it with Roger. We arranged this signal to avoid phone 
conversations. Colonel Plotkin doesn’t like it when we talk. 
When I see the flag inverted, I know Mother’s sent something. 
Today it’s cottage cheese. She makes wonderful cottage 
cheese—lots of herbs. Please don’t tell Colonel Plotkin!” 

Surprised at this benign outcome, I suggested, “Maybe 
you could arrange a less provocative signal, something less 
troublesome to an old veteran like myself.”  

“Oh, thank you sir; thank you. We will,” she exclaimed, 
relieved. 

“No need to talk to the Colonel. Besides,” I chuckled, 
“I have no evidence. I did have, but it’s gone.”  

Bailey sat happily watching us, licking his lips. “Gone 
like the proverbial homework,” I said, “The dog ate it.” 

I tugged on the leash. “Come on, Bailey, it looks like 
that plot is gone. I’ve just got to find something else to write 
about.” 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 



 
 
 

 

 

A Visit with God  

by 
 

Margaret Lorine 
 
 

he excited voice on the telephone exclaimed: “God has 
opened an office on Hilton Head Island, and He is 

offering consultations for free. His office is on Main Street in a 
single store front and right on the first floor. It’s really easy to 
find.” 
 Always wanting to meet God face to face, not just 
mentally as when I pray, and having a new burning question for 
him, I jumped into my beat-up Subaru and drove to his office. 
When I got there, the door was open. Feeling surprisingly self-
confident, I walked right in.  
 There was no line. Nobody was waiting or anything. 
There in the middle of the room was God, all alone. He sat in a 
brown leather easy chair behind a big oak desk, looking much 
like His pictures in the bible story books of my childhood: a 
bright yellow glow around his head, a long white beard, 
shoulder-length white hair, a high forehead with white bushy 
eyebrows, brilliant blue eyes, and a gentle smile under His snow-
white mustache. He was wearing a long off-white tunic that He 
had wrapped up around His ankles. He wore leather sandals on 
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His otherwise bare feet, which were propped up on the desk, 
and His large hands were crossed over His chest. 
 God motioned for me to take a seat in the wicker chair 
opposite His desk. As I took my appointed seat and stared 
expectantly into His smiling face, he asked: “What do you want, 
my daughter?” (On those occasions when we have 
communicated previously, He has always called me “my 
daughter.”) 
 Feeling anxious and excited, I blurted out, “Well, Sir, 
what should I do? I want to be a saint.”   
 God gazed at me. His brow furrowed, and His face took 
on a worried expression. I leaned forward in expectation. After a 
long silence, when I began to get nervous and fidget a bit, God 
remarked, “That will take some doing! You are aware that Saint 
Theresa of Avila, whose life’s story you have been devouring 
recently, lived long ago in medieval Spain. Times were different 
then. The details in her biography that you have been reading so 
closely are just not practical for you. She went around founding 
monasteries for women who wanted to leave their families and 
put worldly things behind them. She wore coarse clothes, prayed 
most of the day, and walked barefoot, or discalced, as she called 
it. The bare feet were her distinctive touch. Even I wouldn’t 
make it today with her,” he said looking at his fine sandals and 
winking at me. 
 “Besides, you are a twenty-first century American who 
was raised as a Baptist. That is why I look like my picture in 
your childhood Bible. Isn’t that so?” 
 Now confused and embarrassed, I replied: “Yes, Sir! 
But  . . .” 
   “While you were in college, you read widely and studied 
the world’s great religions. Finally you decided to be a Buddhist. 
I had no objections. But that line of thinking and practice didn’t 
last, did it? As a true Buddhist, you would not seek God here in 
this Hilton Head office or anywhere else, and you would not 
worry about trying to become a Christian saint. Your mature 
spiritual quest is not centered in the Baptist teachings of your 
childhood, the Buddhist texts of your college days, or the ascetic 
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practices of a medieval saint. You leave Saint Theresa alone, and 
don’t count on any more of these free office visits. Continue to 
read, pray, and meditate. But follow your own unique path to 
me.” 
 With a twinkle returning to His eyes and His expression 
softening, God said: “Listen closely for my whisperings, my 
daughter,” and He dismissed me. Immediately I awoke from 
this curious dream. 
 

 
 



 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 



 

 

The Endless Tennis Match  

by 
 

John Bickers 
 

 
There’s a spot just west of Bluffton  

where I recommend you catch 
A few chilling, thrilling moments of  
 The Endless Tennis Match. 
Deserted homes along the lane  
 will lead you to the spot, 
Where the devil calls the line shots  
 on a court that God forgot. 
 
It isn’t true, as the legend says,  
 that loggers heading west 
Would pause by the court to watch the play  
 as they let their oxen rest. 
No, I was at the Broad Creek Racquet Club;  
 I was there that fateful day 
Hal Haugen and Boyd Trumbull  
 first put the ball in play. 
 
Neither man was a tennis expert,  

but each was a tennis buff, 
Even when they’d play all day  

they’d never get enough. 
They’d spend long hours in practice  

with the racquet and the ball,  
As though the souls within them told them,  
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“Destiny will call!” 
Hal improved his net game;  

Boyd improved his serve. 
Each refined his backhand,  

and each man built his nerve. 
It happened in the summer  

of Nineteen and Fifty-Five; 
On a pleasant summer Sunday, a day to be alive! 
 
Both men had blocked out court time,  

with the weather holding nice, 
Neither noticed on the schedule  

that high noon was posted twice! 
So the drama struck at midday  

when both men came through the gate. 
“It’s my hour now,” said Trumbull.  

Haugen bellowed, “You can wait!” 
 
The angry words that followed  

were not for children’s ears. 
We men were all astonished;  

the women were in tears. 
“You’re a court hog,” Trumbull shouted,  

as he leaped across the net; 
“The man who gets to keep the court  

is the man who plays the best.” 
 
Boyd Trumbull won the service,  

and he quickly won the game. 
When Hal’s turn came to serve to Boyd,  

the result was still the same. 
Boyd was every bit a genius  

with the racquet in his hand. 
His shots were nearly perfect;  

his placements fully planned. 
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Haugen started getting anxious— 

he changed his style of play, 
The close calls went against him;  

not a shot would go his way. 
Boyd’s mastery continued,  

and when set one was done, 
Hal stood there in abject despair,  

for the score was six-to-one! 
 
At courtside Trumbull rested,  

as he drank a lemonade, 
He joked with those around him  

about the set he’d played. 
Still on the court stood Haugen;  

his racquet at his side. 
Slumped in silence, with his head bowed,  

there are those who say he cried. 
 
Long moments Haugen stood there— 

then you could see his spirits rise, 
And as he turned to take the baseline,  

anger flashed in Haugen’s eyes! 
Boyd Trumbull came back on the court;  

the crowd, in silence, stood, 
To watch the tide of battle change  

as we kind of sensed it would. 
 
Boyd started getting nervous,  

as he leaped and raced about. 
His shots that had been falling in  

were all now curving out. 
Hal’s net shots struck the greensward  

at the point of Trumbull’s toes, 
And his shots into the corners were the cause  

of Trumbull’s woes. 
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The racquets flashed and glinted  

in the brilliant summer sun, 
And, when set two was ended,  

the match stood one-to-one. 
Neither player rested.  

Neither sipped nor took a seat. 
Neither man could wait to hand his foe  

the mantle of defeat. 
 
They were not long in proving  

that the fury of their play 
Was now at even greater heights  

than earlier in the day. 
But, as the sun began to settle— 

sweat dripping round their feet— 
Neither man was any closer to victory or defeat. 
 
For neither man had lost his serve;  

rules then were not so “loose;” 
So after each held service,  

the score remained at deuce. 
The crowd, in awe, beheld the scene,  

as the Lord joined in the fray, 
For, as the night engulfed the land,  

the court stayed bright as day! 
 
Like automatons they played right on  

‘til the sun rose once again;  
Through the day and night once more,  

they played on without a win.  
Winter came, but the court stayed warm,  

and the rains refused to fall, 
Upon the surface of the court  

or in the pathway of the ball. 
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I left Broad Creek in Eighty-Two,  

with the game still going on; 
Boyd would serve, then Hal would win;  

the match stayed one-to-one. 
Sometimes I go back to watch the play;  

the eternal fight to win; 
The smack of the ball on the racquets  

as their serves keep falling in. 
 
Deserted homes along the lane  

lead me to the spot, 
Where the devil calls the line shots,  

on a court that God forgot. 
There is no bridge to span the stream.  

The walk is cracked and gone; 
But on the weed-surrounded court  

the endless game goes on. 
 
The children now who pass this way  

have long since all been told, 
They’ll never get to play there  

as they grow from young to old. 
But they can hear old Trumbull calling,  

as he leaps to strike a blow,  
“Kids, the court’s yours in a minute;  

we’ve just one more game to go!” 
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Island Girls  

by 
 

Len Camarda 
 
 

hen one loses a dog—in our case a beloved pet of 
almost eighteen years—it creates a lingering heartbreak. 

That’s how I felt about Sundae, our miniature poodle. When 
she went to sleep, I vowed not to get another dog. Hilton Head 
Island and dogs are just perfect—for both master and pet—but I 
did not want to go through that horrible feeling of loss again. Of 
course, at first, I was reluctant to get Sundae, although the 
circumstances at that time were less emotional.  
 Our susceptibility to the charms of poodles went back 
decades. We moved back to Spain in 1989, taking with us our 
two toy poodles, Root Beer and Shadow, leaving our daughter in 
New Jersey while she attended graduate school. We sold our 
home and bought a townhouse for her to live in while we were 
overseas. Being an ever-concerned mommy, my wife made a 
quick trip back to the States just to make sure all was going 
smoothly at the new place, leaving me with Root Beer and 
Shadow. 
 Until our furniture arrived, we were at a nice 
apartment/hotel only two blocks from my office. I was managing 
a subsidiary of a U.S. pharmaceutical company, but before I 
went to the office every morning—in my business attire—I had 
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to walk Root Beer and Shadow and make sure their business 
was done. At midday it was back to the hotel and another walk 
with the little guys, strolling around the streets of Madrid in a suit 
and topcoat. Then back to the office. At the end of the work day 
I repeated the same process. I tended to eat in, to spend some 
time with the “kids,” but at ten or eleven o’clock, back in the 
elevator, down to the street and then the same plea, “Come on 
guys, go make . . . please.” 
 This process went on every day for three weeks, save 
the weekends when there was more time to spend with Root 
Beer and Shadow and less pressure on the making process. We 
took longer strolls, and they got to meet Spanish dogs that were 
always friendly to their American visitors, although Root Beer 
was actually Panamanian. Yeah, a Panamanian French poodle 
acquired when we lived in that country years earlier. I had to 
delay travel to other cities in Spain until my wife came back. I 
was, after all, babysitting. When she returned, I was able to get 
into a little less hectic routine—at least my days were less 
hectic—while we waited for the furniture to complete its 
transatlantic journey. 
 One day, after we were nicely ensconced in our new 
apartment, a call came from the States from our twenty-three-
year-old, responsible daughter.  

“I’m lonely; can I have the boys?” she asked. Root Beer 
and Shadow were as much her dogs as ours, living with us for 
nine years in Panama, Madrid, and Holland, and she missed 
them. 

So, not long thereafter, on board a Continental flight to 
Newark, we returned to New Jersey with little Shadow and Root 
Beer. Our daughter got the boys, and she would have them for 
years, even after she was married. While life would be different 
without them, it would not be so bad with us living in a great 
cosmopolitan city, free to go and do whatever we wanted to, 
without the concern about what to do about the boys. No dogs. 
It would be fine, just fine. 
 We had a nice group of friends in Madrid, many dating 
back to our first time living in that city. Most Madrileños are dog 
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lovers. Anyone could tell that just by walking around the streets 
of Madrid, always taking care to look down throughout the 
stroll—and many of our friends had dogs. One couple’s dog, 
Tara, a miniature poodle, just had a litter of five pups, and they 
wanted to give us one. Three of the pups were black like Tara, 
but two were mostly white with a touch of black, as Tara’s 
mother was white.   
 “No, no. No dogs,” I said. “Life is just great the way it 
is.” 
 “I know,” my wife said, “but they want us to come over 
Saturday to see the puppies. We can’t say no.” 
 Well, it would not be hard to write an end to the rest of 
that scenario. Though I held out for a couple of weeks, on 
another Saturday morning we wound up back at our friends’ 
house to pick up a puppy. We took one of the white-and-black 
ones and named her Sundae because she had a white body, a 
black head and another black patch on her rear end. It 
reminded us of a vanilla sundae with chocolate syrup on top. 
 And so another love affair began, which lasted almost 
eighteen years. Sundae lived with us in Madrid, then back in 
New Jersey, about ten years back and forth between New Jersey 
and Hilton Head Island, and then like us, permanently on the 
island. She loved the beach down here more than anything else. 
Oh, she enjoyed sitting on our terrace watching the blue heron 
glide onto our dock and then stand there, statuesque, seemingly 
for hours on end. Sundae sat equally immobile while bird 
watching. But walking the beach all the way to the Marriott 
Hotel and back was her joy. She always cocked her head and 
gave me an “are you nuts?” look when I took her near the water. 
“I walk the beach,” she seemed to say. “Water is for the fish and 
those crazy Labs.” The Spanish lady enjoyed this island life until 
the day she went to sleep—forever. 
 This time I meant it. No more dogs. Sundae’s passing 
was one of the lowest times in our lives, but I knew my wife did 
not have the resolve I had, or thought I had. 
 One day when my wife went to the dentist, a tiny white 
poodle came running down the hall. It had a lion’s cut with a 
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shaved body and a great mane of hair around the shoulders, 
chest, and head.  

“Goliath, Goliath, get back here,” a frantic woman cried 
out, chasing after this dog, about the size of a rat. My wife 
chatted with the woman after Goliath was corralled and found 
out the name of the breeder of these—uh, oh—toy poodles. 
 “I just want to call and get information, nothing more,” 
my wife said. “Who knows when there will be another litter? I 
just want to get information.” So she called and learned one of 
the breeder’s dogs had just produced a litter of six puppies. 
 “I just want to look at them. I don’t want to buy; I just 
want to look at them,” she repeated, but her nose kept getting 
longer. I should have known. So we went out to Rose Hill and 
checked out six little rats. That’s what they looked like—really. 
  Well, you know how this is going to end. My wife 
wanted something really small. Shadow was never more than 
about five pounds. The parents of this litter could not have been 
more than six to eight pounds; so she picked out the smallest 
one, the white female among a bunch of light brown rats. I 
leaned toward one of the slightly larger brown ones that nestled 
up against the white one, but this was my wife’s show, and the 
white one it was. However, it was too young to be removed from 
the mother, and we would have to wait six weeks before we 
could take her home. That was fine. We were going on a three-
week vacation to Sicily and Puglia, Italy, so by the time we would 
get back, we could pick up the dog. 
 We used that time to think of a name. My sister 
suggested Demi Tasse, a phrase used for espresso coffee, but 
literally meaning half-a-cup in French. Considering the size of 
this dog, half-a-cup seemed perfect. Demi Tasse it would be. 
However, once in Italy, we thought more about it. My wife 
remembered that the father of the litter had an Italian name. 
We are Italian-American and were currently basking in the 
charm of Italy; so we changed the name to Demi Tazza, an 
Italian half-a-cup, and she’d be called Demi. Done, finito. 
 But for some reason, I kept thinking of the little brown 
puppy nestled up against our Demi. She was beautiful also—for 
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a rat. What if that one was still available? Sundae had been 
twenty-two pounds; and I doubted both of these puppies would 
ever reach half that weight together. I did not say anything to my 
wife, but I began thinking of what we should call the brown one 
if we got her. Toward the end of the vacation, while looking out 
over the blue waters of the Adriatic Sea, I said to my wife, “Do 
you think any of the other puppies still would be there when we 
get back to Hilton Head?” 
 “Why, you want two dogs? That’s crazy.” 
 “We had Root Beer and Shadow, didn’t we?  
 “And what would you call it?” she asked, already 
moving beyond whether or not I was crazy. 
 “Cappuccino, Cappi for short,” I said. 

 
********** 

 
 When we got back, our first call was to the breeder at 
Rose Hill. “Are any of the other puppies left?” 
 “We sold them all,” the breeder said, “but one of the 
ladies had a stroke and couldn’t take one of the brown ones.” 
 “Which one?” I asked. 
 “The light brown puppy,” she answered. “The one that 
was always cuddled with the one you picked.” 
 “We’ll take her,” I said. 
 “Instead of the white one?” 
 “No, with the white one. We want them both.” 
 And so we added a pair of Lowcountry critters to the 
family, and another love affair began with two treasures—two 
little island girls—that bring joy to our lives every day.  
 The little one, Demi, tops the scales at four-and-a-half 
pounds and the big one, Cappi, six-and-a-half. They love their 
life on Hilton Head Island; and they love to go for walks. They 
get their business out of the way immediately, but a little 
unusually. Both dogs like to “tinkle” with both hind legs off the 
ground, balancing on their front legs. The last thing they want is 
to step in anything wet. Cappi works at about a forty-five degree 
angle, but Demi, the little prima donna, likes to elevate at a 
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ninety-degree angle—straight up——taking a few steps as she 
goes. Cappi seems drawn to these acrobatics and always stops to 
lean down, look, and sniff, just as Demi returns to all fours and 
decides to cover up the wet drops, kicking up dirt or grass, right 
into Cappi’s face. 
 “Pffft,” goes Cappi, “pffft,” blowing the debris out of her 
nose and blinking her eyes. This goes on several times during 
the walk and repeats itself every day.  
 But when the girls go out, the primary objective for 
them is not bathroom activity. They are out to explore the 
world. I feel that I’m behind a team of sled dogs as they pull me 
throughout their excursions. A one-hundred-sixty-five-pound 
man being pulled by a total of eleven collective pounds of canine 
excitement. It has become wonderful exercise. I watch men and 
women walking with their seventy-pound Labs, and there I am, 
almost jogging while being pulled by the girls. The leash is never 
slack as they look at the wonder all around them. It’s as if 
they’re tourists every day. 
 Our walks take various routes, alternating between the 
Jones golf course at Palmetto Dunes starting at the 13th green, 
walking to the 11th green, and back before early morning golfers 
make the turn to the back nine, on the beach, along Sea Lane, 
or along Mooring Buoy. I like the golf course—all that open 
green space, no passing cars, and most of the time lots of sun. 
For a while there was a pair of bald eagles that circled around 
that part of the course. A majestic sight, but I kept a tight leash 
on the girls when the eagles were around.  

The beach at Palmetto Dunes is spacious and solitary, 
with the serenity of the soft, lapping waves and an array of 
invigorating smells. We see all kinds of birds on the beach, 
which get the girls’ attention, and I look up in wonder as the 
pelicans cruise in flight formation. But I have a hunch the girls 
prefer Sea Lane or Mooring Buoy, primarily because the streets 
offer a more abundant range of olfactory delights which the girls 
constantly comment about, telepathically.  
 “Ooh, ooh, which way is he going to go today?” Demi 
asks. 
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 “Pull him toward the bike path; I don’t see any bikes 
down there,” communicates Cappi. 
 “Ooh, ooh, good. I love that spot on the corner. I could 
sniff around there for hours.” 
 “That’s because all those big Labs stop on that spot 
every morning,” Cappi says. “I think we just missed them.” 
 “Hey, there goes that crazy dog again, running up the 
tree.” 

“It’s not a dog, Demi. I heard Dad call it a squirrel.” 
 “Must be cool to be able to climb a tree. Think we can 
do it?” 

“Naa, don’t you remember I tried that awhile ago? I 
kept falling back on my butt.”  
 Caaaw, caaaw. Caaaw, caaaw. 
 “Whoa, what’s that?” Cappi asks, stopping and turning 
her head, looking into the trees. 
 “It’s one of those nasty blackbirds,” Demi answers, 
looking skyward. “See it, way up there?” 
 Caaaw, caaaw. 
 “Yeah, I see it now. What a horrible sound they make. 
Scary.” 
 “Let’s get out of here,” Demi says. “Puullll, before Dad 
turns to the beach.”   
 “Yeah, we’ve been there three times this week, and 
every time at high tide. There’s nowhere to walk. And that soft, 
fluffy sand makes me tired.” 
 “I know; besides, the water tastes aaaawful there. Come 
on, puullll.” 
 And that’s the way it goes, regardless of the route. 
Something new on the island to check out, something else to 
smell, but all the time, puullll!  It’s just great. 
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Holding a Heart  

by 
 

Bobbi Hahn 
 

 

t came upon us suddenly: one day we were living quiet, 
happy, ordinary lives in the paradise known as Hilton Head 

Island; the next, my husband was facing triple-bypass surgery. 
He had neither told me about the shortness of breath he’d 
experienced a few months earlier, nor did he mention a visit to a 
hospital Emergency Room while he was out of town on 
business. 

When he was alarmed sufficiently by the state of his 
health, he finally confessed and asked me to set up an 
appointment with the doctor . . . as soon as possible. I knew it 
was serious when that happened because men, delightful 
creatures though they may be, are not known for their eagerness 
to “have the doc take a look.” 

Tests revealed a ninety percent blockage in one artery, 
and severe blockages in two others. The term widow maker was 
mentioned. Before we’d come to grips with all that information, 
we found ourselves in Savannah early one morning. He was 
being prepped for surgery, and I was praying every prayer I’d 
ever learned, and making up new ones as time passed. My best 
friend and one of my sons were at my side.  

I 
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We were given a private waiting room. I suggested to the 
staff that, when a person is anesthetized, his family should be too 
so they wouldn’t have to endure interminable hours watching a 
clock that has surely stopped running, listening for a phone that 
does not ring, and imagining worst-case scenarios. 

In my darkest moment I feared that he would not 
survive the surgery. How could a person survive having his chest 
cracked open, his heart exposed and fiddled with, other organs 
shoved aside, and having a heart/lung machine take over 
functions designed by God? Rationally, I knew that thousands of 
open heart surgeries are performed daily with outstanding 
results. But that happens to other people, not my husband. 

So I sank into the pit of despair, believing I would soon 
be receiving terrible news. I didn’t mention my fear to my 
companions. Just when I had surrendered all hope of a good 
outcome, I was overwhelmed by a sense of warmth and peace. It 
was astounding! I felt hugged and consoled and surrounded by 
love, as I remembered that many people were praying for us. 
Instantly I knew hope, just as surely and strongly as I had earlier 
known hopelessness. 

Soon the surgeon was at the door, bringing good news: 
the surgery had been successful, and he expected my husband to 
make a full and speedy recovery. He reached out to shake my 
hand. As I felt his warm, firm grip, I became aware of what I was 
doing: I was holding his hand. A hand which, just a short while 
ago, had held my husband’s heart! I looked into his eyes. With 
tears streaming down my face, I enfolded his hands in both of 
mine as I whispered, “God bless you and the talent He put in 
these hands.” In all the years my husband and I have known one 
another, through the physical closeness we’ve shared, I have 
never experienced with him the intimacy that the man before 
me had when he held my husband’s beating heart. 

After my husband was brought to the Cardiac Care 
Unit, we began the long wait for him to awaken. Everything went 
according to plan, and when eventually he opened his eyes and 
asked what time it was, he exclaimed, “No way!” What had been 
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the longest day of my life had sped by in a nanosecond of 
deepest darkness for him. 

As part of his recovery from open-heart surgery, he was 
given a pillow to grasp tightly to his chest when moving, 
coughing, or sneezing. This is to prevent damage to the incisions 
and to lessen the pain of those activities. When my husband was 
presented with his bright red pillow (suitable for autographing) 
and instructed to hug it tightly to his chest, he indicated me as he 
asked the nurse, “Can I hug her instead?” From that moment 
on, I knew he was going to be just fine, and he was the talk of 
the unit because news of his sweet question spread quickly as the 
nurses shared the story. 

The bright red pillow made numerous trips up and 
down the hallway; at first, the walks were brief and slow. Soon 
they were longer and the pace quicker. Five days after the 
surgery, we returned home. The bright red pillow accompanied 
us on walks around our neighborhood as my husband gained 
strength, stamina, and confidence. His recovery was uneventful 
and complete.  

That was several years ago. Occasionally I will spot the 
bright red pillow in the corner of our closet. I always pick it up 
and hold it close to my chest. I close my eyes and remember the 
day I became aware of the power of grace and goodness, and I 
discovered what it felt like to hold the hand of the man who had 
held (and healed) my husband’s heart.    

 
 



 

 
 
 

 

Iniquity  

by 
 

Marilyn Lorenz 
 

 
 

Thousands of years this barrier island lay in the still water,  

like a sleeping gator on a marsh bank. 

Feeling sun in its pine tips, hearing herons call, 

drinking rain, growing green. 

Until we came. 

Blood letting, greed bearing, tide riding humans, 

disturbing the natural order, 

in a rush of forgotten causes.  

Nature would reclaim it, if we were to leave. 

But we tend never to be 

that kind. 

 



 

 

 

 

On Stage with Mitt Romney  

by 
 

Raymond P. Berberian 
 

 

magine my surprise at the prospect of sharing the stage with 
candidate Mitt Romney, Senator John McCain, South 

Carolina Governor Nikki Haley, and former United Nations 
Ambassador John Bolton. The chances for such an encounter 
are remote. Nevertheless, it did happen to me on January 13, 
2012, a Friday evening. 

The race for the Republican presidential nomination 
had just witnessed the withdrawal of Congresswoman Michele 
Bachmann after the Iowa caucuses. Former Massachusetts 
Governor Mitt Romney had lost by a few votes to Senator Rick 
Santorum in the Iowa caucus, but Romney followed with a 
resounding victory in the New Hampshire primary days later. 
Now South Carolina’s Republican primary was the focus of the 
remaining six contenders.  

My wife, Denise, had become an avid chronicler of the 
primary process which had begun in 2011. Often, when I would 
drift in from yard work or an errand, she would provide a vivid 
update about a presidential policy statement or a position taken 
by the Democrats or Republicans. Once the Palmetto State had 
become the next focal point of the GOP candidates, the TV ads 

I 
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became more frequent and pointed. Predictably, we received 
pollster inquiries, surveys, and finally candidate-sponsored 
telephone calls for support. 

In the afternoon of January 8, 2012, I received a 
recorded telephone message from the Rick Perry campaign. It 
announced that Texas Governor Perry had scheduled a noon-
time appearance on January 13, 2012, at a local Bluffton 
Restaurant, Squat & Gobble. Knowing my wife would have an 
interest, I asked her if she wanted to go. 

 “Not really, she said. “I was hoping some front-runners 
were going to speak either here or on Hilton Head.” 

A few days later she mentioned that Newt Gingrich was 
in the state and Rick Santorum was to speak at the Westin 
Hilton Head Island Resort & Spa. She reserved for last that Mitt 
Romney would be on the island. Her delight was evident since 
she felt that Romney had a good chance of securing the 
nomination. 

“When is Romney coming?” I asked. 
“He’ll be giving a speech at the Hilton Resort at five in 

the afternoon on Friday, January 13. I’d like to go. John McCain 
and Governor Haley will be there also.” 

Wow, three politicians at the same event, I said to 
myself.  

“We can go to the resort, hear Romney’s speech, and 
then have dinner on the island or at the new Olive Garden in 
Bluffton,” Denise said. 

Easy enough, I thought. I’ve got a Dunes’ property 
owner’s gate pass. “Maybe we can visit our lot while we’re in the 
Dunes,” I suggested. 

“No, I don’t want to be late because of some vacant lot.”  
The big day arrived. By 3:45 p.m. we were in the car 

headed east on Route 278 to Hilton Head Island. As we traveled 
to the island, I sensed larger than normal Friday afternoon 
traffic. The turn lane into Palmetto Dunes Resort was packed 
with cars. 

“These cars can’t be all residents,” I noted. “You were 
right to suggest we leave home early.” 
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“Maybe the security guard will wave us through,” said 
Denise. 

The owner’s pass proved useless; the guard provided a 
blue ticket specifically for the Hilton parking lot. Since my wife 
and I knew the resort, we easily found our way to the hotel and 
found a convenient parking spot, though the lot was filling 
rapidly. 

“Look at that,” I commented as Denise and I got out of 
the car. At least three huge white vans were in the parking lot for 
TV and security details. Smaller commercial vehicles were 
located near the Hilton’s loading platforms and entrances.  

As we walked on a concrete pathway to the hotel, I 
heard a familiar voice. I turned and saw a fellow member of my 
writers’ group. He and his wife were just behind us on the 
pathway. After exchanging greetings and introducing our wives, 
we continued into the hotel lobby where a swirl of people swept 
us up a staircase to the second floor. 

“Look at all the cops,” I whispered to my wife. Tan-
shirted state or local law enforcement was evident everywhere. 

“This may be larger than I expected,” she whispered 
back.  

I spotted a few dark-suited, trim, crew-cut types scanning 
the arrivals intently. Umm. Looks like Secret Service, I 
mumbled to myself. 

Denise and I were ushered by young campaign workers 
toward a conference room with a capacity for approximately 
200. The room had a small stage at one end. Observing a few 
unoccupied chairs along the room’s perimeter, we sat down. As 
the crowd grew, additional chairs were brought into the room by 
hotel staff; however, the gesture could not accommodate the 
swelling crowd, who was forced to stand.  

Under the high-hat lighting it began to get warmer. 
Strangers conversed just to alleviate the boredom of waiting. 
Sporadically a campaign worker took the stage to check the 
lighting or microphone. Finally a blue-suited campaign aide took 
the podium and announced:  
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“Ladies and gentlemen, Governor Romney will be a 
little delayed. He is stuck in traffic on the highway.” 

To accommodate further arrivals, many of those seated 
moved their chairs into the room’s empty center. All attendees 
were under the mistaken impression that Governor Romney, 
Senator McCain, and Governor Haley would make their 
speeches in this particular room. At the same time a rumor 
spread that a fire marshal had diverted the flow of spectators to 
another second-floor ballroom due to safety concerns. It, too, 
was filled to capacity.  

Suddenly Senator John McCain entered the room and 
spoke from the small platform. To the crowd’s delight he 
entertained with a few political stories and anecdotes about 
himself. He wise-cracked how he and a fellow veteran attendee 
had the distinction of bringing down a North Vietnamese anti-
aircraft missile by crashing their fighter aircraft into it and, thus, 
becoming prisoners of war. Before McCain departed he 
mentioned that Governor Romney was due shortly. 

More time passed. The room buzzed with conversation 
as people continued small-talk or exchanged bits of news. Then 
a stocky white-haired man with a clipboard entered the room 
shouting repeatedly, “Are there any veterans in the room?”  

By this time my wife and I followed the example of 
others and had moved our seats closer to the podium to make 
room for the overflow behind us. There was not a speck of free 
space in the room when the request for veterans was made by 
the determined man in a white polo shirt. 

 To a veteran, a man carrying a clipboard was always a 
tip-off of a requisition. I, along with twenty other veterans, raised 
our hands in response. Our new seat position had placed me 
within a stone’s throw of the requisitioning campaign worker, 
and I was one of only two veterans selected. Quota filled, the 
official gruffly directed us and our wives into the hallway.  

There, amid throngs of wandering people, he had us 
add our names and branch of service onto the list attached to his 
clipboard.  
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“Do you want my rank, too?” I kidded as I scrawled my 
name at the bottom of what appeared to be a list of at least thirty 
veterans. 

“No, just come with me,” he ordered. 
We followed the man into a much larger room packed 

with hundreds of seated guests, TV cameras, photographers, 
video recorders, Secret Service personnel, campaign workers, 
and aides.  

What luck! This was the main room! We had just been 
requisitioned from the smaller overflow room.  

Using the clipboard as a wedge, the man forged a path 
to the large stage facing the audience and media representatives. 
The stage platform had three rows of seats. The elevated rear 
two rows each held approximately fifteen seated men and 
women veterans. A front row of eight empty chairs was divided 
by a lectern. Four empty chairs were reserved for dignitaries and 
the other four seats for lesser functionaries. 

The man escorted us, minus our wives, onto the large 
stage where my vet colleague was dispatched to the last empty 
seat on the rear tier. I maneuvered to the vacant seat 
immediately behind the empty dignitaries’ row. 

This was too good to believe. I turned my head to the 
left, right, and then behind me. All branches of military service 
seemed in attendance. Some of the seated men wore caps or 
baseball hats that designated their former military units, like the 
Marine next to me. The bossy campaign guy handed out a few 
generic caps to select vets, including me, hoping the cap’s 
insignia happened to match the veteran’s service branch. 

Moments later Romney took the stage along with South 
Carolina Governor Nikki Haley, Senator McCain, and former 
United Nations Ambassador John Bolton. They shook hands 
enthusiastically with a few vets on their way to center stage. Each 
one made sure to shake hands and converse briefly with the 
veterans standing behind them. My own chair was located 
between, but to the rear of, Romney and Governor Haley.  

As each dignitary finished an impassioned speech, he or 
she took the next speaker’s vacated seat. This rotation enabled 
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my wife to photograph me behind each of the speakers. I could 
not believe my good fortune. 

Every frontal TV camera could not help but catch an 
image of vets behind the dignitaries. Most of the off-center still 
photography and video caught our images, too. I could see my 
wife snapping away from the sidelines, under the watchful eyes 
of the Secret Service agents, as Governor Haley, candidate 
Romney, Senator McCain, and former Ambassador Bolton took 
turns speaking to the assembled mass. I did not anticipate how 
much I could get caught up in the exuberance of the political 
event. During the last speech my mind drifted momentarily to 
the thought that we are indeed fortunate to be able to voice our 
opinions and criticisms to politicians, up close and personal. 

During my life I have voted for both Democrats and 
Republicans. Also, I was privileged to serve my community as a 
city councilman before relocating to the South.  

A summary of the event and a photo were published in 
the local newspaper. The stage experience provided me with 
some fine photographs, taped news footage, and memories to 
share with family and friends.  
 



 

 
 

 

 

George Goes Googling  

by 
 

Mel Witmer 
 
 

he clear moonlit night was perfect for visiting a neighboring 
lagoon. George would have struck out a month ago if 

tragedy had not befallen his neighbor and female companion, 
Genevieve. 
 It began when she had taken a circuitous route to the 
churches on Pope Avenue to seek family counseling. She was 
convinced that vacationers from Ohio and other lands in the 
North, ignoring the law, kidnapped baby alligators, taking them 
from their natural habitat to the cold North. How could she 
bring little ones into a world of people who had such little regard 
for the sanctity of life? 
 Genevieve had heard of birth control but knew nothing 
about what seemed like such an unnatural practice. She needed 
information and guidance. There were three churches on Pope 
Avenue—Holy Family Catholic Church, St. Andrew-By-the-Sea 
Methodist Church, and St. Luke’s Episcopal Church. Holy 
Family Catholic Church seemed like a good place to start. After 
a friendly enough welcome, the priest assured her that this was 
an unnatural act and was against Church doctrine, blessed her as 
one of God’s creatures, then sent her on her way.  

T 
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 Heading for the Methodist church, she became 
disoriented and started across Pope Avenue instead of going 
next door. The thirty-five mile speed limit did not slow down 
local drivers from going over forty-five mph. Traffic was heavy, 
but she made a lunge in what appeared to be an opening. A 
great crash, three rolls, and a crushing thud by a pickup truck 
over her eight-foot body threw her across Pope Avenue into the 
next lagoon. Still breathing and thrashing a bit, she escaped and 
disappeared under the water. The driver, just leaving Wild 
Wing Café, stopped and jumped out of her truck, thinking that 
an overzealous Beaufort County Sheriff’s Office had installed a 
speed bump across Pope Avenue. Genevieve, thinking that 
family planning and birth control had too many risks and that 
maybe she should practice the rhythms of nature, headed for 
her home lagoon. Maybe another time or, “Maybe George 
could come to my lagoon for our spring seasonal rendezvous. If 
not his place, why not my place!” 
 With the seasonal urge and the direction of an internal 
guidance system that was millions of years old, George struck 
out through the moonlight for a direct route to his female 
friend’s lagoon less than a half mile away. Alligators have their 
own GPS and have been known to return to their place of birth 
or habitat after being taken more than fifty miles from their 
home territory. Rather than take the connecting lagoon route, he 
thought he would take a short cut across land and through a 
village of townhouses and a fire house adjacent to the 
neighboring lagoon where his female friend lay in waiting. While 
crawling past the first townhouse, he heard a dog barking. As he 
listened to the increased tempo and shrill tone, it sounded like 
two small dogs inside the walled-in patio and at the front sliding 
door. It had been months since he had tasted such delicious 
fresh meat. If one got away, he certainly could grab the second 
one with his powerful jaws. 
 The furious barking of the dogs made it easy for him to 
hone in on the exact location. He could already taste the late-
night snack. Entering through the gate into the patio, he went 
nose to nose with the dogs through the sliding glass door. 
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George thought to himself, “I’ve broken down greater obstacles 
than this with a slam of my tail.” Just as he was ready to make his 
next move, the owner came bounding into the kitchen, turned 
on the patio light, and exposed George’s location. It was obvious 
he had to recalculate his approach. 
 For at least five minutes, it was a standoff until he heard 
two men who looked like plantation security guards approaching 
with flashlights. George remained motionless, waiting for them 
to make a move. After some threatening language, which he did 
not understand, one of the men jumped on top of the wall and 
threw a plastic patio chair that came crashing down on George’s 
body. This brought out his primitive instinct, and with all the 
force he could muster, he whipped his tail, smashing the chair 
and cracking the glass door. George froze and waited for them 
to make the next move. One of the men suggested a more gentle 
approach by using a hose and a full stream of water to encourage 
him to leave by way of the gate, the same way he entered the 
patio. 
 By this time Critter Management workers were on the 
scene, and George knew better than to mess with those guys. 
Before he could escape, one guy straddled on top of him, and 
the other put a noose around his nose, an old trick they use to 
capture alligators. As he was being dragged through the patio 
opening, George heard the sound of a fountain that he knew was 
at the end of a nearby lagoon. If only he could roll and thrust 
himself in that direction, he might free himself and return to his 
natural habitat. As he leaped, the critter control guy yanked on 
the rope and George ended up in a three-foot-deep garden well. 
 Silence was followed by an ensuing conversation among 
the security personnel, critter management workers, and the 
owner. A shot rang out, and the battle between man and beast 
was over. George would be taken to an alligator harvester and 
become meat and hide. No one would miss this prehistoric 
critter whose species have been around for 200 million years 
and are just trying to survive in a first-class residential and resort 
community. No one except Genevieve.  
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Fire on a Barrier Island  
July, 1947 

 
by 

 
Marilyn Lorenz 

 
 

or a ten-year-old she is strong. She lifts her crab net and 
brings it down swiftly through the warm salt water, swirling 

eddying pools of muddy slosh against the tidal inlet bank. 
Raising a scrambling blue crab dripping from the sworls, she 
slams it, claws snapping furiously, into her tin bucket. She lowers 
the screen lid to keep the crab captive and continues through the 
shallow water. She is tall and thin, brown from the sun, with 
unkempt braids escaping rubber bands to lie in sweaty curls 
against her face. A liver-spotted hound barks alongside her, 
occasionally pushing her arm with his nose. 

“Stop, you jerky dog. You’re scaring them away,” she 
says, sighing. Disappointed, the hound backs away and lies 
down, muddy paws hanging over the bank, tongue dripping.  

A bell begins sounding insistently over the parched 
fields along the marsh bank. The girl stops, wondering what to 
make of it. She covers the crabs with seaweed and a little water, 
then cups her hand trying to see back to the farmhouse. The 
bell seems louder now, with a fury to the sound, and she is 
afraid. Running towards home, her bare feet pound the dry 
earth, and she is gasping desperately when she sees the fire. 

F 
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A field is burning behind the house. Leaping flames curl 
upwards, blowing to black ash in the summer breeze. The girl’s 
mother is still pulling the rope on the emergency bell, her face 
barely recognizable under soot-streaked sweat, her arms 
shuddering with unaccustomed strain. 

“Get in the bucket line, Casey,” she shouts. “Get in the 
bucket line right now. Mr. Dale will tell you what to do.” 

Snatching a bucket from under the water pump handle, 
Casey runs to join a line of neighbors throwing water on the fast 
moving flames. The field has become an inferno, hotter and 
higher than any fire she has ever seen. More neighbors begin to 
arrive by boat, carrying water from the inlet until there are two 
lines of bodies working side by side. Field hands and farmers, 
summer people and year-rounders, all colors and all ages, 
moving in tandem. The flames threaten to jump from field to 
forest, and the lines bend and twist, flinging water faster and 
faster toward the wall of flame, receding from the heat of it to 
refill and regroup. Casey has run to the inlet twelve times when 
she falls, scraping her knee and cutting her arm. She gets up 
winded, but somehow forces herself to carry her water to the 
line. 

“Sit down girl. Go get a drink. My boy Gordon’s got 
your place. Go rest awhile. You’ll feel better soon’s you catch 
your breath,” Mr. Dale says, appearing from nowhere to push 
Casey towards the house. 

Casey sits down on the front porch steps, breathing 
hard, pressing her t-shirt tail against the blood on her arm. Along 
the oyster shell road to the farm, scarcely visible through smoke 
and dust, bodies move in steady rhythm. Casey rubs her 
watering eyes, searching the crowd for her father and brother. 
Where are they? 

“Oh God,” Casey finds herself praying out loud, “Don’t 
let fire get our house. And please look after Daddy and Bill. 
Please God. I never asked you for anything.” 

“Yo wastin’ yo breath. Ain’t God goin’ hep’ you right 
now,” Casey hears through her muffled tears. She searches the 
people nearest her, finding the wrinkled red eyes of an old hired 
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hand she has seen working the plantation next door. 
“How do you know He won’t?” Casey spits back 

angrily, “Just how do you know?” 
“Cause God never hepped nobody sittin’ on the steps 

when they’s work to be done,” the old man says, wiping his dark 
brow with a huge hand. “And they’s work to be done,” he 
finishes, turning to pass his bucket down the line.  

 



 

 
 
 

 
 
 



 

Contributors 
 

 
 
Will Anderson earned a Doctor of Science degree from MIT, 
served as an army captain, and spent twenty-nine years with 
NASA. He retired in 1995, and he and his wife moved to Hilton 
Head. He has written three action-adventure novels drawing on 
his knowledge of aerospace systems, piloting and related 
experiences, relationships, and travels. The novels, The 
Anomaly, Missiles in Space, and Armed and Counting Down, 
can be previewed at www.willandersonauthor.com. 
 
Raymond P. Berberian is a retired attorney who practiced law in 
New Jersey and New York for over thirty-five years. He 
graduated from New York University, School of Business, with a 
B.S. degree in economics and St. John’s University Law School 
with a J.D. degree. He was also a Civil Court of the City of New 
York Arbitrator and National Association of Securities Dealers 
Mediator. In addition to short stories published in anthologies, 
his murder mystery novel, The Remainderman, is available on 
Amazon and Kindle. He and his wife moved to South Carolina 
in 2006. 
 
John Bickers flew jet fighter-interceptors in Maine and 
Greenland, and he authored articles in Air Force, Down East, 
Research/Development, and American Legion magazines. He 
directed advertising for Collins Radio and McDonnell 
Douglas for three decades. He also developed informational 
programs for NASA, the Blue Angels, and 
Thunderbirds. Under the pen name, John Rickey, he wrote 
books of humorous satire about industry/government 
contracting with the Department of Defense and the National 
Park Service, selling more than 70,000 copies. He writes verse 
and short stories, and he published a 440-page memoir/family 
history in 2009. He moved to the Island in 1992. 



 

 

 
Bob Bredin was bitten by the writing bug three years ago at a 
LifeLong Learning class for wannabe authors. Having 
predictably moved through the two writing stages, memoirs and 
short stories, he is now working on a book inspired by his part 
time job with Shore Services. Every morning at sunrise Bob 
dons his trashman hat and walks the beach, removing litter and 
noting lessons taught by the changing tide. 
 
Len Camarda earned his B.S. and M.B.A. degrees from St. 
John’s University in New York. During his forty-year career in 
the pharmaceutical industry, he spent much of his time traveling 
and living overseas, primarily in Panama, Holland, and Spain. 
His passion for art and creative writing moved to a higher level 
with his retirement in 2003. He exhibits his oil paintings 
regularly at the Art Gallery of Coastal Carolina at Shelter Cove 
and has completed a novel, The Seventh Treasure, which he 
expects will be published this year. 
 
An accomplished photographer, poet, and painter of abstract 
art, Art Cornell has been creating images and writing poetry for 
the better part of forty years. His poetry books In the Wind, 
Heart Rhythms, and Riding on a Rainbow incorporate his black- 
and-white photographs. His paintings and photographs can be 
viewed at the Hilton Head Art League, Camellia Art Gallery, 
Island Ideas, and the Pink House Gallery in Hilton Head, as 
well as the Filling Station Art Gallery in Bluffton. His works of 
art reside in private and corporate collections throughout the 
United States. www.artbyartcornell.com. 
 
A native of Whitinsville, Massachusetts, Tom Crawford 
graduated from Westminster College in New Wilmington, 
Pennsylvania and the forty-eight-week course in Ukrainian from 
The Army Language School at Monterey, California. He later 
studied history and Slavic languages at the University of Munich. 
He began his career as a reporter with The Worcester 
Telegram; worked in the Springfield (Massachusetts), Boston, 



 

 

London, and Belgrade bureaus of United Press International; 
and returned to Springfield as copy and news editor of The 
Springfield Republican. He has published Foibles, a collection 
of vignettes; and he is readying a completed memoir, 
Resurrections . . . of an Obituary Writer, and a novel, Goli Otok  
(Naked Island), for publication. 
 
Judy Finman thinks her grandchildren are the funniest people. 
When not in their company or writing about them, she is a 
professional freelance writer and editor. Her feature articles 
appear in many publications from the Boston Globe and 
Philadelphia Inquirer to New Jersey Outdoors, Opera, and 
Computerworld, and she is a longtime regular contributor to 
newspapers and magazines on Colorado’s Front Range. Judy 
edits other people’s books, including memoirs. 
 
Bobbi Hahn has been writing since she was a young girl, 
confessing that she “can’t not write.” Her essays and poetry have 
appeared online as well as in various newsletters and anthologies 
including IWN’s own Hilton Headings. One of her poems was 
recently chosen for the forthcoming second book by The 
Cancer Poetry Project. She has written articles for CH2 
Magazine. She is currently working on a collection of essays 
describing the four winters she and her husband spent on Hilton 
Head Island before moving here permanently in 2004.  
 
Robert Hamel is retired and has been living on Hilton Head 
Island with his wife, Maureen, for the past eleven years. He is a 
graduate of Pace University, New York City, three years of MBA 
graduate studies, and various writing courses at SUNY—
Purchase. Literature is his real love with published poetry books: 
Reflections of Time, Night is Falling, and his latest book A 
Trilogy—New and Selected Poems. He volunteers weekly 
teaching creative writing to elementary school students at Saint 
Francis Catholic School, reads poetry to seniors at retirement 
homes, and founded the Poetry Reading Ministry also at St. 
Francis. 



 

 

 
Max Judge is Professor Emeritus of Animal Sciences from 
Purdue University. He grew up in Indiana and has published 
books entitled Chronicles of Life in the Midwest, a depiction of 
rural life during the decade of the 1940s; and The Bronco Girl, 
an account of his daughter’s horse-related career including riding 
Thunder, the Denver Broncos mascot. Both books are 
published by Salt Marsh Cottage Books (www.smc-books.com). 
His writing is an extension and revision of his professional 
career as author or coauthor of scientific publications, research 
abstracts, and textbooks.  
 
Norm Levy retired as Director, Advertising Development at the 
Procter & Gamble Company and moved to Hilton Head Island 
in 2004. He is the author of the book Rhymes For Our Times: 
Skews on the News, which contains rhymed riffs on REAL news 
headlines calculated to amuse (and occasionally instruct). He has 
extended the Rhymes for Our Times concept to social media, in 
both blog and Twitter formats. He is also a published blues and 
country and western songwriter—sorry, no hits. Inspired by the 
Lowcountry's natural beauty, Norm has written lyrical poetry that 
has appeared in the last two Island Writers’ Network  
anthologies. 
 
Marilyn Lorenz began writing in Miss Woodworth’s third grade 
class in Montclair, New Jersey. She has published poetry, short 
stories, music, lyrics, parodies, vignettes, and a children’s book, 
Great Blue Gert, which sold out in 2010. In spring 2012 Marilyn 
wrote some of the music and lyrics for The Cypress’s twentieth 
anniversary show, choreographed the men’s dance line, and 
called it “the most glorious fun—some of those guys were almost 
ninety, and they really danced!” 
 
Margaret Lorine (aka Lorine M. Getz) formerly moderator of 
IWN, conceived and guided the development of the joint 
writing project, resulting in the creation of this series of IWN 
anthologies, and she remains a contributing editor. For many 



 

 

years executive director of the Boston Theological Institute and 
a professor of Art, Literature, and Religion, she is best known 
for her volumes on Flannery O’Connor. She has authored 
numerous other works of fiction and non-fiction, including The 
Kissing Bough, co-edited with Judith Simpson. Her “Bardo 
Winter” is published in Tales for a Long Winter’s Night and 
“The Bardo of Living and Dying” is found in Hilton Headings. 
 
Trish Luckenbill enjoys living in the beautiful Lowcountry of 
Hilton Head Island with her rescue dog, Flash. Trish graduated 
from the University of Mississippi with a Bachelor of Arts 
degree in English Literature. Trish enjoys writing poetry, human 
interest stories, and she is currently writing her first historical 
non-fiction. She is inspired by cooking, nature, people she 
meets, and her family. She reflects her family history, travels, 
and memories through her creative writing. 
 
Cathryn McNamee, a retired teacher of English and French, has 
published eleven children’s stories. She is also a painter and a 
professional photographer. Cathryn, her husband, and three 
children spent eighteen years in Europe before moving back to 
Canada in 1994. They subsequently discovered a small paradise 
called Hilton Head. Every year the island beckons the 
McNamees and like many other Snowbirds, they escape to this 
delightful “Southern Comfort.” 
 
Charlie McOuat is a retired dentist from Cape Cod. He enjoys 
teaching English as a Second Language with Literacy Volunteers 
of the Lowcountry. He regularly travels to Ghana to teach 
English in orphanage schools and in small African villages. His 
book of memoirs, short stories and poems, entitled "Chuckles 
and Challenges with Charlie," is available on Amazon.com.  
 
Sansing McPherson, an Alabama native, taught English and 
writing from elementary through college level. After twenty-five 
years in New Jersey, she and her husband returned to the South 
to enjoy the good life on Hilton Head Island and the good 



 

 

companionship and influence of her fellow writers in the Island 
Writers’ Network. She has been a staff writer for 101 Things to 
Do on Hilton Head, is a free-lance editor, and writes short 
stories and novels. 
 
Anne-Marie Mooney, storiesfromtheheart@aol.com, lives near 
Hilton Head Island where she’s finishing up her senior year of 
high school and writing to her heart’s content. Four of her short 
stories have already been published, and she is currently writing 
her first novel. Her primary genre is young adult fiction, mainly 
focusing on love stories. While planning on majoring in creative 
writing in college, she spends her free time drawing and playing 
tennis. Her true enjoyment comes from writing stories that 
entertain and inspire others.  
 
Shanti North is a parent, traveler, teacher, and veteran of life’s 
experience. From this perspective she hopes to express some of 
the deep-seated lessons, concepts, and valuable insights into the 
ongoing mystery of life. With a keen interest in the natural world 
and a wish to illuminate the fullness of its inherent value, her 
writing is laced with elements of the philosophical, the sensory, 
and the mystical. She has been published in magazines and 
collected works.  
 
Jim Schulze was born in, raised in, worked for, and retired from 
the City of Cincinnati. He enjoys a variety of interests including 
writing, acting, music, dancing, golf, tennis, travel, meeting new 
people, volunteering, and discovering new things. He has a son 
(twenty-four) and a daughter (fifteen). His favorite saying is: "If I 
am not having a good time, it is my own fault."  On Hilton Head, 
there is always a smile on his face. 
 



 

 

Orginally from the Buffalo, New York, area, Greg Smorol is a 
retired efficiency consultant who operated a business throughout 
the South for many years. He received his Baccalaureate Degree 
from St. Lawrence University in Canton, New York, and a 
Master’s Degree in Communications from SUNY—Buffalo. He 
enjoys writing poems and short stories as well as novels. He and 
his wife, Donna, currently reside on Hilton Head Island. 
 
Kenneth Stuart (aka Kenneth Getz), a native Pittsburgher, is a 
graduate of Bunker Hill  Community College and the University 
of North Carolina at Charlotte. He now lives full time on Hilton 
Head Island. Stuart is a creative artist who paints, makes hemp 
jewelry, and knits when not writing short stories set in coastal 
areas along the Atlantic seaboard from Maine to Florida. His 
story, “Murder at Sandy Point Lighthouse,” is published in 
Hilton Head Island: Unpacked & Staying. 
 
Charles Thorn spent many years with Newsweek and Forbes in 
New York and Atlanta before relocating to the Lowcountry of 
South Carolina. He divides his time between writing and 
conducting historical tours of remote Daufuskie Island, a 
Loyalist haven prior to the American Revolution. It was there he 
stumbled upon the complex issue of "heirs' property." Because 
the injustice persists to this day, Thorn brought it to light as the 
plot of his novel, Children of Shadows. Because of many 
readers' enthusiastic response to the main characters, his second 
novel will be a sequel. 
 
Norma Van Amberg is a retired journalist and a freelance writer 
and editor. A graduate of Douglass College, Rutgers University, 
in her native New Jersey, she has lived in the Hilton Head 
Island-Bluffton area since 1984. She loves the outdoors and is 
an environmentalist. Norma serves on the National Alliance on 
Mental Illness (NAMI) Beaufort County Board and is working 
on a book about mental illness. 
 
 



 

 

Mel Witmer retired in 1998 after teaching forty-two years, the 
last thirty-two at Ohio University. His advanced degrees were in 
counseling and psychology from Temple and Florida State 
University. He describes himself as a recovering academician 
after writing many articles, chapters, and a book in the area of 
his professional interests. Returning to a longstanding interest in 
history, he just completed writing a history of the small country 
church in Pennsylvania where he and his wife grew up. 
 
Gene Youtz has been doing research on life for close to seventy-
five years, of which fifty were spent in the Washington, D.C., 
area in printing and publishing. Way back when, while in 
journalism school at American University, one of his professors 
said by way of preparation, “Most people can write—fortunately 
for us they don't.” Armed with that thought, eight years ago he 
began a fortnightly web publication called The Newslessletter. 
He and his wife, Barbara, a watercolorist, live in Hilton Head 
Plantation, (with summers off to the Maine Coast) where they 
prepare words and pictures for presentation. 
 

 



 

About the Cover 
 
Jean-Marie Côté, also known 
as thefrenchguy, took the 
cover photograph depicting 
one vision of Living the 
Dream here in the 
Lowcountry. After a three-
month competition involving 
over a hundred submissions 
from area photographers, 
Côté’s pensive photo of his 
wife wading in a tidal pool was 
selected by the Island Writers’ 
Network membership to 
become the cover for the third 
IWN anthology. 
 
Côté was born in the northern 
part of Quebec and grew up 
with an appreciation for living in harmony with nature. His interest 
in photography began while he was in the Canadian Navy, and his 
camera has followed him all over the world since then.  
 
Côté has gained invitations to exhibit in numerous juried art shows 
and galleries throughout Canada and the United States where he 
has won several first prizes. Here in the Lowcountry he has 
displayed his works with the Hilton Head Art League Gallery; the 
Art Market at Honey Horn on Hilton Head; Walter Greer Gallery 
on Hilton Head, which included a solo exhibit; and the Telfair 
Museum, Jepson Art Center, in Savannah. 
 
“When I am out there with my camera, I am like a child chasing a 
butterfly; I am having fun,” says the photographer, who specializes 
in capturing the beauty in nature, people, and places.  He now 
resides with his wife on Hilton Head Island. 
 
Visit his web site at www.thefrenchguy.us and his virtual galleries at 
www.thefrenchguy.printroom.com. 



 

 

 
 
 
 
 



 

Also by the  
Island Writers’ Network of  

Hilton Head Island  
 
 
The Island Writers’ 
Network’s first anthology, 
Hilton Head Island: 
Unpacked & Staying, has 
sold nearly a thousand copies 
since its publication in 2007. 
While its forty-plus entries 
vary from light humor to 
deep spirituality, each 
conveys the writer’s intense 
love of the island that we are 
so fortunate to call home.   
 
David Lauderdale of The 
Island Packet called it “. . . 
an impressive new 
Lowcountry anthology.” 
Hilton Head Monthly said 
the anthology shows “what an amazing variety of talents can be 
found in this outstanding coalition of area writers.”   
 
Hilton Head Island: Unpacked and Staying is available for sale 
at outlets in the greater Hilton Head area, as well as on 
Amazon.com and in eBook format for Kindle. Please see the 
IWN web page—www.iwn-hhi.org—for the latest list of vendors. 

 
 



 

 
“The English language is alive and well on Hilton Head 

Island. This book proves it." 
--Pat Conroy 

 
The second anthology pub-
lished by the Island Writers’ 
Network, Hilton Headings, is 
the creative product of twenty-
four writers who headed south 
from various climes, fell in 
love with the Lowcountry, and 
stayed. The articles depict the 
diversity of Island Writers' 
Network members and offer 
an assortment of fiction, 
memoir, humor, and poetry.  
 
In addition to literary works,  
Hilton Headings contains a 
collection of eight color 
photographs of the Low-

country and its flora and fauna. A stunning photograph of a 
Lowcountry dock is featured on the cover.  Hilton Headings is 
available at numerous vendors in the Hilton Head/Bluffton area 
and in eBook format for Kindle at www.amazon.com. 
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The Island Writers' Network of  
Hilton Head Island 

 
Hilton Head Island: Living the Dream is the third 

anthology published by the Island Writers’ Network. It joins two 
previous IWN anthologies, Hilton Head Island: Unpacked & 
Staying, published in 2007; and Hilton Headings, published in 
2009. Each volume has given members hands-on experience 
with the full publishing process from developing the germ of an 
idea, writing and revising, working with an editor, selecting a 
publisher, and marketing the finished product.  

The Island Writers’ Network aims to encourage, 
inspire, and mentor writers in both the craft and the business of 
writing. Members work in all genres, including fiction, 
nonfiction, memoir, children’s literature, and poetry. They range 
in experience from the aspiring neophyte to the multi-published 
author.  

The organization was founded in 1999 by Jo Williams. 
Notable alumnae include Kathryn Wall, the author of eleven 
Bay Tanner mysteries for St. Martin’s Press; Vicky Hunnings, 
who has three mysteries published by Avalon Press; and Jo 
Williams, with a novel by Coastal Villages Press. Other 
members have been published through professional journals, 
magazines, anthologies, and various self-publishing avenues. 

The three IWN anthologies are available at numerous 
locations in the greater Hilton Head /Bluffton area. For a 
current list of vendors and instructions for on-line ordering, 
please visit the IWN website at www.iwn-hhi.org. Hilton Head 
Island: Unpacked & Staying and Hilton Headings are also 
available for download to Kindle at www.amazon.com. 

IWN meets on the first Monday of each month at 7:00 
p.m. in the Heritage Library, second floor of the Savannah Bank 
Building on Hilton Head Island. Visitors and new members are 
always welcome, regardless of writing experience.  
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